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Abstract
While heavily doped regions are an integral part of silicon solar cells for carrier separation
and selective transport, they also introduce deleterious effects that constrain their per-
formance. This thesis addresses the fundamental limitations imposed by heavy doping in
silicon solar cells and explores the potential of utilising doping in a manner that circum-
vents them. In particular, selectively doped regions and novel carrier-selective passivating
contacts are developed using heavily doped silicon films and ultra-thin dielectric layers.
In the heavily doped silicon (>1× 1018 cm−3), the energy band gap narrowing (BGN)
occurs. Subsequently, the pono product of the hole and electron concentrations in equi-
librium increases with doping, which tends to limit the electrical parameters of interest,
particularly the voltage of silicon solar cells. In principle, heavily doped silicon should
be analyzed using Fermi-Dirac statistics coupled with a model for the energy band gap
narrowing. Nevertheless, when applying Schenk’s theoretical BGN model to experimental
samples, we find that it underestimates their corresponding recombination current param-
eter J0. Based on a large number of samples with different dopant diffused regions, and
using well-proven models for Auger recombination and carrier mobility, updated empir-
ical expressions for the BGN as a function of dopant concentration are derived here for
both n+ silicon and p+ silicon. The empirical BGN models, also show a good agreement
with previous experimental data reported by other authors. The study confirms that the
BGN values in p+ silicon are slightly larger than in n+ silicon. Both updated BGN models
contribute to a more complete understanding of the losses and ramifications caused by
heavily doped regions in silicon solar cells.
A possible approach to reduce the impact of heavily doped regions is to reduce the
area they occupy, restricting it to underneath the metal contacts. In this thesis, a process
to implement such selectively doped (SD) silicon solar cells is developed. The process,
based on a controlled etch-back of the diffused region offers the advantage of being self-
aligned, which avoids the critical mask alignment step used in current selectively doped
solar cells. By using the metal grid as an etch-mask, it eliminates the impact of the
alignment tolerance and the usage of a special masking paste, reducing complexity and
cost. The TMAH based etch-back solution used here provides a well-controlled etching
rate, uniformly etched surface and selectivity to metallic layers (Al or Ag). The electronic
properties of the etched-back doped silicon, including the ability to passivate its surface,
are maintained. The proof-of-concept SD silicon solar cell have been demonstrated with
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a ∼6 mV gain in Voc, a ∼0.6 mA/cm2 gain in Jsc and a 0.7 % absolute gain in efficiency.
The best prototype solar cell reaches a conversion efficiency of 17.5 %.
Inspired by silicon hetero-junction solar cells and polysilicon emitter BJT, carrier-
selective passivating contacts based on doped silicon films and ultra-thin interfacial layers
are developed in this thesis. Two approaches to form these carrier-selective passivating
contacts are demonstrated, based on deposited films of intrinsic polysilicon or amorphous
silicon. In both cases, a thermal diffusion process (phosphorus or boron) is used to dope
and recrystallise the films. The temperature and time of the diffusion, the intrinsic sil-
icon film thickness (polysilicon and a-Si), and the interfacial layer conditions (different
interfacial layers and their thicknesses) are optimized in terms of the trade-off between
the recombination current parameter J0c and the contact resistivity ρc. The interfacial
layer is found to be critical for hindering the penetration of dopants, for stopping epitaxial
regrowth between the top silicon film and the underlying crystalline silicon, as well as
for enhancing the response to a subsequent hydrogenation treatment. Applying moderate
doping to the underlying silicon substrate leads to an enhancement of the extraction of
majority carriers for a high FF and a reduction of the recombination losses in both ap-
proaches (deposited polysilicon or a-Si) to form n-type passivating contacts. Examination
of the intrinsic silicon film/interfacial layer/monosilicon passivating contact structure be-
fore and after the thermal diffusion processes by using XRD, µPLs and XPS indicates that
allowing a moderate level of phosphorus into the SiOx and into the silicon substrate is nec-
essary to achieve a low recombination J0c and a low contact resistivity ρc. With optimized
diffusion conditions and optimized interfacial layer, electron-selective passivating contacts
have been achieved, with a low J0c<7× 10−15 A/cm2 and a corresponding ρc ranging from
0.005 Ω cm2 to 0.15 Ω cm2. Boron-doped, hole-selective passivating contacts have also been
developed, with J0c values ranging from 1.5× 10−14 A/cm2 to 4× 10−14 A/cm2 and con-
tact resistivities ranging from 0.008 Ω cm2 to 0.04 Ω cm2. Finally, the electron-selective
passivating contacts have been successfully implemented at the rear of n-type silicon solar
cells, showing Voc>672 mV and efficiency values up to 20.8 %.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Solar cells are the building blocks of photovoltaic power systems, converting energy from
sunlight into electrical energy. Silicon is the semiconductor material of choice as the photon
absorber, which has the advantages over other materials of being stable, abundant and well
studied in semiconductor devices of practical interest today. As the most popular solar cell
material, it has an energy band gap of 1.12 eV, close to the optimum band gap at which the
conversion efficiency has a maximum of 33.5 % for a single band gap photonconverter[125].
Taking radiative and Auger recombination losses into account, a maximum possible con-
version efficiency of 29.4 % has been calculated for silicon solar cells[17]. Fabricating high
efficiency silicon solar cells requires different perspectives compared with other silicon de-
vices. It requires negligible surface recombination and high lifetime for charge carriers
in the bulk. Over time, the development of surface passivating layers, silicon materials
with high bulk electronic quality and novel solar cell structures have shifted the focal
point of solar cell research to the crucial contact region between silicon and the metallic
electrodes. Recombination losses due to the high density of defect states present at this
contact region limit the efficiency that silicon solar cells can achieve in practice. The ap-
proximate value of recombination current parameter J0>1× 10−12 A/cm2 that represents
such recombination loss can easily reduces the upper efficiency limit of silicon solar cells
by >10 % absolute[181]. In order to overcome such limitation in the conventional silicon
solar cells, it is possible to add a highly doped regions (with sheet resistance Rsh≈ 20 Ω/2)
underneath the metallic layer, which can reduce the recombination loss by factor of 4.
3
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Understanding heavily doped regions is significant, since they are present in most
semiconductor devices, and particularly in silicon solar cells. In the tunnel diode (Zener
diode), heavily doped regions enable a thin depletion region, which eases the flow of cur-
rent at a small applied voltage. This is suitable for a fast switching device. In the laser
diode, heavily doped regions are the key to achieve population inversion for simulated
emission. In particular, in silicon solar cells, heavily doped regions are implemented as
a form of carrier-selective contacts, that is, regions that are impermeable to minority
carriers while facilitating the transport of majority carriers. Additionally, the process of
forming heavily doped regions in silicon, e.g. phosphorus diffusion, offers impurity get-
tering, which removes unwanted impurities (particularly transition metals) from silicon
wafers. The implementation of a highly doped back surface region (BSR) was a significant
strategy towards high efficiency silicon solar cells. In the early stages of development (in
the 1970s), alloying aluminium into silicon to form a heavy p+ region at their rear side
could significantly improve the output current and voltage. Later on, in the 1980s, p-type
silicon solar cells with an efficiency of 19.8 % were demonstrated by using a highly boron
doped back surface region[79]. However, the consequent heavy doping effects, especially
energy band gap narrowing (BGN), put a ceiling on the performance of heavily doped re-
gion in silicon solar cells. The recombination losses at the contact between metallic layers
and heavily doped silicon regions still remains high. Thus, in order to overcome these lim-
itations, two possible solutions have been demonstrated: restricting heavily doped regions
to small fractions, and developing carrier-selective passivating contacts based on heavily
doped silicon films. Successful application of localized heavily doped regions at both the
front and rear side of silicon solar cells enables an efficiency of >22 %. An efficiency of
25 % has been demonstrated in silicon solar cells of PERL (passivated emitter, rear locally
diffused) structure[224]. In industrial fabrication, PERL solar cells have reached a record
efficiency of 22.13 %[81]. On the other hand, carrier-selective passivating contacts are a
novel approach to reduce the recombination at the interface between silicon and metallic
layers. The selective-contact strategy pursues a reduction of surface recombination via a
combination of passivating surface defects (broken silicon-silicon bonds) and manipulat-
ing the carrier concentrations near the surface. Simultaneously, they facilitate selective
transport ( or collection) of one type of carrier (the majority carrier) towards the metallic
electrode, which mainly relies on the conductivity of the oute-most layer (that is directly
in contact wit the metal). Carrier-selective passivating contacts, consisting of structures
of doped amorphous silicon/intrinsic amorphous silicon, have been incorporated into sil-
icon hetero-junction solar cells. With an efficiency of 25.6 %, the record back contacted
silicon hetero-junction solar has been demonstrated by Panasonic[1]. Recently, passivat-
ing contacts based on thin dielectric layers and heavily doped silicon films (amorphous
silicon or polysilicon) have demonstrated extraordinary results, reducing the metal/silicon
recombination by 2 order of magnitude (J0 <1× 10−14 A/cm2). A remarkable solar cell
efficiency of 25.1 % has been achieved by using such heavily doped silicon film passivating
contacts[74].
1.2. Thesis outlines 5
The goal of this thesis is to clarify and improve the analysis of heavily doped regions
in silicon solar cells. It provides tools for modelling heavily doped regions and guidelines
for developing carrier-selective passivating contacts from doped silicon layers.
1.2 Thesis outlines
This thesis is built on detailed studies of heavily doped regions and their application to
silicon solar cells, including perspectives on fundamental physical modelling and advanced
silicon solar cell process.
In the analysis of heavily doped silicon, the pono product is the parameter of most
interest, which becomes larger as a consequence of energy band gap narrowing, BGN. Ap-
parent BGN models in conjunction with Boltzmann statistics are the common approach
used to analyze them. Nevertheless, in order to accurately replicate the impact of heavily
doped regions, using Fermi-Dirac statistics together with different BGN models is neces-
sary. Schenk’s theoretical BGN models offer the opportunity to use Fermi-Dirac statistics,
but its reliability and accuracy needs to be tested experimentally. Based on the published
BGN data for both n-type and p-type silicon, their small difference leads to most authors
using a unified BGN model for both types, which is at odds with the theoretical work of
Schenk[166]. The BGN in n-type and p-type silicon should be expected to be different. In
order to address these points, we present detailed experimental studies of heavily doped
n-type and p-type silicon in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3:
• Chapter 2 overviews the effects of heavily doped silicon. This chapter summarizes
the main three experimental methods used for extracting energy band gap narrow-
ing in heavily doped silicon. The previous BGN data and BGN models are also
summarized and discussed.
• Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in this thesis to derive new BGN models
for both heavily doped n+ silicon and heavily doped p+ silicon. Based on a large
set of thermally diffused samples with recombination current parameters J0 and
their corresponding dopant density profiles, empirical expressions for the apparent
BGN and the net BGN are obtained in conjunction with Boltzmann statistics and
Fermi-dirac statistics respectively. This chapter also evaluates the impact of different
minority carrier mobility models and Auger recombination models on the resulting
BGN models for doped samples with different surface treatments, with and without
passivated layers.
In order to reduce the negative impact of heavily doped regions and maintain their
benefits (a good ohmic contact), it is simple to restrict them to underneath the metal con-
tacts, which leads to the selectively doped (SD) silicon solar cell design. In well-developed
SD formation techniques, etch-back, laser doping and ion implantation, alignment step
of the metal contact to the pre-defined heavily doped region is critical. With industrial
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constraints in mind, Chapter 4 demonstrates a self-aligned etch-back process for the for-
mation of heavily doped localized regions, which circumvents the limitations of alignment
tolerance in silicon solar cells. Firstly, the advantages of the selectively doped (SD) silicon
solar cell are presented by simulation studies. The chapter summarizes different techniques
to fabricate SD silicon solar cells. The self-aligned etch-back SD process is then described
in detail. The etch-back solution is studied, including its impact on optical losses and re-
combination losses. Finally, by using this etch-back approach, p-type SD silicon solar cells
are fabricated and their performance is presented in this chapter.
Ultimately, the novel carrier-selective passivating contacts based on heavily doped sil-
icon films are effective in reducing the recombination in the metal contacted surface. By
means of intrinsic PECVD silicon films (either amorphous silicon or polysilicon), thin di-
electric layers (either silicon oxide, silicon nitride or both) and thermal diffusion process
with POCl3 and BBr3 as dopant sources, both electron-selective and hole-selective pas-
sivating contacts are developed. Systematic studies of these carrier-selective passivating
contacts are presented in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7:
• Chapter 5 summarizes the previous work on carrier-selective passivating
contacts. Three contact schemes, metal/silicon, metal/insulator/silicon and
metal/semiconductor/insulator/silicon, are studied in terms of their self-passivating
and carrier-selective properties. The state-of-the-arts for carrier-selective passivat-
ing contacts by the means of heavily doped silicon films and thin interfacial layers
is overviewed.
• Chapter 6 presents the development of both electron-selective passivating contacts
and hole-selective passivating based on PECVD (plasma-enahnce chemical vapor de-
position) intrinsic polysilicon films, thermal diffusion processes and ultrathin silicon
oxide layers. During the fabrication, the thermal diffusion parameters (temperature
and time), the thickness of the SiOx and the polysilicon layers are adjusted towards
an optimised carrier-selective passivating contact, findings the best compromise in
the tradeoff between the recombination current parameter and the contact resistiv-
ity. Finally, n-type silicon solar cells implementing such electron-selective passivating
contact at the rear side are constructed and presented.
• Chapter 7 demonstrates an alternative approach to make carrier-selective passivat-
ing contacts. In this approach, the doped silicon film underneath the metal electrode
is obtained from doping an intrinsic PECVD amorphous silicon layer by using ther-
mal diffusion processes. The passivating contacts with a silicon nitride/silicon oxide
double interfacial layer are also investigated. The diffusion parameters, the thickness
of interfacial layers and amorphous silicon layers, and the composition of silicon ni-
tride layers are optimized and explored for improving the degree of self-passivation
and carrier-selectivity in these contacts. Finally, n-type silicon solar cells with the
application of this electron-selective passivating contact are fabricated.
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Finally, Chapter 8 contains key conclusions and suggestion for further work.

2
Heavy doping effects
2.1 Introduction
In most silicon solar cells and other electronic devices, highly doped n+ and p+ regions
are usually formed near the surfaces to suppress the concentration of one type of charge
carrier and facilitate the selective transport of the other type towards an external circuit.
For example, a highly doped n+ region offers a high conductivity for electrons and, in
principle, results in a small concentration of holes, both in equilibrium and under weak
excitation, such as one sun illumination. This is, however, compromised by energy band gap
narrowing effects (BGN)[196][103], which tend to increase the equilibrium minority carrier
concentration, as well as the non-equilibrium one. The consequence of BGN combined
with Auger and surface recombination is that n+ and p+ regions frequently limit the
performance of silicon solar cells.
In this chapter, we overview the so-called heavy doping effects, that is, the quantita-
tive changes as a function of doping concentration in silicon. The key changes include pono
product in thermal equilibrium, recombination processes and carrier mobility. Due to the
energy band gap narrowing, the pono product in heavily doped silicon is different from that
in non-degenerate silicon. The inclusion of BGN gives different minority carrier concentra-
tions in heavily doped silicon. BGN becomes an important topic in studying heavily doped
semiconductors since the 70s. Three methods, the optical method, the photoluminescence
method and the electrical transport method, to extract BGN data are discussed in this
chapter. The BGN models based on these experimental data and theoretical studies are
summarized.
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2.2 Carrier concentrations: pono product
In intrinsic silicon, the electron concentration and hole concentration are obtained by
multiplying the density of states, D(E) and the probability of occupation. Both of them
are expressed in terms of energy and independent of position in the silicon crystal. In this
section, we consider the thermal equilibrium condition, which means every point in the
silicon has the same average kinetic energy of 32kT 1.Thus, the density of electrons in the
conduction band is[125][186][213],
no =
∫ ∞
Ec
De(E)f(E)dE (2.1)
where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and represents the probability of
occupation of an electron energy states at a given energy E. Similarly, the density of holes
in the valence band is:
po =
∫ Ev
−∞
Dh(E)(1− f(E))dE (2.2)
Using the relevant expressions for Fermi-Dirac statistics f(E), density of electron states
De(E) and density of hole states Dh(E), free carrier concentrations are
no = Nc
2√
pi
F 1
2
(Ef − Ec
kT
) (2.3)
for electrons, and
po = Nv
2√
pi
F 1
2
(Ev − Ef
kT
) (2.4)
for holes, where Nc and Nv represent effective density of states in the conduction band
and in the valence band (Nc = 2.86× 1019 cm−3 and Nv = 3.1× 1019 cm−3 at 300 K)[80]
respectively. Ef is the Fermi energy where the probability of occupation is 50 %. F 1
2
is the
Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2, and it is given by
F 1
2
(x) = 1
Γ(32)
∫ ∞
0
ξ1/2
1 + eξ−xdξ (2.5)
Due to the mathematical complexity of this formulation, several analytic approximations
have been derived [21][13][135].
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and Fermi-Dirac statistics are both used to describe the
distribution of particles over energy states. Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics is applied for
non-interacting particles in an ideal gas system and is defined as,
fB(E) = e
Ef−E
kT (2.6)
However, it is limited to classical, individual particles. To take into account the quan-
1k: the Boltzmann constant (kB or k) with a value of 8.617 332 4 × 10−5 eV/K[125]
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Figure 2.1: Fermi-Dirac statistics(fFD) and Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics(fB) are compared as a function
of x = E − Ef at temperatures of 30 K, 300 K and 2000 K.
tum mechanical characteristics, wave character and Pauli exclusive principle, Fermi-Dirac
statistics must be used. They are given as
f(E) = 1
1 + e
E−Ef
kT
(2.7)
For certain conditions, Fermi-Dirac statistics is often approximated by Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics. Comparison between Fermi-Dirac statistics and Maxwell-Boltzmann
at various temperatures is illustrated in Fig.2.1. It shows that as along as the condition
of E−EfkT  1 is met, Fermi-Dirac statistic is well approximated by Boltzmann statistics.
On the other hand, when E−EfkT  1, which occurs when the Fermi energy level is in close
proximity to either Ev or Ec, Boltzmann statistics is no longer valid and the more accurate
description of Fermi-Dirac statistics is required.
In an intrinsic semiconductor which has an ideal crystalline structure, the electron
concentration and hole concentration described by Fermi-Dirac statistics, as shown in
Eq.(2.3) and Eq.(2.4), are simplified by Boltzmann statistics,
no = Nce
Ef−Ec
kT (2.8)
for electrons, and
po = Nve
Ev−Ef
kT (2.9)
for holes. For an intrinsic semiconductor, the electron concentration equals the hole con-
centration, as every thermally excited electron in the conduction band leaves behind a
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Eg ( eV) ni ( cm−3)
Si 1.12 9.65× 109
Ge 0.66 2.3× 1013
GaAs 1.42 2.1× 106
Table 2.1: Eg values and ni values of three semiconductors, Si[5], Ge and GaAs[213].
hole in the valence band. The Fermi energy level Ef is obtained by letting no = po,
Ef =
1
2(Ec − Ev + kT ln(
Nc
Nv
)) = Ei (2.10)
This is generally defined as the intrinsic energy level, which is close to the middle
position in the forbidden band gap. An important relationship is the product of the electron
concentration (Eq.2.8) and the hole concentration (Eq.2.9),
pono = Nce
Ef−Ec
kT × Nve
Ev−Ef
kT = NcNve−
Ec−Ev
kT = NcNve−
Eg
kT = n2i (2.11)
It clearly shows that pono product at a certain temperature does not depend on the
Fermi energy (Ef ). Instead, it is determined by intrinsic properties of the semiconductor,
the energy band gap (Eg), and the density of states for electrons and holes (Nc and Nv).
Nevertheless, it can be affected by doping if the band gap is modified, as in the case of
energy band gap narrowing in heavily doped silicon. Table.2.1 shows Eg values and ni
values of three semiconductors. It is common to use the intrinsic carrier concentration, ni,
in non-degenerate semiconductors and the effective intrinsic carrier concentration, nieff ,
in degenerate semiconductors.
In an intrinsic semiconductor at room temperature, the concentration of electrons is
much lower than that in a typical conductor. Thus, intrinsic silicon has a high resistivity
of ρ = 2.5× 105 Ω cm at 300 K. Its electrical conductivity can be improved by doping with
impurity atoms.
There are two types of doped semiconductors, the n-type semiconductor has a larger
concentration of electrons than holes, and the p-type semiconductor has a higher concen-
tration of holes than electrons. N-type and p-type semiconductors are formed by intro-
ducing donor impurities and acceptor impurities, respectively. For silicon, phosphorus (P),
arsenic (As) and antimony (Sb) are donors; boron (B), aluminum (Al) and gallium (Ga)
are acceptors.
Once the crystalline structure of semiconductors is altered by doping, impurity energy
levels are formed within the band gap. In a n-type semiconductor, impurity levels are ad-
jacent to the conduction band, while in the p-type semiconductor, impurity levels are close
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to the valence band. The energies required for exciting electrons and holes from impurity
levels to the conduction band and valence band respectively, that is, the ionization energy,
have small values. In fact, the impurities are normally fully ionized at room temperature.
Thus, in a n-type semiconductor, the density of majority carriers (electrons, no) at thermal
equilibrium is determined by the density of donor atoms, Nd. Based on the mass action
law (Eq.2.11), the density of minority carriers (holes) at thermal equilibrium is given by
po =
n2i
no
= n
2
i
Nd
(2.12)
Similarly, in the p-type semiconductor, the density of majority carriers (holes) at thermal
equilibrium is determined by the density of acceptor concentrations Na and the density of
minority carriers (electrons) at thermal equilibrium is given by
no =
n2i
po
= n
2
i
Na
(2.13)
From the previous discussion, especially Eq.2.8, Eq.2.3, Eq.2.9 and Eq.2.4, the Fermi
energy level, Ef , depends on the concentration of free carriers. Consequently, the Fermi
level shifts as a result of doping from the intrinsic energy level, Ei, towards to the conduc-
tion band, Ec, in n-type semiconductors, and towards to the valence band, Ev, in p-type
semiconductors. From Eq.2.8 and Eq.2.9, the Fermi level for an n-type semiconductor is:
Ef = Ec − kT ln(Nc
Nd
) (2.14)
The Fermi level for a p-type semiconductor is then:
Ef = Ev + kT ln(
Nv
Na
) (2.15)
As the doping concentration increases, the Fermi level starts to merge and eventually
penetrates into the conduction band in n-type semiconductors, or into the valence band in
p-type semiconductors, as shown in Fig.2.2. In such cases, the term (Ef−Ec) in Eq.2.3 and
the term (Ev −Ef ) in Eq.2.4 become negative. As shown in Fig.2.1, Boltzmann statistics
is no longer valid as an approximation for Fermi-Dirac statistics. Thus, the pono product
should be calculated from Eq.2.3 and Eq.2.4, giving
pono = NcNv
4
pi
F1/2(
Ef − Ec
kT
)F1/2(
Ev − Ef
kT
) (2.16)
The difference between Eq.2.11 and Eq.2.16 is shown in Fig.2.3. The difference between
Fermi-Dirac statistics(Eq.2.16) and Boltzmann statistics(Eq.2.11) becomes significant at
doping concentrations higher than 3× 1019 cm−3. Fermi-Dirac statistics show much lower
pono product value in heavily doped silicon, also referred to as degenerate silicon.
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Figure 2.2: The Fermi energy level, Efv for p-type silicon and Efc for n-type silicon, is plotted as a
function donor concentrations(n-type silicon) and acceptor concentration(p-type silicon).At high doping
concentration, the conduction band Ec starts merging with the valence band Ev is due to the band gap
narrow. The Schenk’s BGN is used in this simulation.
Figure 2.3: The comparison between pono product values by using Boltzmann statistics and Fermi-Dirac
statistics is shown as function of donor concentrations in n-type silicon. In this case, band gap narrowing
is not considered.
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Simultaneously, due to heavy doping effects in heavily doped semiconductors, energy
band gap narrowing (BGN) occurs. Taking BGN into account, Ec can be expressed as
Eoc +∆Ec, where Eoc represents the conduction band of minimum energy without BGN, as
is the case in non-degenerate semiconductors, and ∆Ec is the band edge shift of Eoc due to
BGN. Similarly, Ev = Eov + ∆Ev, where Eov is the valence band of maximum energy, and
∆Ev is the band edge shift of Eov . Thus, the net band shift, or BGN is ∆Eg = ∆Ec+∆Ev.
To quantify the effect of BGN on ni for the n-type heavily doped semiconductor, Eq.2.16
can be written in terms of n2i , the degeneracy factor and the BGN factors, as shown in[7],
pono = n2i γdegγcBGNγvBGN (2.17)
where n2i is defined in Eq.2.11, γdeg is the degeneracy factor given by the ratio between
Fermi-Dirac statistics and Boltzmann statistics,
γdeg =
F1/2((Ef − Eoc )/kT )
e((Ef−Eoc )/kT )
(2.18)
γcBGN and γvBGN are BGN factors that take into account the band edge shifts in the
conduction band and valence band, respectively.
γcBGN =
F1/2((Ef − Eoc + ∆Ec)/kT )
F1/2((Ef − Eoc )/kT )
(2.19)
and
γvBGN =
F1/2(−(Ef − Eov −∆Ev)/kT )
e(−(Ef−Eov)/kT )
(2.20)
For a p-type highly doped semiconductor,
γdeg =
F1/2(−(Ef − Eov)/kT )
e(−(Ef−Eov)/kT )
(2.21)
γvBGN =
F1/2(−(Ef − Eov −∆Ev)/kT )
F1/2(−(Ef − Eov)/kT )
(2.22)
γcBGN =
F1/2((Ef − Eoc + ∆Ec)/kT )
e((Ef−Eoc )/kT )
(2.23)
As shown in Fig.2.4, the degeneracy factor (γdeg) exhibits an opposite behavior to that
of the BGN (both γcBGN and γvBGN ) as a function of dopant concentration. As dopant
concentration increases, the degeneracy factor tends to decreases the pono product, while
the BGN tends to increase the pono product. Below the doping level of 2.8× 10−19 cm−3,
the BGN is the dominated factor that increases the pono product. After the doping level
reaches ∼2.8× 1019 cm−3, the net factor γBGN starts decreasing, and the pono product
is mainly affected by Fermi-Dirac statistics (the degeneracy effect). Similarly, in p+ sili-
con, the degeneracy effect has a larger impact than the BGN on the pono product, once
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Figure 2.4: γdeg, γcBGN ,γvBGN and γBGN are shown as a function of dopant concentration in n-type
silicon. In this plot, Schenk’s BGN model is implemented[166].
Figure 2.5: Minority carrier concentrations with and without including BGN are shown as a function of
dopant concentrations in n-type silicon.
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Figure 2.6: Three simultaneous recombination processes in the silicon, radiative recombination, SRH
recombination (including surface recombination), Auger recombination and surface recombination.
the doping level is ≥3× 1019 cm−3. Again, this emphasises that Fermi-Dirac statistics is
necessary condition to analyze heavily doped silicon.
From the above, it is clear that the pono product in highly doped silicon is larger than
n2i due to energy band gap narrowing. It is common to use n2ieff for the pono product
in heavily doped silicon. BGN effectively increases the minority carrier concentration,
as shown in Fig.2.5. It is an important factor to be considered when simulating heavily
doped regions in the silicon device. The recombination losses and mobility of free carriers
in heavily doped regions also play essential roles in the silicon device simulation.
2.3 Recombination losses
Generation is the process that creates electron-hole pairs, which ultimately increases the
free carrier concentrations. When an electron is excited from the valence band to the
conduction band, a free carrier with a positive charge, hole, is also created. The energy
for such a transition is usually provided by a combination of the absorption of phonons
(the vibration of the lattice) and the absorption of photons (light).
Recombination is the opposite process that reduces the number of free carriers by
demoting the electron to a lower energy level. The time interval between generation and
recombination is characterized by the carrier lifetime, which determines how long the
electron can stay in the conduction band to be collected. As such controlling recombination
in silicon is critical for high efficiency solar cells.
There are three fundamental recombination mechanisms in semiconductors: radiative
recombination, Auger recombination, and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination (recombina-
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B cm−3 Gap
Si 4.75× 10−15 [132] indirect band gap
GaAs 7.2× 10−10 [20] direct band gap
Table 2.2: Radiative recombination coefficients of Si and GaAs at 300 K
tion via defects in silicon bulk and at surfaces). These recombination processes occur in
silicon simultaneously, as shown in Fig.2.6, and the effective recombination rate measures
the combined effect of these simultaneous recombination processes. The dominant recom-
bination process is frequently determined by the dopant concentration in semiconductors.
For example, Auger recombination process is the dominant are in highly doped silicon,
while Schockley-Read-Hall recombination usually dominates in lightly doped silicon.
Based on the principle of detailed balance, with any recombination mechanism, its
associated carrier lifetime, the electron lifetime (τe) and the hole lifetime (τh) is defined
from their net recombination rate, R and the excess concentrations of the electron (∆n)
and the hole (∆p).
τe =
∆n
R
τh =
∆p
R
(2.24)
2.3.1 Radiative recombination
Radiative recombination results from spontaneous emission, and is an unavoidable recom-
bination process. During a spontaneous emission, an electron in a higher energy state
transits to an unoccupied low energy states (in the valence band) whilst generating pho-
tons. Thus, radiative recombination is the reverse process of absorption, but it has a
dependency on carrier densities. At thermal equilibrium, the radiative recombination is
given by the pono value,
Rorad = Bpn = Bpono (2.25)
where B is the radiative recombination coefficient, which is a carrier density independent
constant of the semiconductor. B can be deduced from the semiconductor’s absorption
coefficient which can be measured directly[76] [133][213]. Radiative recombination is more
dominant in a direct band gap material than in an indirect band gap material, as shown
in Table2.2, since it is a two-step process that requires the participation of a phonon in a
indirect band gap material.
In the presence of external energy, i.e. a semiconductor under bias or illumination,
the net radiative recombination is determined by excluding the effect of the radiative
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recombination at thermal equilibrium, Rorad.
Rrad = Bpn−Rorad = B(pn− p0n0) (2.26)
From Eq.2.24, the radiative lifetime of minority carriers in highly doped semiconductors
can be approximated as a function of the dopant concentration, which is,
τp =
∆p
Rrad
= p− po
B(pn− pono) ≈
1
BNd
(2.27)
in n+ semiconductors with donor concentration of Nd, and
τn =
∆n
Rrad
≈ 1
BNa
(2.28)
in p+ semiconductors with accepter concentration of Na.
2.3.2 Recombination via defects
Shockley-Read-Hall(SRH) is the result of defect levels within the forbidden gap. These
defect levels capture free carriers while dissipating energy and effectively facilitate a two-
step recombination process. The previous trapped carrier recombines with the second
trapped carrier with an opposite polarity. Defect levels that capture and release only
one type of carrier are called traps while recombination centres capture both electrons
and holes[125]. Generally, the net recombination rate for a single defect level, RSRH is
described by the SRH relationship:
RSRH =
pn− n2i
τpo(n+ n1) + τno(p+ p1)
(2.29)
where τpo and τno are the fundamental hole and electron lifetimes that relate to the
concentration of traps (Nt), the capture cross section(σp for holes and σnfor electrons),
and the thermal velocity of free carriers (Vth). They are defined as:
τpo =
1
σpVthNt
τno =
1
σnVthNt
The defect energy related carrier concentration is defined similarly to Eq.2.3 and
Eq.2.4. They are:
n1 = Nc
2√
pi
F 1
2
(Et − Ec
kT
)
p1 = Nv
2√
pi
F 1
2
(Ev − Et
kT
)
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Figure 2.7: SRH lifetime as a function doping concentration in n-type silicon. The conduction band Ec is
referred as the reference energy level, 0 eV . The SRH lifetime is shown by four different defect levels. Once
Et moves towards to the mid gap, the SRH lifetime equals to τpo. In this simulation, τno = τpo = 10 ms is
used.
where Et is the energy level of defects, which are equivalent to thermal equilibrium carrier
concentrations as shown in Sect.2.2, if Et = Ef . It is important to notice that both n1 and
p1 become large when Et exists deeply in the forbidden gap, in the middle of the band
gap. This deep defect level increases recombination effectively, as indicated in Fig.2.7, their
final carrier lifetime values are close to the fundamental hole and electron lifetimes, τpo and
τno. Such deep defect levels are frequently introduced by transition metal elements[121].
On the other hand, small values of either Et − Ec or Ev − Et have less impact on the
recombination unless the nature of the defect levels are dominant (larger capture cross
section values and larger concentration of traps).
Following Eq.2.24, the SRH lifetime of free carriers is:
τSRH =
τno(n+ n1) + τpo(p+ p1)
no + po + ∆n
(2.30)
From Eq.2.30, it is clear that τSRH depends on the doping concentration and a carrier
injection level ∆n. With shallow defect levels, the lifetime decreases with increasing doping
concentration and saturates at high doping levels. In highly doped semiconductor, Eq.2.30
is simplified as
τSRH = τpo (2.31)
for p+ semiconductors, and
τSRH = τno (2.32)
for n+ semiconductors.
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Due to broken bonds and deposition of extrinsic impurities at the surface of semicon-
ductors, there are continuous distributed defect levels in the forbidden gap. As shown in
the SRH recombination, energy states in the forbidden gap are effective recombination
centres. A similar equation as that shown in Eq.2.30 is written for recombination through
a single surface state:
Rs =
psns − n2i
S−1po (ns + n1) + S−1no (ps + p1)
(2.33)
where ps and ns are surface concentrations for holes and electrons, Spo and Sno are surface
recombination velocities, which are defined wit a similar way as τpo and τno in Eq.2.30:
Spo = σpsvthNts (2.34)
Sno = σnsvthNts (2.35)
They characterize the surface quality that depends on the capture cross sections (σps
and σns), the thermal velocity (vth), and the density of surface states (Nts). The net
surface recombination due to continuous defect levels in the forbidden gap is obtained by
integrating E from the valence band to the conduction band. It is shown as:
Rs =
∫ Ec
Ev
psns − n2i
ns+n1
σpsvthNts
+ ps+p1σnsvthNts
dE (2.36)
However, in the case of a doped surface, the net recombination is limited by the concen-
tration of minority carriers that have been captured. Thus, Eq.2.36 is reduced to:
Rs = Sp∆p (2.37)
for n+ semiconductors, and
Rs = Sn∆n (2.38)
for p+ semiconductors, where both Sp and Sn are effective surface recombination velocities
that represent the surface quality. Unlike the bulk recombination(with an unit of cm−3s),
the surface recombination is a 2 dimensional quantity(with an unit of cm−2s), which
should be considered as a recombination flux. Based on semiconductor transport equations
at steady state condition, the surface recombination current density Jsp due to the leakage
of minority carriers at the surface of the n-type silicon is defined as:
Jsp = qSp(ps − po) (2.39)
where q is the elementary charge, and po is the thermal equilibrium hole carrier con-
centration. Similarly, the surface recombination current density Jsn in the p-type silicon
is:
Jsn = −qSn(ns − no) (2.40)
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For well passivated surfaces, the effective surface recombination velocity has a value
of ≤10 cm/s. In cases of an unpassivated surface and a metalized surface, high surface
recombination velocities of 1× 106 cm/s to 1× 107 cm/s are resulted. Eq.2.39 and Eq.2.40
can be treated as boundary conditions in simulation of semiconductor devices.
2.3.3 Auger Recombination
Auger recombination involves three free carriers: either two holes and one electron, or two
electrons and one hole. The third electron (or hole) absorbs the excess energy given off from
the recombination of an electron with a hole. Subsequently, such excited electron returns
the edge of the band by a series of collisions. Auger recombination is the reverse process
of impact ionization, where an electron-hole pair is created by the collision between the
free carrier with high kinetic energy and an atom. The net recombination rate involving
two electrons and one hole is:
ReAuger = BAnn2p (2.41)
Similarly, the recombination rate that involves two holes and one electron is:
RhAuger = BApp2n (2.42)
where BAn and BAp are Auger constants for n+ semiconductors and p+ semiconductors,
respectively, which are determined by the material. Auger recombination is a carrier den-
sity dependent process, thus it is the dominant recombination where carrier densities are
high. By using approximations of n ≈ Nd in n+ semiconductors and p ≈ Na in p+
semiconductors, the lifetime associated with Auger recombination is obtained as:
τe ≈ 1
DN2d
(2.43)
for n+ semiconductors and.
τh ≈ 1
DN2a
(2.44)
for p+ semiconductors, where C and D are constant values determined by the material,
Na and Nd are the concentration of acceptors and donors in n+ semiconductors and p+
semiconductors.
Auger recombination processes conserve both momentum and energy. Thus, unlike the
radiative recombination, Auger recombination processes are more important than radiative
processes in the indirect band gap semiconductor, e.g. silicon. Several analytic expressions
for Auger recombination under both low injection and high injection have been param-
eterized in works of [52][6][96][158]. Those Auger models that are shown as a function
of dopant concentration in both n-type and p-type silicon are presented in Fig.2.8a and
Fig.2.8b.
In semiconductors, the three different recombination processes occur simultaneously.
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(a) Measured Auger lifetime under the low injec-
tion condition in n-type silicon at 300 K. Auger mod-
els (low injection condition) which are published by
[52][6][96][158] are plotted as a function of donor con-
centration.
(b) Measured Auger lifetime under the low injec-
tion condition in p-type silicon at 300 K. Auger mod-
els (low injection condition) which are published by
[52][6][96][158] are plotted as a function of acceptor
concentration.
Figure 2.8
The net recombination rate is the sum of all individual recombination process. The net
lifetime (τeff ) is defined as:
1
τeff
=
∑
i
1
τi
= 1
τrad
+ 1
τsrh
+ 1
τsurface
+ 1
τAuger
(2.45)
Therefore, the shortest lifetime dominates the total recombination in the semiconduc-
tor. In heavily doped silicon, as shown in Eq.2.31 and Eq.2.32, the lifetime associated with
impurity traps is treated as a constant. The lifetime values of both radiative recombi-
nation(as shown in Eq.2.27 and Eq.2.28) and Auger recombination(as shown in Eq.2.43
and Eq.2.44) are dependent on the concentration of impurities. However, Auger recom-
bination shows second order dependency with impurity concentration (N), 1τAuger ∝ N2
and 1τrad ∝ N . Thus, in heavily doped silicon, Auger recombination is the dominant bulk
recombination process, as illustrated in Fig.2.9. On the other hand, surface recombina-
tion becomes important when bulk recombination is low, and the surface recombination
velocity has a large value, i.e. surfaces with metal films.
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Figure 2.9: The components, SRH recombination, Auger recombination, and radiative recombination,
of the effective lifetime in the n-type silicon are shown as a function of dopant concentration. The final
lifetime, τeff , is determined by the sum of above individual recombination process. In the simulation
of SRH recombination, τpo = τno = 10 ms and Et − Ec = −0.2 eV are used. In this case, the surface
recombination is neglected.
2.4 Mobility
The resistivity ρ of semiconductors is defined as,
ρ = 1
q(nµn + pµp)
(2.46)
where p and n are the density of holes and electrons, µp and µn are the mobility of holes
and electrons, representing how fast the transport of free carriers is in the semiconductor.
The mobility µ, with an unit of cm2 s/V of electrons and holes is controlled by scatter-
ing processes in semiconductors. There are three main scattering processes contributing to
the final carrier mobility: lattice scattering(temperature dependent, µL), ionized impurity
scattering(µI) and carrier-carrier scattering (µC). The final carrier mobility is given by
the Matthiessen rule,
1
µ
= 1
µL
+ 1
µI
+ 1
µC
(2.47)
In semiconductors with very low impurity concentration(≤1× 1015 cm−3), lattice scat-
tering is the dominant scattering mechanism, µ = µL, which is the same for both electrons
and holes. µL is a temperature dependent quantity, decreasing with increasing the temper-
ature. Thus, it is valid to assume that mobility of minority electrons (holes) and majority
electrons (holes) are the same in semiconductors with low dopant concentration. As the
doping level increases, the carrier mobility relates to the effective mass of carriers, and
electron mobility is larger than hole mobility in silicon.
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Figure 2.10: The mobility values associate with three scattering processes, ionized impurity scattering,
carrier-carrier scattering, are shown as a function of dopant concentration in the n-type silicon. The final
mobility values of majority electrons and the final mobility values of minority holes are shown. They are
calculated by Klaaseen’s mobility model[101]
Figure 2.11: The mobility values associate with three scattering processes, ionized impurity scattering,
carrier-carrier scattering, are shown as a function of dopant concentration in the p-type silicon. The final
mobility values of majority holes and the final mobility values of minority electrons are shown. They are
calculated by Klaaseen’s mobility model[101]
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(a) Minority electron mobility as a function of accep-
tor concentration calculated with Klaassen[101] and
Swirhun et al.[183] parameterizations. Experimental
measurements by Dziewior and Sliber[53], Sproul and
Green[178], Swirhun et al.[183], Tang et al.[188].
(b) Minority hole mobility as a function of donor
concentration calculated with Klaassen[101] and del
Alamo et al.[46] parameterizations. Experimental
measurements by del Alamo et al.[46], Dziewior an
Sliber[53], Sproul and Green[177], Swirhun et al.[182]
and Wang and Neugroschel[204].
Figure 2.12
As the impurity concentration increases, the ionized impurity would deflect the electron
and hole by built-in Coulomb potential. A large amount of ionized impurities results in
small carrier mobility values. Ultimately increasing the collision between free carriers and
ionized impurities, thereby reducing the mean free time. In heavily doped semiconductors,
a high concentration of free carriers tends to screen the Coulomb potential. The resulting
screened Coulomb potential has a shorter spatial range than un-screened Coulomb po-
tential, which yields a smaller collision cross-section for impurity scattering. Due to the
importance of ionized impurity scattering in doped semiconductors, the mobility of minor-
ity electrons (holes) and majority electrons (holes) are no longer the same. For example,
in a n-type semiconductor, hole scattering by donors is different from been scattered by
acceptors due to the repulsive potential or the attractive potential involved, respectively.
The majority electron (hole) is scattered more strongly by the screened Coulumb potential
of ionized dopants than the minority electron (hole). As a result, the minority electron
(hole) has a larger mobility than the majority electron (hole).
Similar to the ionized impurity scattering, the attractive potential between electrons
and holes also scatters the free carrier. However, the electron-hole scattering mainly affects
the mobility of minority carriers, as they are present at lower concentration.
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Figure 2.13: Qualitative changes of band shape in n-type silicon with increasing the donor concentration.
The filled area in the valence band and in the conduction band represents the occupied energy states in
thermal equilibrium. In the heavily doped silicon where the Fermi energy level stays in the conduction
band, BGN occurs. ∆Egc and ∆Egv represent changes of conduction band edge and valence band edge
from the original conduction band and valence band, respectively.
2.5 Energy band gap narrowing (BGN): Previous work
The three properties, pono product, carrier recombination and carrier mobility, are the
main factors controlling the minority carrier transport in heavily doped regions. They are
affected by doping concentrations. Among those three parameters, changes in lifetime and
mobility of free carriers can be directly measured experimentally. On the other hand, the
pono product is very hard to determine explicitly. It is mainly affected by energy band
gap narrowing (BGN), also referred as band gap shrinkage. As indicated in Fig.2.13, in
n-type silicon, the Fermi energy level moves towards the conduction band with increasing
donor concentration. Once the donor concentration reaches a critical point, the band gap
shrinks, as the conduction band edge moves downwards and the valence band edge moves
upwards. BGN is attributed to the many-body effects, which are the result of interactions
between free carriers and impurities, and between the free carriers themselves. As shown in
Sect.2.2, band gap narrowing tends to increase the pono product and hence the minority
carrier concentration. This limits the performance of some semiconductor devices. The
inclusion of BGN in the emitter and base regions of bipolar junction transistors (BJT) has
successfully explained the temperature dependence and the reduced current gain[15][94].
In silicon solar cells, BGN has also been shown to affect the open circuit voltages[105][2]
with higher base doping resulting in a lower open circuit voltage[3]. Thus, obtaining an
appropriate BGN model becomes critical to the optimization of semiconductor devices
with heavily doped regions.
The BGN effect has been systematically studied since the 1970s. Both theoretical and
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Figure 2.14: Schematic transitions processes in three BGN methods, the electrical transport method,
the photoluminescence and the optical absorption in a highly doped n-type silicon.
experimental work have shown that both the electrical and optical behaviour of silicon
devices are influenced by BGN [15][167][15][94][105][2][116][195][119][198]. Thus, estab-
lishing BGN models as a function of doping concentration has been carried out using
three different methods: optical, electrical transport and photoluminescence. The Elec-
trical transport method requires complete semiconductor devices for extracting the pono
product from their I-V characteristics. The optical and photoluminescence methods collect
the optical and photon signal from heavily doped semiconductors. These methods have
resulted in somewhat different BGN values. These are mainly attributed to their different
transition processes involved in different methods, as indicated in Fig.2.14. The optical
absorption method is a direct method that involves the transition process between an oc-
cupied band state to an empty band state (above the Fermi level), which is referred to as
“optical” band gap. The electrical transport method involves the transport of free carriers
from the valence band edge to the conduction band edge, which gives the true BGN (net
BGN). Photoluminescence method detects the transition between occupied conduction
band (valence band) and top of the valence band (bottom of the conduction band) in n-
type silicon (p-type silicon). Extracting the BGN from those methods requires knowledge
of band structures, density of states, chemical potentials and effective masses, etc. The
absorption spectrum overlaps strongly with the free-carrier absorption and were analyzed
by assuming parabolic band shapes. Dumke has shown that the a non-rigid shift in the
energy band states would cause over-estimation of BGN values from absorption data[50].
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(a) Optical absorption coefficient is shown as a
function of photon energy for As doped silicon at
300 K(dash lines) and 4 K(solid lines). The donor
concentration is represented by the labeled num-
ber times 1 × 1018 cm−3. The figure is taken from
Ref.[167].
(b) Square root of the absorption coefficient as a
function of photon energy for valence-to-conduction
band transitions in As doped silicon. The figure is
taken from Ref.[167].
Figure 2.15
The pono product obtained from the electrical transport method contains complementary
information on the density of states and band shapes of heavily doped silicon. The BGN
obtained from pono product is sensitive the assumption of density of states.
2.5.1 Optical method
The absorption coefficient α of a semiconductor depends on its band gap energy Eg. In
intrinsic silicon, photons with energy greater than its band gap energy are absorbed. The
absorption coefficient starts to increase at near the band gap Eg = 1.12eV . Thus, α can
be interpreted in terms of the band gap energy of semiconductors, as shown in Fig.2.15a.
Reversely, by analyzing the absorption coefficient of doped semiconductors, as represented
in terms of the dependence of (αhυ)1/2 on the photon energy (hυ) (as shown in Fig.2.15b),
the corresponding band gap energy can be obtained.
With increasing doping levels in silicon, the Fermi energy level moves towards, or even
into the majority carrier band. Once the Fermi energy level stays either in the conduction
band or in the valence band, energy states below the Fermi energy level and above the
bottom of the band are fully occupied by free carriers at room temperature, the Moss-
Burstein shift occurs. As a result, the energy separation between occupied states in the
valence band and the unoccupied states in the conductor band becomes larger. The rising
point of the absorption coefficient shifts to higher photon energy. However, energy band
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gap narrowing occurs simultaneously. This moves the absorption curve in an opposite di-
rection (lower energy level). However, the Burstein-Moss shift becomes dominant in the
semiconductor which has small effective mass value, such as n-type GaAs. Consequently,
the absorption coefficient curve eventually shifts to a lower photon energy as shown by
Schmid[167]. Such shift is attributed to both degeneracy and heavy doping effects, such
as band tails, BGN, impurity or electron-electron scattering, and coulomb interaction of
carriers etc. Thus, in order to extract BGN from the absorption data, the net absorption
coefficient in the doped semiconductor needs to eliminate the effect of degeneracy, the free
carrier absorption, the phonon assisted indirect transitions due to filling of the conduc-
tion band, as well as an extra absorption due to impurity or electron-electron scattering
[15][198][167].
Volfson and Subashiev[198] investigated the absorption edge of silicon doped with
boron, arsenic, phosphorus and antimony with doping concentration ranging from
1× 1017 cm−3 to 1× 1020 cm−3. The final absorption curves, which are only affected by
energy band gap narrowing were obtained by eliminating the free carrier and photoactive
absorption. By comparing experimental data and the calculated absorption coefficient that
involves the degeneracy (filling of band with free carriers), the change in the forbidden
band gap was obtained. Their final data show that BGN is independent on the type of
impurity, as the BGN values were the same for both dopants studied. They concluded
that the absorption involving scattering by impurity centres was unimportant, and was
completely due to the influence of degeneracy.
Similar work has been done by Balkanski et al.[15] and Schmid[167]. Balkanski et
al. analyzed the absorption data by including free carrier absorption, indirect transition
due to the filling of the conduction band, impurity or electron-electron scattering, as
well as inter-conduction band transitions. They observed shift of inter-conduction band
transition towards higher wavelengths as the doping was increased. Thus they concluded
that inter-conduction band transition is one of the factors that affects the absorption band
in heavily doped silicon. Absorption models based on a parabolic band shape were used in
Volfson and Subashiev’s work and Balkanski et al’s work. Instead of assuming a parabolic
shape band, disorder effects in the form of band tails were used in Schmid’s work. The
weakly-interacting electron-gas model that corresponds to the high-density limit was used
to describe the electron states of heavily doped silicon. In the non-parabolic assumption,
emission and absorption of a TO phonon at 58 meV has also been taken into account.
However, Schmid used compensated silicon samples, and it seems the classic free carrier
absorption model was not appropriate for the compensated sample[167].
To extract BGN values from the absorption curve requires knowledge on the band
shape, effective masses of free carriers, and phonon energies, etc. In addition, the effect
of free carrier absorption model plays an important role during the analysis of absorption
data. All of this makes BGN measurements from optical absorption prone to error.
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2.5.2 Photoluminescence method
The Photoluminescence (PL) method captures the emission spectrum of radiative recom-
bination of photo-generated carriers. Such PL spectra provide valuable information on
the states occupied by recombining electrons and holes.The emission spectrum extends
from the band gap energy to the energy of the optical gap, where the band gap energy is
measured from the top of the valence band and the bottom of conduction band, while the
optical gap is the difference between the edge of the valence band and un-occupied energy
band, as shown in Fig.2.16.
The emission spectrum becomes broader with increasing doping concentration, as
shown in Fig.2.16, and observed in [167][49][50]. Dumke fitted the luminescence intensity
as a function of photon energy by calculating the Fermi energy level, Ef , and assuming
that 58 meV TO phonons dominated the indirect absorption and emission in silicon[50].
However, his spectra were taken at a low temperature. He reported that the comparison
between the results of luminescence, absorption, and transport measurements indicated a
non-rigid gap shift in heavily doped silicon. As shown by Wager[199], the PL spectra of
highly doped n-type silicon at low temperature consists of four different replicas, whose
effects must to be taken account in the analysis of low temperature PL spectra. On the
other hand, due to the thermal spread of carriers, those replicas are not resolved in the
high temperature PL spectrum. The pure band-to-band emission spectrum was obtained
at high temperature, e.g. room temperature. Wagner extracted the band gap energy by
performing a line-shape analysis[199]. The densities of states and the distribution functions
of free carriers were included in the line-shape analysis. The analysis was further improved
by considering band-tailing effects in the majority carrier band and incomplete thermali-
sation of the photogenerated minority carriers, as shown by Wanger and de Alamo[201].
2.5.3 Electrical transport method
To measure the electrical transport, bipolar junction transistors and pn diodes are the
vehicles for extracting energy band gap narrowing data. Unlike absorption and emission,
the shift of band gap energy was implicitly observed from the electrical characteristics
of silicon devices, the superlinear relationship between the base doping and the collector
current density in pnp or npn transistors is implied by the effect of BGN, as it influences
the minority carrier current flow in heavily doped regions. The current transport of bipolar
junction transistors or diodes, the pono product values (effective intrinsic carrier concen-
trations, n2ieff ), or the minority carrier concentration can be typically deduced from the
I-V characteristics, and they serve as the principle of BGN measurement in silicon de-
vices. The examined heavily doped regions can be the base, emitter or collector. In pnp
BJT devices with a uniformly heavily doped n++ base region, the collector current Ic is
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Figure 2.16: PL spectra of heavily doped n-type (left) and p-type (right) Si for different carrier concen-
tration. The figure is taken from Ref.[200].
described in terms of the minority carriers current density injected from the base,
Ic = AJcoe
(VBE
VT
) (2.48)
Jco =
q∫WB
0
q
kTµp
NB
n2
ieff
dx
(2.49)
where, Jco is the saturation current density that represents the minority carrier transport
in the heavily doped base region, nieff is the effective intrinsic carrier concentration in
the base region (pono product), µp is the the mobility of minority carriers (holes) in the
base, A is the emitter area, ND is the base doping concentration, WB is the base width.
In the case of wide base transistors (Lp << WB), the saturation current density, Jco
at low injection levels for one-dimensional calculation is simplified
Jc =
qn2ieffDp
NDLp sinh(WB/Lp)
(2.50)
where Lp =
√
µpτp is the diffusion length of holes, and Dp = kTq µp. In the case of narrow
base transistors (Lp >> WB), the Jco expression is simpler,
Jc =
qn2ieffDp
NDLp
(2.51)
However, practically, it is difficult to make such narrow base transistor for base doping
above 1× 1019 cm−3 during the epitaxial growth of a BJT[183].
From these equations above, typical effective intrinsic carrier concentrations nieff at
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Figure 2.17: Cross section of vertical and lateral bipolar transistor with p+ epitaxial base region for
∆EG(NA) measurement in the work of Swirhun et al.. The figure is taken from Ref.[183].
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Figure 2.18: I-V characteristics of three vertical transistors (as shown in Fig.2.17) with p+ epitaxial base
regions doped 2.01× 1019 cm−3 in the work of Swirhun et al.. The figure is taken from Ref.[183].
thermal equilibrium is obtained for a given doping concentration. In addition to BGN, the
pono product contains complementary information on the density of states at the band
edges and on the degree of degeneracy. Based on formulations of the pono product shown
in Sect.2.2, two forms of BGN are given: an apparent energy band gap narrowing[172] and
a net energy band gap narrowing.
An apparent band gap narrowing, ∆Eappg is extracted from the pono product using
Boltzmann statistics by Eq.2.11. It is given as,
∆Eappg =
kT
q
ln(
n2ieff
n2i
) (2.52)
where n2i is the intrinsic carrier concentration associated with the intrinsic silicon, n2ieff
is the effective intrinsic carrier concentration that is implicitly extracted from the electric
transport method.
On the other hand, in degenerate silicon, where Boltzmann statistics is no longer valid
for the calculation of carrier densities, a net band gap narrowing, ∆Eg, is extracted from
the pono product with Fermi-Dirac statistics (see Eq.2.16). The net BGN in heavily doped
n-type silicon is given as,
∆Eg =
kT
q
ln(
n2ieffe
F−11/2(
Nd
Nc
)
Nd
Nc
n2i
) (2.53)
where F−11/2 is the inverse Fermi-Dirac integral with an order of
1
2 , Nd is the dopant con-
centration in the heavily doped n-type silicon, Nc is the effective density of states in the
conduction band. Comparing ∆Eappg and ∆Eg, the apparent BGN values include degen-
eracy effects which should be separated by applying Fermi-Dirac statistics.
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In the electric transport method, nieff is strongly dependent on the electrical param-
eters of the minority carriers. Del Alamo and Swanson have shown that only two fun-
damental parameters were required for defining the minority carrier transport in heavily
doped silicon, i.e. the equilibrium minority carrier concentration times its corresponding
diffusion coefficient and the minority carrier diffusion length[43]. In order to extract abso-
lute values of energy band gap narrowing from the minority carrier transport, experiments
must be designed to determine the mobility and the diffusion length of minority carriers
throughout the devices. Slotboom and Graaff were the first to use the electronic devices
to obtain band gap narrowing as a function of doping concentration[172]. Following their
work, BJT devices and pn junction diode devices containing heavily doped regions were
fabricated[107][212][189][115][144][205][130][145]. Neugroschel et al. investigated the en-
ergy band gap narrowing data in a range of temperatures[130]. They found that the band
gap narrowing is not a function of temperature.
There were variations caused by different lifetime and mobility assumptions to analyze
in those data. In some of previous work[172][107][212], it was assumed that the minority
carrier mobility was equal to the majority carrier mobility. However, a minority electron
mobility that is ∼2.5 times greater than the majority electron mobility, was found in the
work of Swirhun et al.[183]. Therefore, del Alamo and Swanson critically reviewed the
previous minority transport measurements in both n-type and p-type silicon[44]. Based
on their own experimental data and previous data, an empirical apparent BGN model was
derived for n-type silicon. Due to the crucial role of minority carrier mobility, Klaassen et
al re-analyzed these previous data by unifying the mobility model of minority carriers[101].
An unified apparent BGN model for n-type and p-type silicon then resulted, due to the
scattering of experimental data and the relatively small differences found between n-type
and p-type silicon. Furthermore, based on updated models of minority carrier mobility
values, minority carrier lifetime and the intrinsic carrier density in silicon, the apparent
BGN model was extracted from the minority carrier transport measurements in Cuevas
et al [37]. This model was then implemented in the PC1D simulation program, which is
widely used in the silicon solar cell community[37]. Recently, a theoretical BGN model was
presented by Schenk[166]. The BGN model was derived based on non-self-consistent and
finite-temperature full random-phase approximation (RPA) by treating the correlation
energy of the carrier-dopant interaction and the exchange-correlation self-energy of the
free carriers [166]. Schenk’s theoretical BGN models lump together Fermi-Dirac statistics
have been used in the Sentaurus TCAD[184] and EDNA[113]. These BGN models are
summarised in Table.2.3.
2.6 Conclusion
From the studies of three fundamental recombination mechanisms in silicon as a function
of doping concentration in silicon, the Auger recombination is the dominated bulk recom-
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(a) BGN data as a function of donor concentration
in n-type silicon. Electronic measurements by del
Alamo et al.[44], Mertens and Van [115], Neugroschel
et al.[130], Possion et al.[144] and Wieder[205] have
been corrected with Klaassen’s mobility model and
an intrinsic value of 9.65× 109 cm−3. Photolumines-
cence measurements are taken from Wagner and del
Alamo[201]. Optical absorption measurements are
done by Balkanskil et al.[15], Schmid[167], and Volf-
son and Subashiev[198]. Blue dot line is Schenk’s
BGN model for n-type Silicon[166]. Red dot line is
the aaparent BGN from work of Cuevas et al.[34].
(b) BGN data as a function of donor concentra-
tion in p-type silicon. Electronic measurements by
Ghannam and Mertens[72], Slotboom et al.[172],
Swirhun et al.[183] and King and Swanson[100] have
been corrected with Klaassen’s mobility model and
an intrinsic value of 9.65× 109 cm−3. Photolumines-
cence measurements are taken from Wagner and del
Alamo[201] and Dumke[49]. Optical absorption mea-
surements are done by Schmid[167], and Volfson and
Subashiev[198]. Blue dot line is Schenk’s BGN model
for p-type Silicon[166]. Red dot line is the apparent
BGN from work of Cuevas et al.[34].
Figure 2.19
bination process. In heavily doped silicon, the mobility of majority carriers is determined
by the ionized impurity scattering, while the mobility of minority carriers is dominated by
the scattering between free carriers. Studies of the difference between Boltzmann statistics
and Fermi-Dirac statistics indicate that the later one permits more physical insights and
is the correct one to use in heavily doped silicon. Due to the energy band gap narrowing,
the intrinsic carrier concentration, so called the effective intrinsic carrier concentration
in heavily doped silicon increases as the doping concentration increases. In other words,
at thermal equilibrium, the minority carrier concentration increases with increasing the
doping concentration in degenerated silicon.
The discrepancy of BGN data found by the optical absorption method, electrical trans-
port method and photoluminescence method is obvious in both Fig.2.19a and Fig.2.19b.
These are mainly attributed to the different assumptions on the knowledge of heavily
doped silicon involved in these methods. The comprehensive knowledge of heavily doped
silicon, band structures, density of states, chemical potentials and effective masses, etc. are
required in both optical absorption method and photoluminescence method. On the other
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Figure 2.20: Experimental BGN data in both n-type silicon and p-type silicon are shown as a function
of dopant concentration. BGN data are the same as Fig.2.19a while BGN data are taken from Fig.2.19b.
Note: the optical absorption measurements are not included in this plot.
∆Eappg or∆Eg ni( cm−3) n-type or p-type Reference
∆Eappg = 9(ln(
N
1.0× 1017 )+√
(ln( N1.0× 1017 ))
2 + 0.5)
ni = 1.2× 1010 p-type Slotboom and de Graaff[172]
∆Eappg = 18.7(ln(
N
7× 1017 ) ni = 1.45× 10
10 n-type Del alamo et al.[44]
∆Eappg = 6.92(ln(
N
1.3× 1017 )+√
(ln( N1.3× 1017 ))
2 + 0.5)
ni = 1.2× 1010 p-type and n-type Klaassen et al[102]
∆Eappg = 17.8(ln(
N
2.3× 1017 ) ni = 1.45× 10
10 n-type Swirhun et al.[183]
∆Eappg = 14(ln(
N
1.4× 1017 ) ni = 1.0× 10
10 n-type and p-type Cuevas et al.[37]
Table 2.3: Summarized apparent BGN models for n-type and p-type Silicon. The corresponding ni values
are shown. In the ln( N
Nref
) function, Nref is the reference doping concentration, ln( NNref ) equals to zero
when N < Nref .
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hand, extraction of BGN in electrical transport method is sensitive to the assumption of
density of states, as well as the electrical characteristics (such as mobility and Auger re-
combination). Electrical transport method is considered as a reliable tool for extracting net
BGN values, given well-proven electrical characteristics in heavily doped silicon. From the
previous electrical transport method, the majority of BGN data were extracted as appar-
ent BGN data based on the Boltzmann statistics. Thus, it is critical to apply Fermi-Dirac
statistics in the pono product for ensuring that the net accurate BGN is extracted.
The previous BGN data, Schenk’s theoretical BGN models and the empirical model
for apparent BGN for n-type silicon and p-type silicon are plotted as a function of dopant
concentration in Fig.2.19a and Fig.2.19b respectively. Firstly, it is clear that the opti-
cal absorption data (open symbols) deviate from the cluster of both electronic data and
photoluminescence data. This big discrepancy is mainly due to the assumption in band
structure, density of states and effective masses, which were used in the corresponding
work. Secondly, the apparent BGN model for n-type is generally considered as the same as
that for p-type silicon in the simulation process, since there are small differences observed
between their BGN data in Fig.2.19a and Fig.2.19b[102]. However, by comparing both
experimental data, the BGN data for p-type silicon are slight higher than those for n-type
silicon, as shown in Fig.2.20. By applying the BGN model for n-type silicon to model
highly doped p-type silicon would obviously cause underestimations. Thus, a revision of
the BGN model for p-type silicon is necessary.
3
Empirical determination of BGN in n+ and p+
silicon
3.1 Introduction
The common use of heavily doped regions in silicon devices, particularly in solar cells,
has brought heavy doping effects to the attention of many researchers over the years. In
addition to a reduction of the minority carrier lifetime and mobility, the most important
consequence of heavy doping is a change of the thermal equilibrium electron-hole product
(pono product) compared to its low doping value n2i [102]. The pono product increases with
dopant density due to energy band gap narrowing (BGN), and it decreases as a result of
degeneracy effects and the subsequent need to use Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Since the concentrations of minority and majority carriers are coupled, determining
the latter is also necessary. The number of available quantum states in the majority carrier
band is commonly simplified to an effective density of states (Nc = 2.86× 1019 cm−3 and
Nv = 3.1× 1019 cm−3 at 300 K)[80], which multiplied by a Boltzmann-type exponential
factor gives the concentration of majority carriers in moderately doped silicon. When
the carrier concentration approaches Nc or Nv, as occurs in highly doped n+ and p+
silicon, the semiconductor becomes degenerate (that is, more carriers than effective states)
and an analysis using Fermi-Dirac statistics becomes necessary. Although degeneracy is
a well-known fact, it has been common practice for many years to lump together the
effects of energy band gag narrowing (BGN) and degeneracy (Fermi-Dirac statistics) into
a mathematically convenient parameter that has been called the apparent BGN. Such
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terminology has also taken root in the experimental realm, due to the fact that most
measurements of the energy band gap narrowing have been analyzed using Boltzmann
statistics. This means that to replicate the original measurements, Boltzmann statistics
should be used when modeling heavily doped regions if an empirical parameterization of
the apparent BGN as a function of dopant density[38] is used. On the other hand, the BGN
model developed by Schenk gives the option to use Fermi-Dirac statistics [166][83][113].
Although this second approach is more rigorous, it relies on a theoretical BGN model, and
needs to be tested experimentally.
A significant corpus of literature exists on experimental BGN data, for both highly
doped n-type and p-type silicon. For many years, during the extraction of BGN values
from carrier transport measurements, different minority carrier mobility and lifetime as-
sumptions were made by different authors, causing a relatively large disagreement amongst
the published results. In 1992, Klaassen et al.[101] continuing the line of work started by
del Alamo et al.[44], re-examined the data by applying an unified mobility model for mi-
nority carriers and an updated value of the intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon. The
undated BGN data indicated a very small difference between n-type and p-type silicon,
leading to the conclusion that a single BGN parameterization could be used for both.
Nevertheless, such recommendation, and common practice among many researchers, is at
odds with the theoretical work of Schenk[166], which indicates that the BGN in n-type
and p-type silicon should be expected to be different, slightly higher in p-type silicon.
To clarify the matter, we proceed to present the work in this thesis to test the valibility
of those previous BGN models. The test performed here is based on large sets of diffused
regions and measurements of the corresponding recombination current parameters J0 and
dopant density profiles. Firstly, the recombination in transparent and quasi-transparent
domains are studied. The simple methodology to extract BGN data that is a similar ap-
proach to that of Refs.[38][100][95] is described. The methodology for extracting empirical
BGN models in heavily doped silicon is proposed. Details of sample preparation and ex-
perimental characterization for n+ and p+ silicon are presented in separated sections. In
the study of heavily doped p-type silicon, boron diffused silicon samples were prepared in
two ways: one way is to minimize the impact of the minority carrier lifetime, and another
way is to minimize the sensitivity of the minority carrier mobility. Finally, the BGN in n+
and p+ silicon are compared.
3.2 Transparent and quasi-transparent domains
Given different surface treatments that result in different dominant recombination regions,
distinctive domains, transparent domain and quasi-transparent domain, are identified.
These recombination occurring can be explained in terms of the properties of minority
carriers, including their diffusion length and lifetime. In order to demonstrate which electric
parameter controls the transport of minority carriers, two cases are considered: doped
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the doped region with two boundaries, surface with a parameter
of Seff (effective surface recombination velocity) and pn-junction. nox represents the minority carrier
concentration in the p-type doped region. W represents the width of the p-type doped region. noW gives
the minority carrier concentration at the surface and no0 is the minority carrier concentration at the
pn-junction.
regions with small surface recombination velocity values and doped regions with high
surface recombination velocity values. P-type doped regions are considered here, as shown
in Fig.3.1, and n-type doped regions would follow the similar discussion.
With a large effective surface recombination velocity, the injected carriers would mi-
grate towards the high recombination surface and recombine there. Thus, the recombina-
tion current parameter, J0n, of the doped region with a width of w can be obtained by
applying an assumption of J0n(w)≈J0n(x)[47][45][34][40], which is
J0n = q(
1
Seffno(w)
+
∫ w
0
dx
no(x)Dn(x)
)−1 (3.1)
where no(x) is the electron minority carrier concentration at the position x, Dn(x) = kTq µn
is the diffusion coefficient of electrons, and Seff is the effective surface recombination veloc-
ity at the surface w. This is the analytic approximation called the transparent domain and
obtained in the work of del Alamo and Swanson [45][34]. The high Seff results in a small
minority carrier concentration at the surface. From Eq.3.1, it indicates that the amount
of injected electrons recombined at the surface is limited by their transport of minority
carrier. This becomes more straightforward by letting Seff→∞ in Eq.3.1[47][45][34][40],
which gives:
J0n = q(
∫ w
0
dx
no(x)Dn(x)
)−1 (3.2)
It is obvious that either a small minority carrier mobility value, a small minority carrier
concentration or both could result in fewer injected minority carriers migrating towards the
high recombination region. The minority carrier mobility can be reduced by introducing
more dopant into the silicon. Thus, introducing heavily doped regions under the metal
is a conventional way of reducing the overall recombination there. Nevertheless, in the
analysis of doped regions with high Seff , i.e. the metallized surface, the final BGN values
are sensitive to the choice of the mobility model. Compared with n+ silicon, the larger J0
in p+ silicon with metallized surface can be explained by the difference of minority carrier
mobility values in p+ and in n+ silicon, as shown experimentally in Fig.3.2 in addition to
differences in BGN. The mobility of minority holes in n+ silicon is larger than the mobility
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Figure 3.2: J0 values of phosphorus doped silicon and boron doped silicon passivated with metallized
surface are plotted as a function of sheet resistance (Rsh). The embedded plot is the plot of mobility values
of minority electron and minority hole as a function doping concentration. Data as shown are from this
work.
of minority electrons in p+ silicon, as shown by the insert of in Fig.3.2.
On the other hand, when the surface recombination velocity is low, the injected carrier
would recombine in the bulk of doped regions rather than at the surface. Consequently, a
high level of excess minority carrier concentration, ∆n(w), in the vicinity of the surface
is maintained, which leads to an assumption of u(x)≈u(0) for a small segment, where
the u(x) = n(x)−no(x)no(x) is the normalised excess carrier concentration [47][45][34][40]. As a
result, the recombination current parameter J0n of the doped region with low Seff is
J0n = q(Seffno(w) +
∫ w
0
no(x)
τn(x)
dx) (3.3)
where τn(x) is the effective lifetime of minority carriers. This analytic approximation is
similar to the zero order analytic approximation for the recombination current parameter,
as shown in Park et al.[138]. This indicates that once the surface recombination velocity
is reduced, minority carriers would recombine within the bulk of the doped region with a
small amount of carriers recombining at the surface. This situation is referred as quasi-
transparent domain[45]. By letting Seff→0 in Eq.3.3, it is clear that the transport of
minority carriers in the quasi-transparent domain is limited by bulk recombination in
highly doped silicon, e.g. Auger recombination process in heavily doped silicon, as shown
by
J0n = q
∫ w
0
no(x)
τn(x)
dx (3.4)
Thus, the impact of the recombination model becomes significant in the quasi-
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Figure 3.3: J0 values of phosphorus doped silicon and boron doped silicon passivated with SiNx and
Al2O3, respectively are plotted as a function of sheet resistance (Rsh). The embedded plot is the plot of
Auger recombination of n-type and p-type as a function doping concentration. Data shown are from this
work.
transparent domain that doped regions are well passivated. As shown in the Fig.3.3, for
low surface recombination velocities, a lower doping level (a higher Rsh) gives smaller re-
combination current densities. Thus, given low surface recombination velocity, p+ silicon
tends to result in a lower recombination current parameter than n+ silicon, as the Auger
recombination in p+ is weaker than in n+ silicon, as shown in the inset of Fig.3.3. Due to
the different limiting factors of J0 in the transparent domain and the quais-transparent
domain, different uncertainty analysis should be used in the extraction of BGN values.
In the analysis of doped regions with well passivated surfaces, the J0 is affected by both
BGN and Auger recombination, and uncertainties in the extracted BGN due to the lifetime
model need to be considered.
3.3 Empirical determination of the BGN in n+ silicon heav-
ily doped with phosphorus
This section will focus on the energy band gap narrowing (BGN) in heavily doped n+
silicon. The experimental studies of the previous BGN models in conjunction with two
free carrier distributions, Fermi-Dirac statistics and Boltzmann statistics, are presented.
Empirical expressions for both net BGN and apparent BGN as a function of dopant con-
centration are derived by matching the simulated J0 and measured J0.
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Figure 3.4: Electrically active phosphorus concentration profiles of several silicon samples with different
sheet resistances.
3.3.1 Experimental Methods
A range of dopant density profiles were created by phosphorus diffusion and
oxidation/drive-in steps on 100 Ω cm p-type wafers with a thickness of (500± 10) µm. The
phosphorus pre-deposition were performed within a temperature range of 760 ◦C–840 ◦C
using POCl3 as a diffusion source. The drive-in step was carried out in pure oxygen within
the temperature range of 900 ◦C–1000 ◦C for 30–60 minutes, after having removed the
phosphorus-silica glass (PSG). A set of 24 different doping profiles in total were gener-
ated, with sheet resistances between (11.5± 0.5) Ω/2 and (292.5± 24.0) Ω/2, and surface
dopant concentrations from (3.76± 0.29)× 1018 cm−3 to (1.15± 0.07)× 1020 cm−3. The
corresponding dopant density profiles were measured using an electrochemical capacitance-
voltage instrument (WEP Wafer Profiler CVP21), some of them are shown in Fig.3.4. It is
worth noting that ECV measurements give the concentration of electrically active dopants,
that is, the concentration of majority carriers, in this case electrons. Due to the fact that
inconstant contact area results in an underestimation when calculating the doping con-
centration in the ECV measurement, the absolute value of the dopant concentration was
determined by matching the sheet resistance calculated for every dopant profile to that
measured by two additional methods, a four point probe (Signatone, model S-301-4) and a
calibrated inductive-coil conductance tester from Sinton Instruments[23]. The latter mea-
sures the sheet resistance averaged over a 3 cm2 area, precisely the same, and at the same
location, where the recombination current parameter J0 was measured using the same
instrument. The ECV measurements therefore represent the dopant profiles averaged over
the area relevant to the measurement of J0.
After all silicon oxides are removed from the surface in a dilute HF solution, semi-
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Figure 3.5: Measured J0 of different phosphorus diffusions as a function of the surface dopant concen-
tration. The corresponding resistances are shown as color scale.
transparent aluminium layers with thicknesses between 10 nm and 20 nm were deposited
symmetrically on the two phosphorus diffused sides of each wafer to ensure that the velocity
of carriers at the surface is approximately equal to its kinetic limit. The recombination
current pre-factor of each sample was then measured at room temperature following the
method proposed by Kane and Swanson by both photo-conductance decay (PCD)[93] and
Quasi-Steady-State photo-conductance (QSSPC)[171] at an excess carrier injection level
of ∆n≈1.3×1015.
The measured J0 of all the phosphorus diffusions are plotted in Fig.3.5 as a func-
tion of the surface dopant concentration NDs. In most cases, for a given NDs, there are
two or more dopant profiles with different sheet resistances Rsh. For example, for NDs≈
1.15× 1020 cm−3, the results show that a low sheet resistance Rsh = 11.5 Ω/2, deep dif-
fusion gives a lower J0 than a high sheet resistance (Rsh = 90.9 Ω/2), shallower diffusion.
This is consistent with computer simulations[99] and with the fact that a shallow diffusion
(high Rsh) makes the n+ region more transparent [44][34], allowing minority carriers to
flow toward the surface and recombine there. The details of the dopant profiles are given
by Table.A.1 in Appendix.
3.3.2 Comparison between measured and Theoretical J0
We compute theoretically the J0 corresponding to the measured dopant profiles using
Schenk’s theoretical BGN model with Fermi-Dirac statistics. To model minority car-
rier transport and recombination in a non-uniformly doped region, we used a simple
analytic model[35](see in Appendix B), which provides more flexibility than numeri-
cal simulations[113]. We have compared the analytic model with the numerical model
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Figure 3.6: Calculation of the thermal equilibrium pono product in highly doped n+ silicon as a function
of dopant density using the two approaches described in the text. The values obtained with the empirical
BGN expressions derived in this work are compared to those obtained with previous BGN models .
EDNA[113] by calculating J0 for several doping profiles, using the same Auger, mobility
and BGN models. The results show that the relative error of the analytic solution is below
0.7 %. From its analytic expression[35], it can be seen that J0 is sensitive to the minority
carrier concentration po, lifetime τp, mobility µp and surface recombination velocity Sp.
To determine the product of the electron and hole concentrations in equilibrium pono, it
is necessary to take into account BGN effects. The detailed work has been discussed in
the Sec.2.2. Here, pono products are formulated by taking account of the net BGN, ∆Eg,
and the apparent BGN, ∆Eappg .
Approaches to determine the pono product
At high dopant concentrations, the pono product is increased over its normal equilibrium
value n2i due to BGN. The effective intrinsic carrier concentration nieff can be expressed
using Fermi-Dirac statistics as:
pono = n2ieff = n2i
no
Nc
e
F−11/2(
no
Nc
)
e
∆Eg
kT (3.5)
In this expression ∆Eg represents the net BGN. Alternatively, the pono product can be
expressed by means of an apparent BGN ∆Eappg in conjunction with Boltzmann statistics:
pono = n2ieff = n2i e(
∆Eappg
kT
) (3.6)
Fig.3.6 shows the pono product as a function of the ionized dopant concentration in
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n-type silicon calculated with Eq.3.5 and Eq.3.6 using Schenk’s BGN[166] and the two
BGN expressions derived in this work. The pono product based on Boltzmann statistics
increases monotonically as the dopant concentration increases. On the other hand, the
Fermi-Dirac approach leads to a maximum of the pono product at a dopant concentration
of 5× 1019 cm−3 if Schenk’s BGN model is used, or 9× 1019 cm−3 in the case of the BGN
derived in this work. This behavior of the pono product is due to degeneracy effects, and
is a consequence of the properties of the inverse Fermi integral function of order 1/2
in Eq.3.5. Above a dopant concentration of 1× 1018 cm−3, Schenk’s BGN model gives
significantly lower values for the pono product than the other models, which results in an
underestimation of the recombination current in n+ regions, as shown below.
Simulation results
Simulations of the J0 of the dopant profiles in this study were performed for a range of
possible values of the surface recombination velocity Sp to confirm that, within a relative
error of 3 %, J0 remiains approximately unchanged for Sp in the range of 3× 106 cm/s
to 1× 107 cm/s[37][7]. Such 3 % uncertainty in J0 produces an error of less than 1 % in
extracting the BGN. Thus, it is reasonable to use Sp = 3×106cm/s, the same value used
in Ref.[38] for metal-coated diffused regions, as representative of the thermal velocity of
carriers in silicon.
In the bulk of the heavily doped region, recombination processes are represented
by τpeff , the effective lifetime of minority carriers. As shown in Sec.2.3, at high dop-
ing concentrations, where carrier-carrier interactions are stronger, τpeff is dominated
by Auger recombination. There are several empirical Auger recombination models pro-
posed by Dziewior and Schmid[53], Kerr and Cuevas[96], Altermatt et al[6], Wang and
Neugroschel[203], and Richter et al[158]. In the case of a large Sp, due to the dominance
of surface recombination, the different lifetime models produce a maximum relative error
of less than 1 % on the recombination parameter J0. In our simulations, we have used the
model by Kerr and Cuevas[96] and neglected Shockley Read Hall recombination. Never-
theless, the selection of the lifetime model could have a significant impact in the case of
passivated diffused regions, as discussed in the later section.
The effects of minority carrier mobility on the recombination parameter,J0, have been
discussed briefly in Refs.[7][44]. As discussed in Sect.3.2, in the transparent domain, the
flow of minority carriers toward the high recombination region is limited by their diffusivity
(mobility). As a result, the calculation of J0 is quite sensitive to which minority mobility
model is used. In the simulations shown in this work, we have used Klaassen’s unified
mobility model[101], together with an intrinsic carrier density of ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3 at
a temperature of 300 K[118].
For every dopant profile, we have calculated J0 by applying Eq.3.5, to determine the
pono product. A comparison between the simulated value and the experimental J0 is pre-
sented in Fig.3.7. The J0 measured with a Sinton Instruments photoconductance tester
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Figure 3.7: Measured J0 as a function of the sheet resistance of the diffusions compared to the simulation
results, which is based on Fermi-Dirac statistics with Schenk’s BGN. The error bars of the simulated values
are determined from measurement uncertainties of the dopant profiles.
were reevaluated to the same ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3. In Fig.3.7, it is clear that Schenk’s
BGN model, together with Fermi-Dirac statistics and the above mentioned mobility, can-
not reproduce the measurements of J0 accurately, particularly for diffused regions with a
low sheet resistance. Such diffusions have a relatively wide region where the dopant den-
sity is very high, making the impact of Fermi-Dirac statistics particularly significant. This
leads, as Fig.3.6 shows, to a reduced pono product and to an underestimation of bulk and
surface recombination when Schenk’s BGN model is used.
3.3.3 Extraction of the energy band gap narrowing
From the measurements presented in previous section, we have extracted the BGN as
a function of dopant density in a manner that is consistent with the measured J0. As
mentioned above, the modeling used to extract the BGN is based on Klaassen’s mobility
model[102] and ni = 9.65×109cm−3[118], corresponding to a temperature of 300 K. Due to
the complexity of Schenk’s BGN model, we simplify it by fitting it with a simple expression
of the form,
∆Eg(N) = A(ln(
N
Nref
))b + C (3.7)
where A, b and C are constants and Nref represent the dopant concentration above which
BGN effects start to be noticeable. The values for these constants are given in Table.3.1
and the accuracy of the approximation is shown in Fig.3.8. The coefficient C is only needed
to obtained a reasonable approximation for dopant densities below 1× 1017 cm−3.
Based on the same formal dependence of the BGN on dopant density described by
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Figure 3.8: Ratio between Schenk’s BGN at 300 K and its approximation given by Eq.3.7 over a broad
range of dopant concentrations.
A( meV) Nref ( cm−3) b C ( meV)
Previous apparent BGN model[37] 13.04 1.4× 1017 1 0
Boltzmann based apparent BGN (this work) 12.96± 0.70 1× 1017 1 0
Parameterization of Schenk’s BGN 0.035 1× 1014 3 0.87
Fermi-Dirac based BGN (this work) 0.042± 0.003 1× 1014 3 0
Table 3.1: Parameters if the two empirical BGN models derived in this work using either Boltzmann or
Fermi-Dirac statistics. The previous apparent BGN model of Ref.[37], reevaluated for ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3,
and an approximation to Schenk’s BGN model are also given.
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Eq.3.7, we have analyzed the measured dopant profiles and their corresponding J0 with
Fermi-Dirac statistics using the same exponent b = 3, Nref = 1× 1014 cm−3 and C =
0 meV. Once b, Nref and C have been fixed, it is possible to find the value of the con-
stant A for each dopant profile by an interpolation method, matching the corresponding
theoretically simulated J0 and the measured J0. Averaging the A values obtained for the
different dopant diffusion profiles, given by Table.A.1 in Appendix , we determine A =
0.042 meV, with a standard deviation of 0.003 meV, which indicates a low uncertainty in
the analysis.
In a similar manner, the measured dopant profiles and J0 were also analyzed with
Boltzmann statistics to obtain an apparent BGN model. Based on measured Voc of silicon
solar cells as a function of the wafer dopant density[3] and previous published apparent
BGN models[37][100][44], we now use Eq.3.7 with b = 1, Nref = 1× 1017 cm−3 and C =
0 meV. Following the same interpolation and averaging procedures described above, a
coefficient A = (12.96± 0.70) meV is determined. The parameters A and b are almost
identical to the previous empirical expression for the apparent BGN reported in Ref.[37];
the small differences between both are due to the slightly different Nref and mobility
values used in[37].
3.3.4 Discussion
The results of the analysis are summarized in Table.3.1, where the parameters that de-
scribe the BGN corresponding to each of the two statistics are given. To check if the two
formulations of the BGN derived in this study are consistent with each other, we have
plotted in Fig.3.6 the respective pono products as a function of dopant density. The agree-
ment between both is good over the dopant density range of interest for dopant diffused
regions in silicon. Fermi-Dirac statistics give a smaller pono product for dopant concentra-
tions above ND = 1× 1020 cm−3. Given that the highest dopant density in our experiment
is ND = 1.15× 1020 cm−3, it is not possible to resolve this discrepancy without further
work.
The empirical dependence of ∆Eg on dopant density determined with Fermi-Dirac
statistics (blue continuous line) and the empirical ∆Eappg determined with Boltzmann
statistics (red line) are compared in Fig.3.9 to Schenk’s BGN model (dashed green line).
The experimental values reported in literature[44][116][130][145][205][201] are also shown.
Despite the significant scattering in the data, the empirical ∆Eg derived in this work tends
to agree well with photoluminescence[201] measurements of the BGN. On the other hand,
the empirical ∆Eappg tends to be in better agreement with electrical measurements of the
apparent BGN. Visually, the difference between the three models in Fig.3.9 is deceptively
small, at high dopant densities such difference in BGN leads to a large (more than a factor
of two) discrepancy in J0, as discussed in Sec.3.3.2.
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Figure 3.9: Energy band gap narrowing as a function of dopant concentration in n-type silicon. The
dash-dot line represents Schenk’s theoretical model[166]. The continuous lines represent this work’s Fermi-
Dirac based empirical BGN expression (blue) and the Boltzmann-based apparent BGN empirical expression
(red). Electronic measurements by del Alamo et al.[44], Mertens and Van[116], Neugroschel[130], Possin et
al.[145] and Wieder[205] have been corrected with Klaassen’s mobility model and ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3.
Photoluminescence measurements from Wagner and Alamo[201].
3.4 Empirical determination of the BGN in p+ silicon based
on boron diffusions with an unpassivated surface
This section presents an experimental study of heavily doped silicon with boron to eval-
uate the applicability of previous studies of BGN models in n-type heavily doped silicon
regions. Different boron diffusions covering a broad range of dopant densities with met-
allized surface (high surface recombination velocity) were prepared; their corresponding
characteristic recombination current parameters, J0, were measured. The net BGN and
the apparent BGN are subsequently extracted by the method presented in Sect.3.3 in con-
junction with Fermi-Dirac statistics and Boltzmann statistics respectively. An evaluation
of two different minority carrier mobility models is presented.
3.4.1 Experimental Methods
A diversity of dopant density profiles were produced by thermal boron diffusion, followed
by oxidation/drive-in steps, on 100 Ω cm high-resistivity n-type silicon wafers with a thick-
ness of (400± 20) µm. The boron pre-deposition step was performed with a temperature
range of 900 ◦C–1000 ◦C using BBr3 as a dopant source. The drive-in step was carried out
in pure oxygen at a temperature of 1000 ◦C for 10 − 100 minutes, after having removed
the boron-silica glass (BSG). As a result, a total of 35 different dopant profiles, with sheet
resistances between (19.6± 0.2) Ω/2 and (206.6± 22.0) Ω/2 and surface dopant concen-
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Figure 3.10: Electrically active boron concentration profiles of several silicon samples with different sheet
resistances.
trations from (6.14± 0.01)× 1018 cm−3 to (1.31± 0.02)× 1020 cm−3, were generated. The
corresponding dopant density profiles, some of which are shown in Fig.3.10, were measured
using an electrochemical capacitance-voltage instrument (WEP Wafer Profile CVP21).
Their final doping profiles were determined by matching the sheet resistance calculated
from an integration of the dopant profile to the value measured with both a four point
probe (Signatone, model S-301-4) and a calibrated inductive-coil conductance tester (Sin-
ton Instruments, WCT 120).
After the thermal steps, all silicon oxides were removed from the surface in di-
lute HF. Semi-transparent aluminium layers with a thickness of 10 nm–20 nm were de-
posited on both sides of the wafers. For each metal-coated sample, that is, for ev-
ery dopant profile, the recombination current density parameter J0 was measured at
room temperature by both transient photoconductance decay (PCD) and Quasi-Steady-
State photoconductance (QSSPC), following the method described in Ref.[38], that is,
by a linear fit of the inverse effective lifetime, corrected by Auger recombination in the
highly injected silicon wafer[171], at an excess carrier density in the range of ∆n =
0.5× 1015 cm−3–1× 1015 cm−3. This simple method assumes that ∆n is approximately
constant over the wafer thickness. We re-analyzed the measurements using the numer-
ical analysis procedure suggested in Ref.[194], which takes into account possible non-
uniformities in excess carrier distribution. Even in the most extreme cases (highest J0),
we found that that the maximum relative difference compared to the simple analysis is
less than 10 %, that is smaller than the estimated overall experimental error of ±10 %.
The J0 values at 300 K are plotted as a function of the sheet resistance of the diffusion in
Fig.3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Measured recombination current parameter J0 as a function of sheet resistance of the
boron diffusions, compared to computer simulations based on Fermi-Dirac statistics with Schenk’s BGN,
or Boltzmann statistics wit the same BGN as that of n-type.
3.4.2 Prediction of the recombination parameter J0 by computer simu-
lation
A simple and flexible analytic minority-carrier transport model that is used in Sect.3.3
has been used to calculate the recombination current parameter J0. The physical ma-
terial parameters required for the simulations are the minority carrier lifetime τn, the
minority carrier mobility µn, the surface recombination velocity Sn, and the equilibrium
pono product. Since the surface is metalized, we have assumed that carriers reaching it
do so at their thermal velocity that is, the surface recombination velocity for electrons is
Sn = 3×106cm/s. We made the reasonable assumption that Auger recombination is dom-
inant in heavily doped silicon, and that Shockley-Read-Hall recombination is negligible.
Therefore, we have computed τn as a function of dopant density using the empirical model
proposed by Richter et al.[158]. The minority electron mobility µn has been calculated
with Klaassen’s unified mobility model[101]. The uncertainty related to these assumptions
is discussed below.
At high dopant concentration, the thermal equilibrium pono product changes with
respect to its normal value n2i (the intrinsic carrier density in an intrinsic silicon and in
lowly doped silicon with a value of ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3 due to energy band gap narrowing
∆Eg and to Fermi-Dirac statistics. Thus, it is similar to heavily doped n-type silicon, an
effective intrinsic carrier concentration nieff in the heavily doped p-type silicon is defined
as:
pono = n2ieff = n2i
po/Nv
e
(F−11/2(
po
Nv
))
e(
∆Eg
kT
) (3.8)
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Figure 3.12: Equilibrium pono product in highly doped p+ silicon, computed with either Boltzmann
statistics or Fermi-Dirac statistics with the corresponding empirical expressions for the energy band gap
narrowing derived in this work and Klaassen’s minority carrier mobility.
Alternatively, the use of Boltzmann statistics many forced, leading to an apparent BGN
(∆Eappg ) defined as:
pono = n2ieff = n2i e(
∆Eappg
kT
) (3.9)
3.4.3 Simulation results
The resulting values of the pono product from Eq.3.8 and Eq.3.9 are plotting in Fig.3.12
as a function of the acceptor concentration in p-type silicon, assumed to be equal to the
majority hole concentration. It can be observed that BGN effects tend to increase the pono
product, hence the minority carrier concentration. But once the dopant concentration sur-
passes the effective density of states in the valence band Nv, which has a value close to
3× 1019 cm−3, degeneracy effects start reducing the pono product. In other word, degen-
eracy effects partially compensates for the consequences of BGN, as discussed in Sect.2.2.
Fig.3.12 shows that the two calculations of the pono product are almost identical over a
board range of dopant densities, but they diverge at very high dopant concentrations. This
indicates that the parameterization used here for ∆Eappg does not perfectly account for
degeneracy effects for dopant densities in the vicinity of 1× 1020 cm−3 and above.
Two different scenarios are performed in simulations. The first one follows Eq.3.8 with
Schenk’s theoretical BGN model[166] for p-type silicon, together with Fermi-Dirac statis-
tics. The second, quite extended in the research community, using an apparent BGN pa-
rameterization identical to that report for n-type silicon together with Boltzmann statis-
tics, as presented in Eq.3.9. A comparison between the simulated and experimental J0
values for all the samples fabricated for this study is presented in Fig.3.11. As can be ob-
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served, the n-type apparent BGN model[37] and Boltzmann statistics can not reproduce
the measurements of J0 accurately. The first scenario leads to an even stronger disagree-
ment with the experimental J0 values. The discrepancies are greater for the diffusions with
the lowest sheet resistances, that is with the highest dopant concentrations. Since both
simulation scenarios underestimate the recombination current density J0, the experiments
indicate that the BGN in highly doped p+ silicon is likely higher than previously thought.
3.4.4 Extraction of the energy band gap narrowing in p+ silicon
The difference between experimental and simulated J0 values indicates that a reevaluation
of the BGN in heavily doped p-type silicon is necessary. The objective of this section is to
derive an empirical BGN model as a function of dopant density that provides consistency
between the simulated and the measured J0 values. A simple expression for the BGN as
a function of dopant concentration which has the same form as Eq.3.7, is assumed as a
starting point. This expression provides a good fit to Schenk’s theoretical BGN model
when constants, C = 0, b = 3, Nref = 1× 1014 cm−3 and A = 4.2× 10−5 eV. Based on
that, we fix three of the constants in Eq.3.7 to C = 0, b = 3 and Nref = 1× 1014 cm−3
and then we iteratively perform simulations for each dopant profile until a value of the
constant A is found by matching the simulated J0 and the measured J0. The results of such
procedure for the 35 different boron diffusions are given by Table.A.2 in the Appendix.
Despite the diversity of dopant profiles in the study, they all lead to quite similar values of
the constant A; averaging all of them we determine a global value of the parameter A that
approximately represents BGN effects in all of them collectively. By repeating the analysis
twice, once with Boltzmann statistics and a second time using Fermi-Dirac statistics, we
obtain two different values of the constant A, the first corresponding to the apparent BGN
(A = 4.3× 10−5 eV), and the second to the net BGN (A = 4.72× 10−5 eV). Alternatively,
some of the most commonly used apparent BGN models[44][37], are based on a simple
expression with b = 1 and C = 0; in this case, a value of Nref = 1× 1017 cm−3 gives
the best fit to our experimental data, with a resulting constant A = 1543× 10−5 eV. The
values of the constants associated with each of the different BGN models are summarized
in Table.3.2. These calculations are based on an intrinsic carrier concentration of ni =
9.65× 109 cm−3 at a temperature of 300 K. We have evaluated the possible influence of
incomplete ionization and confirmed that the different in the constant A that results from
including or not an incomplete ionization model is within the error range of the results, as
given in in Table.3.2. Therefore, the impact of incomplete ionization is negligible in this
work.
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Dopant type Statistics Mobility model A(1× 10−5 eV b
∆Eappg n+ Boltzmann Klaassen 3.67±0.20 3
∆Eg n+ Fermi–Dirac Klaassen 4.20±0.30 3
∆Eappg p+ Boltzmann Klaassen 4.32±0.12 3
∆Eappg p+ Boltzmann Swirhun 4.12±0.15 3
∆Eg p+ Fermi–Dirac Klaassen 4.72±0.12 3
∆Eg p+ Fermi–Dirac Swirhun 4.53±0.16 3
∆Eappg p+ Boltzmann Klaassen 1543±46 1
∆Eappg p+ Boltzmann Swirhun 1476±48 1
Table 3.2: Characteristic parameter A corresponding to the two empirical BGN models, net ∆Eg and
apparent ∆Eappg , derived in this work using the minority carrier mobility of either Klaassen et al. or
Swirhun et al.. The BGN parameters for n+ silicon derived in Ref.[215] are included for comparison. For
the calculation with the third order function Eq.3.7, values of C = 0, and Nref = 1× 1014 cm−3 were used.
For the apparent BGN model with b = 1, last two rows in the table, constant values of C = 0 and Nref =
1× 1017 cm−3 were used.
3.4.5 Uncertainties in BGN extraction: impacts of carrier mobility and
lifetime
As discussed in previous section, the extraction of the BGN from the transport limited case
(e.g. high surface recombination velocity) is affected by the carrier transport. As shown in
the experimental method, a very high surface recombination velocity is ensured by directly
depositing aluminum onto the silicon. The carrier recombination is limited by the supply
of carriers towards the surface, that is, by the minority diffusivity (mobility), as indicated
in Eq.3.2. A high carrier mobility or a short distance to be covered by the carriers in
their trip to the surface will result in a larger recombination current parameter J0, and
vice versa. This can be illustrate by comparing two dopant profiles with similar surface
dopant concentration and different diffusion depth, as those in Table.3.3. Transport to the
surface occurs more readily for the thinner diffusion, especially when it is shorter than the
diffusion length of minority carriers, leasing to a higher J0.
Generally, Auger recombination in the subsurface region represents only a small amount
of the total recombination in the transport limited case, and this drastically reduces the
impact of Auger recombination model in the simulation of these samples. To confirm this,
we applied different Auger recombination models by Dziewior and Schmid[52], Kerr and
Cuevas[96], Altermatt et al.[6] and Richter et al.[158], to the analysis, and found that the
resulting Jo values are very similar, changing by less than 1 % for all the samples.
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Nsurf ( cm−3) Rsh ( Ω/2) J0 ( A/cm2)
Sample 1 3.39× 1019 35 7.36× 10−13
Sample 2 3.44× 1019 62 1.17× 10−12
Table 3.3: Measured recombination current density J0 of two boron profiles with similar surface concen-
trations but different sheet resistances. The surface was metallized with aluminium.
Figure 3.13: Minority electron mobility as a function of dopant concentration calculated with Klaassen
(blue line) and Swirhun et al.(pink line) parameterizations. Experimental measurements by Dziewior and
Sliber[53], Neugroschel1[128], Sproul et al.[178], Swirhun et al.[183] and Tang et al.[188], are represented
as symbols.
On the other hand, Eq.3.2 indicates that the extraction of the BGN (via no) is affected
by the assumed carrier mobility. We have investigated the impact on the simulations of two
different mobility parameterizations, proposed by Klaassen et al.[101] and by Swirhun et
al.[183], respectively. These two empirical mobility models, together with relevant exper-
imental data, are illustrated in Fig.3.13. Although the difference between both mobility
models is less than the scatter in experimental data, Klaassen’s model gives a slightly
lower minority electron mobility in highly doped p-type silicon ≥2× 1017 cm−3. As shown
by Eq.3.2, lower mobility values result in lower recombination parameters J0; hence to
achieve a given J0 with a lower mobility a higher BGN will be needed.
Due to the sensitivity of mobility models, Klaassen’s mobility model can be expected
to result in a slightly higher BGN than Swirhun’s model in the analysis of our experiments.
We have repeated the analysis of all the 35 samples using either Klaassen’s mobility model,
or the mobility model of Swirhun et al., together with the Auger recombination model of
Ref.[158], noting that the specific bulk recombination model plays only a minor role in
the samples analyzed here. A surface recombination velocity of 3× 106 cm/s is used as
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the boundary condition at the metal coated surface. The results of the analysis, that is
the values of the coefficient A corresponding to each of the two mobility models and to
either the apparent BGN or the net BGN are summarized in Table.3.2. As expected, the
coefficient A that results from using Klaassen’s mobility model is larger than that from
Swirhun’s model, but the main point is that the difference between them is relatively
small; in fact, the corresponding error margins overlap.
The BGN parameters for n-type silicon, determined in the previous chapter, are also
shown in Table.3.2. Irrespective of which mobility model is assumed, either Klaassen’s or
Swirhun’s, the BGN extracted from the p-type boron diffused samples is larger than that
for n-type phosphorus diffused regions, which is qualitatively consistent with theoretical
studies[166].
3.4.6 Comparison between BGN models
The four variants of the empirical BGN expression for boron doped silicon given in
Table.3.2 are graphically compared in Fig.3.14 to Schenk’s theoretical BGN model (yellow
continuous line) as well as to previously published experimental data for p+ silicon. The
net and apparent BGN parameterizations derived from the mobility model of Swirhun et
al. are shown as continuous lines (red for Fermi-Dirac and green for Boltzmann). The curve
for the apparent ∆Eappg extracted with Swirhun’s mobility model falls on top of Schenk’s
net ∆Eg, which of course is merely coincidental, since the latter is based on Fermi-Dirac
statistics and the former is not. The relevant comparison is between Schenk’s model and
the net ∆Eg derived in this work (red continuous line); the experimental results from
this study indicate that the net ∆Eg in boron doped silicon is higher than predicted by
Schenk’s theoretical model (by about 10 meV at 1× 1020 cm−3). It should be noted that
the experiments in this work support the BGN empirical models only up to a dopant
density of 1.3× 1020 cm−3.
The discontinuous lines represent both the net and apparent BGN models obtained
from Klaassen’s mobility model (red for Fermi-Dirac and blue for Boltzmann). For a given
statistical model, the BGN values extracted with Klaassen’s mobility are always higher
than those derived with Swirhun’s mobility. The four BGN expressions are in reasonably
good agreement with previously reported experimental data. In fact, the differences be-
tween the BGN expressions due to different statistics or to different mobility models are
smaller than the scatter in those experimental data. Over the full range of dopant con-
centrations explored here, the net BGN ∆Eg is higher than the apparent BGN ∆Eappg ,
the discrepancy between them becoming more pronounced at the higher dopant concen-
trations.
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Figure 3.14: Energy band gap narrowing as a function of dopant concentration in heavily doped p–type
silicon. The dash lines represent BGN models derived by using mobility of Swrihun et al..The continuous
lines represent BGN models obtained from Klaassen’s mobility, as well as Schenk’s theoretical p–type BGN
model. Electronic measurements by Ghannam[72], Slotboom et al.[172], Swirhun et al.[183], King and
Swanson[100] and Ghannam and Mertens[73]. They were re-calculated with Klaassen’s mobility model and
ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3. Photoluminescence measurements from Wagner and del Alamo[201] and Dumke[51].
The bottom shows the enlarged figure of the shadow region of top figure. It is in a dopant range of from
1× 1019 cm−3 to 6× 1020 cm−3.
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3.4.7 Discussion
In this section, updated BGN models for boron doped p+ silicon have been derived
from a combination of experimental measurements and computer simulations. The well-
established approach to model minority carrier transport and recombination in highly
doped p-type silicon, based on Fermi-Dirac statistics and Schenk’s theoretical BGN, un-
derestimates the recombination current parameter J0 for all the boron diffusions prepared
for this study; the level of underestimation being up to a factor of 2.3 for the most heavily
doped diffusions. A second approach, also quite extended among the scientific community,
has been based on assuming that the apparent BGN in p+ silicon is approximately the
same as in n+ silicon, together with Boltzmann statistics. Again, we have found that such
approach underestimates J0, up to a factor of 1.8 in some samples. Our measurements
strongly indicate that the BGN in p+ silicon is higher than in n+ silicon.
3.5 Empirical determination of the BGN p+ silicon based
on boron diffusions with a passivated surface
In addition to extracting the BGN from un-passivated samples, as discussed in both
Sect.3.3 and Sect.3.4, passivated boron doped samples with a low surface recombination
velocity could be used to extract BGN data for highly doped p+ silicon. Instead of analyz-
ing p+ regions in the transparent domain, the quasi-transparent one is studied. Different
boron diffusions covering a broad range of dopant densities with aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
dielectric layers were prepared. As indicated in the simulation results, by assuming a cer-
tain range of surface recombination velocities, the net BGN is subsequently extracted by
the method presented in Sect.3.3 and Sect.3.4, in conjunction with Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Uncertainties due to the impact of Auger recombination models in the quasi-transparent
domain are then evaluated.
3.5.1 Experimental Methods
Boron diffused samples with different concentration profiles, with sheet resistances be-
tween (19.3± 0.2) Ω/2 and (206.6± 22.0) Ω/2 and surface dopant concentrations from
(3.80± 0.01)× 1018 cm−3 to (1.31± 0.02)× 1020 cm−3, were prepared by the same process
shown in Sect.3.4. After the thermal steps, all silicon oxides were removed from the surface
in dilute HF. Following the RCA clean process, all samples were passivated with Al2O3
symmetrically. The Al2O3 films were deposited by plasma atomic layer deposition (ALD) in
a Beneq TFS 200 reactor from trimethylaluminium (TMA) and water vapor at a substrate
temperature of 200 ◦C. The film thickness was 20 nm, approximately. After film deposition,
the ALD coated wafers were placed in a quartz tube furnace at 425 ◦C for 30 minutes in a N2
ambient. The recombination current parameter J0 was measured at room temperature by
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Figure 3.15: Measured recombination current parameter J0 as a function of sheet resistance of the boron
diffusions with Al2O3 passivation layer before(blue circle) and after(red square) applying negative corona
charges.
both transient photoconductance decay (PCD) and Quasi-Steady-State photoconductance
(QSSPC) at an excess carrier density in the range of ∆n = 0.5× 1015 cm−3–1× 1015 cm−3.
In order to increase the negative charge on the ALD Al2O3 films, after being rinsed with
isopropanol (IPA) to remove any charged molecules that may be present on the Al2O3
surface, the samples were subjected to corona charging by applying voltage of −6 kV to a
steel needle about 4 cm above the wafer. During the charging process, the recombination
current parameter was monitored until there was no significant change in J0. The J0 values
before and after corona charge are shown in Fig.3.15. This charging process attempts to
minimise the surface recombination velocity. Marginal improvements were achieved on the
samples with a low surface boron concentration. The J0 value of the sample with Rsh =
28 Ω/2 was improved from 9.5× 10−14 A/cm2 to 8.25× 10−14 A/cm2 and that of the sam-
ple with Rsh = 148.7 Ω/2 decreased to 9.06× 10−15 A/cm2 from 1.13× 10−14 A/cm2. The
details of the dopant profiles with Al2O3 passivating layers are summarized by Table.A.3
in Appendix.A.
3.5.2 Extraction of the energy band gap narrowing
Following the same analysis presented in both Sect.3.3 and Sect.3.4, empirical BGN models
as a function of dopant density were derived from a comparison between the simulated
and the measured J0 values. The value of the constant A in Eq.3.7 for each dopant profile
is determined from an interpolation method with a set of fixed values of b = 3, Nref =
1× 1014 cm−3, and C = 0 meV. The global value of the A that represents BGN effects is
determined by averaging all of the A values.
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(a) Two boron doping profiles selected from the set
of boron doped samples prepared in this work are
shown as a function of depth in silicon.
(b) Recombination current parameter, J0, as a func-
tion of the effective surface recombination velocity
for doping doping profiles as shown in Fig.3.16a.
Their analyzable Seff range is determined by the
low boundary of Slow and the up boundary of Shigh.
Figure 3.16
The effective surface recombination velocity value is essential to obtain A, and can be
determined from Eq.2.33. The derived Seff that depends on surface charge, surface con-
centration, and interface parameter matches closely the experimental values for undiffused
silicon[112]. But their forms become complex in doped silicon[112]. Interface parameters,
density of states and excess carrier concentration at surface would be altered by the con-
centration of surface boron. Generally, their qualitative values are obtained by matching
experimental measured J0 values to simulated J0 with appropriate models, e.g. the BGN
model, the Auger recombination model and the mobility model. In addition, Seff values
would be different for different dielectric layers. These factors make the analysis of pas-
sivated diffused silicon very different from doped silicon with metallized surfaces, as it is
complicated to unify the effective surface recombination velocity for passivated p+ silicon.
Thus, instead of fixing Seff , we analyze passivated boron doped silicon in a small range
of Seff values. From previous studies shown in Sect.3.3 and Sect.3.4, the comparison
between the experimental results and simulated results shows that the Schenk’s BGN
models consistently underestimate J0 in both n+ and p+ silicon. Given a certain doping
profile, a higher Seff value would be obtained by applying the Schenk’s BGN model, which
can be regarded this value as an upper bound Shigh. On the other hand, the lower bound
Slow can be determined from the plot of J0 as a function of Seff . As shown in Fig.3.16,
there is a range of Seff where J0 is no longer altered by varying Seff . Thus, the value where
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Figure 3.17: The BGN values of Profile B shown in Fig.3.16a are calculated by using Sup and Slow as a
function of dopant concentrations. The average value ∆Eg(average) is shown.
J0 starts to saturate is defined as the lower bound Slow in the analyzable range. Thus,
by averaging a series of A values extracted in the range [Slow, Shigh] for the individual
doping profile, its corresponding final Ai is obtained. This analysis can be schematically
explained by using Fig.3.17. In the Profile B, its lower BGN values ∆Eg(Slow) and upper
BGN values ∆Eg(Sup) are calculated by using Slow and Sup respectively. By averaging A
values in the [Slow, Shigh] is equivalent to average BGN values, which yields the final BGN
∆Eg(Avergae) for Profile B. Thus, following the same step, the final A for the general
BGN model of p-type silicon is determined by averaging all of the Ai values for 20 boron
samples. The individual averaged Ai value for a doping profile is given by Table.A.3. The
final A values associated with different models are summarized in Table.3.4.
3.5.3 Uncertainties in BGN extraction: impacts of carrier mobility and
Auger lifetime
As discussed in Sect.3.2, the recombination current parameter in the passivated doped
sample (quasi-transparent domain) is is limited by the recombination process in the bulk
of doped regions, which is Auger recombination, as indicated by Eq.3.4. As a result, a
highly doped region (low Rsh) results in large recombination current parameter J0. This is
illustrated in Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.18, where the J0 values of boron doped samples with Al2O3
are plotted as a function of their sheet resistance values and surface boron concentrations,
respectively. Low J0 values (≤5× 10−14 A/cm2) correspond to boron doping profiles with
low surface concentrations and large sheet resistances. On the other hand, boron doping
profiles (in Fig.3.15) with low sheet resistance and high surface concentration (in Fig.3.18)
result in large recombination, due to the large Auger recombination. Thus, the impact
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Figure 3.18: Measured recombination current parameter J0 of boron diffusions with Al2O3 passivation
layer are plotted with their surface recombination Nsurf . The J0 values are taken after applying corona
charges.
of the minority carrier mobility model in the simulation process is directly reduced by
the dominance of Auger recombination in the bulk of doped regions. To confirm this,
we applied two different mobility models by Klaassen[101] and Swirhun et al.[183], as
discussed in Sect.3.4, to extracting the BGN value, and found that there is less than 0.2 %
relative error in the final A value of the empirical BGN expression.
On the other hand, the extraction of the BGN from these quasi-transparent domains
is affected by the assumed Auger recombination parameters. This impact is investigated
by applying four different Auger recombination models, which are proposed by Dziewior
and Schmid[52], Altermatt et al.[6], Kerr and Cuevas[96] and Richter et al.[158]. Their
differences are shown in Fig.3.19. At doping concentrations above 3× 1019 cm−3, both
Dziewior and Schmid and Altermatt et al. show slightly larger recombination rates than
Kerr and Cuevas and Richter et al.. Kerr and Cuevas gives the highest Auger recombina-
tion value, while Richter et al. shows the lowest recombination at low doping concentration
(≤1× 1019 cm−3). Due to the impact of Auger recombination models on the approach of
extracting BGN data, a large Auger recombination would result in a low BGN. Following
the analysis method shown in Sect.3.4, four final A values are obtained by averaging a
series of Ai values by applying these four Auger recombination models and their corre-
sponding analyzable range of Seff . The values of the coefficient A associated with these
four Auger recombination models are summarzied in Table.3.4. Richter et al. shows the
largest coefficient A, while the smallest coefficient A is obtained from the Kerr and Cuevas
model. However, this discrepancy is relatively small, and their corresponding error margins
overlap.
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Figure 3.19: Auger recombination rate as a function of dopant concentration in p-type silicon are cal-
culated by four Auger recombination models, Dzewior and Schmid, Altermatt et al. Kerr and Cuevas and
Ritcher et al.. The marked plot is enlarged as indicated in the same plot for a small range of dopant
concentration.
Statistics Auger model Mobility model A (1× 10−5 eV) b BGN model
Fermi-Dirac – – 4.2 3 Schenk
Fermi-Dirac Richter et al. Klaassen 4.72±0.12 3 This work, unpass
Fermi-Dirac Richter et al. Swirhun 4.53±0.16 3 This work, unpass
Fermi-Dirac Richter et al. Klaassen 4.48±0.31 3 This work, pass
Fermi-Dirac Kerr & Cuevas Klaassen 4.18±0.31 3 This work, pass
Fermi-Dirac Altermatt et al. Klaassen 4.35±0.25 3 This work, pass
Fermi-Dirac Dziewior & Schmid Klaassen 4.37±0.29 3 This work, pass
Table 3.4: Characteristic parameter A corresponding to the empirical net BGN model of p+ silicon, ∆Eg,
derived in the Sect.3.4 and in this section using the minority carrier mobility of Klaassen et al.. For the
calculation with the third order function Eq.3.7, values of C = 0, and Nref = 1×1014cm−3 were used. The
simplified form of Schenk’s BGN model in a form of Eq.3.7 is shown. unpass refers boron diffused samples
with an unpassivated surface, and pass represents boron diffused samples with a passivated surface.
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Figure 3.20: Energy band gap narrowing as a function of dopant concentration in heavily doped p-type
silicon. In comparison, two BGN models derived by using mobility of Klaassen and mobility of Swirhun
et al. which are presented in the Sect.3.4 are shown. The four net BGN values derived from four Auger
recombination models are demonstrated. Electronic measurements by Ghannam[72], Slotboom et al.[172],
Swirhun et al.[183], King and Swanson[100] and Ghannam and Mertens[73]. They were re-calculated with
Klaassen’s mobility model and ni = 9.65×109cm−3. Photoluminescence measurements from Wagner and
del Alamo[201] and Dumke[51]. The bottom shows the enlarged figure of the marked region of top figure.
It is in a dopant range of from 5×1019cm−3 to 6×1020cm−3.
3.5.4 Comparison between BGN models
The four empirical BGN expressions derived for passivated boron doped silicon are graph-
ically compared in Fig.3.20 to previously published experimental data for p+ silicon, as
well as the previous empirical net BGN models derived from the transparent domains
presented in Sect.3.4. The BGN values extracted from Kerr and Cuevas’s lifetime could be
similar to the Schenk’s theoretical BGN model, only about 1 meV larger. Altermatt et al.
results a similar BGN model as that derived from Dziewior and Schmid, since both Auger
recombination models have a very similar value in a large range of boron doping, as shown
in Fig.3.19. Ritchter et al. gives a BGN very similar to previous net BGN extracted with
the mobility model of Swirhun et al..
Four BGN models show a good agreement with the BGN values extracted from the
transparent domain as well as the previously reported experimental data. In particular,
the BGN model obtained by the Auger model of Richter et al. in the quasi-transparent
domain is in good agreement with the net BGN model obtained by the mobility model of
Swirhun et al. in the transparent domain (presented in Sect.3.4).
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3.5.5 Discussion
BGN models for boron doped silicon have been derived based on both experimental mea-
surements and computer simulations. Differently to previous sections, diffused samples
with passivating dielectric layers were studied. Due to the complexities in determining the
effective surface recombination velocity Seff , we extracted BGN values from a range of
Seff rather than a single predefined Seff value. Since we analyzed the quasi-transparent
domain, the uncertainties of minority carrier lifetime were evaluated by taking into ac-
count four different Auger recombination models. The good agreement between the BGN
models in this section and the BGN models in the previous section ( in Sect.3.4) indicates
that either the analysis of the transparent domain or the quasi-transparent domain is a
good approach to extract BGN. The agreement between both the methods of extracting
BGN values by matching the experimental J0 and the simulated J0 is valid.
Nevertheless, as shown in both approaches, this technique is sensitive to the chosen
minority carrier mobility model and the Auger recombination model. Based on a compar-
ison of previous experimental BGN data, the BGN model derived with the Auger model
of Richter et al. shows good correlation with the photoluminescence measurements. It also
shows a good agreement with the BGN model derived from the mobility model of Swirhun
et al. as presented in Sect.3.4. Thus, the Auger recombination model proposed by Richter
et al. and the mobility expression proposed by Swirhun et al. are more appropriate for
heavily doped p-type silicon.
3.6 Conclusion
Two individual domains, transparent and quasi-transparent, are discussed with their corre-
sponding limited factors. In the transparent domain, the net recombination is determined
by transport of minority carriers. In the quasi-transparent domain, carrier recombination
in the bulk of the doped region is the dominant mechanisms controlling the minority car-
rier profile. Thus, during the analysis of doping profiles with different surface treatments,
different uncertainty should be accounted for different domains. The impact of minority
carrier mobility models should be evaluated in the doped region with high Seff , while
the doped region with low Seff needs take account of the effect of Auger recombination
models.
When modeling both phosphorus and boron doped regions with Fermi-Dirac statis-
tics, Schenk’s theoretical model for energy band gap narrowing leads to underestimating
the recombination current in those regions. To obtain agreement between theory and ex-
periment, it is necessary to use a higher BGN. Thus, following the simple methodology
described, two empirical BGN models are derived with revised silicon parameters and
well-proven models for phosphorus doped n+ silicon and boron doped p+ silicon. Either
approach of the apparent BGN in conjunction with Boltzmann statistics or the net BGN
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Figure 3.21: The BGN model of n+ silicon in Sec.3.4 and that of p+ silicon in Sec.3.5 are illustrated
as a function of dopant concentration. The vertical lines are error bars obtained from the corresponding
models.
in conjunction with Fermi-Dirac statistics is consistent with our experiment and found to
be in good agreement with previous work.
These two BGN models, used in conjunction with the appropriate statistics, are equiv-
alent in the context of the diffused regions examined in this work, which feature a very
high surface recombination velocity. Alternatively, the BGN model can be derived from
the diffused samples with a low surface recombination velocity. Due to the leakage knowl-
edge on the determination of the Seff , we can analyze the passivated sample with a range
of Seff rather an a single Seff . As a result, a good agreement is shown between the BGN
models obtained by using the passivated samples and the un-passivated samples.
A comparison between the BGN model in n-type silicon and in p-type silicon is shown
in Fig.3.21, both are empirical net BGN models derived in this work. The BGN in p-type
silicon have values with a factor of 1.1− 1.2 larger than that in n-type silicon, which is in
qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions by Schenk. This number is very close
to the ratio of effective mass of electrons and holes, mh/me = 1.26.
4
Selectively Doped Silicon Solar Cells
4.1 Introduction
Selective doping (SD) (also called selective emitter) optimizes the front side of the solar cell
by effectively dividing the front surface into two differently doped regions. A highly doped
area is positioned underneath the metal fingers for good ohmic contact (good transport
of majority carriers) and good shielding of the surface from minority carriers (moderate
recombination). In between the metal grid lines, lightly doped areas are created for better
blue response and minimal Auger and surface recombination. The reduction of the dopant
concentration is the most of the front surface also permits to mitigate the impact of BGN,
as discussed in the previous chapters. An absolute efficiency gain of 0.5 % has been shown
as a result of introducing SD on solar cells[155][84][154]. Different SD techniques, such as
silicon-ink, masked etch-back, laser doping, ion implantation and masked diffusion have
been successfully demonstrated. However, in all of these techniques, the alignment step of
the metal grid to the already defined highly doped region is critical for achieving better
solar cell performance, and the benefits of the SD design vanish if there is a misalignment
between heavily doped areas and metal fingers[223].
In this chapter, the advantage of the SD silicon solar cell is first studied by simulation.
Impacts of doping profiles in both the illuminated region and metal contact region are
investigated. Influences of misaligned regions between heavily doped regions and metal
grids are also explored. Next, different techniques to fabricate SD silicon solar cells, such
as masked diffusion, ion implantation and etch back etc., are summarized. In order to
circumvent the limitations due to alignment tolerances, we present a self-aligned etch-back
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SD solar cell process. Compared to a conventional solar cell process flow, the metallization
takes place prior to anti-reflection coating (ARC) deposition. The patterned metal grids
act as etching barriers and selectively protect the heavily doped region from etching.
By applying this etch-back approach, p-type planar and textured solar cells with three
different sizes, 2×2, 3×3 and 5×5 cm2 are fabricated.
4.2 Simulation studies
In front junction solar cells, the net recombination loss of the front collector J0front can be
simply split into two main terms: recombination losses J0c in the metal contact regions with
a contact width of Wcont/2 in an unit cell, and recombination losses J0n in the illuminated
region with a lateral width of Wn+/2 in an unit cell. The net recombination loss in the
front collector (front doped region) can be simply obtained as[86],
J0front = J0c
Wcont
Wcont +Wn+
+ J0n
Wn+
Wcont +Wn+
(4.1)
In order to reduce the net recombination loss, J0c in the metal contact region and
J0n in the illuminated region should both be reduced. This motivates us to optimize the
doping profiles in the metal contact region and in the illuminated region individually, e.g.
by using the selectively doping technique.
For more detailed simulation, the SD solar cell structure is implemented and simu-
lated in the two dimensional solar cell simulation program Quokka[64]. Firstly, impacts of
doping profiles in both the illuminated regions and the metal contact region are explored.
Following that, the influence of the misalignment between the metal grid and the lightly
doped regions is investigated, which demonstrates the critical role of the alignment step in
the SD solar cell fabrication. Based on simulation results, the SD silicon solar cell with an
optimized design leads to an efficiency improvement compared with the homogeneously
doped silicon solar cell.
4.2.1 Simulation Set-up
A simple 180 µm thick p-type monocrystalline silicon solar cell with a substrate resistivity
of 1 Ω cm(N = 1.5× 1016 cm−3) was simulated in Quokka. In order to minimise the impact
of rear side recombination and to increase the sensitivity to the advantage of the SD front
region, a back surface p+ region with a low recombination parameter and an negligible
contact resistivity is implemented at its rear side. This fully metal covered back surface p+
region has a recombination current parameter of J0BSR = 2× 10−14 A/cm2, which could
be obtained with a p+ polysilicon passivating contact. Alternatively a similar J0BSR could
be obtained with a PRC (Partial rear contact) design and a 2 %–4 % contact fraction.
Selectively doped (SD) regions are featured on the front surface, which consist of highly
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the cross section of a SD unit solar cell. The n++ doped region
represents the highly doped region and the n+ doped region represents the lightly doped region.
doped regions with a lateral width Wn++ and lightly doped regions with lateral width
Wn+. The front metal finger has a width of 80µm. The 2-D schematic cross section of
a unit cell is shown in Fig.4.1. A fixed lifetime of 1 ms is used for the bulk Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) lifetime in the p-type silicon substrate. The Auger recombination model
published by Richter et al.[158] and Klaassen’s unified mobility model[101] are used in
this simulation.
In addition, parameters of doped regions, including recombination current parameter
J0, contact resistivity ρc and sheet resistance Rsh, are also required for the simulation.
Doping profiles in this study are modelled by Gaussian functions with various surface
concentrations Ns, and depths xj . Their corresponding recombination current parameters
J0 are calculated by applying an analytic model of minority carrier transport[35]; the
BGN model in conjunction with Fermi-Dirac statistics as shown in Chapter3 are used.
The effective surface recombination velocity as a function of surface concentration[98] for
textured surfaces is used to calculate Seff of the doped profiles in the illuminated region
that is passivated with SiNx layers. In order to take into account the impact of the contact
resistivity, we apply the Ns dependent parameterizations model [39][169] for aluminium/n-
type silicon contacts. A summary of models and parameters used in the simulation is shown
in Table.4.1.
In terms of optical generation, a fixed generation profile is used as the input. This
was calculated using a 1-D simulation of plane waves propagating in silicon, assuming
illumination with a standard AM1.5G spectrum, with a planar SiNx coated surface and
ideal shadowing under front metal fingers. The free carrier absorption (FGA) due to the
doped region is not considered in the simulation, which could potentially affect the Jsc,
particularly for the highly doped region. The collection efficiency of doped regions is con-
sidered, which is defined as the ratio of the net collected current density and the total
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Parameters Device simulation model
Minority Carrier transport equation (J0) Third–order approximated solution[35]
Minority Carrier lifetime (Auger) Richter et al. [158]
Minority carrier mobility Klaassen’s unified mobility model[101]
Intrinsic carrier density (ni) ni = 9.65× 109 cm−3 [118]
BGN model for n–type ∆Eg(N) = 0.042×10−3(ln( N1014 ))3 [215]
Effective surface recombination velocity (Seff )
Seff (N) = 1151×( N1019 )
0.5
+19.5×( N1019 )
2.6
[98]
Contact resistivity ρc
ρc(N) = e(−1.96197−3.41859 ln(
N
1018 ))
× e(0.187692(ln( N1018 ))2)
[39]
Table 4.1: models and parameters are used in the simulation set-up. The N in the table represents the
surface concentration Ns.
generated current density from the illuminated spectrum at short circuit. Given a doping
profile in the illuminated region, its corresponding collection efficiency is calculated from
the analytic approximated solution[35].
4.2.2 Impact of doping profiles in the illuminated region
The Effect of doping profiles in the illuminated passivated region is investigated by mod-
ifying the surface concentration (Ns) and the depth (xj). A silicon solar cell with a
homogeneously doped region (HD cell) is also simulated as a comparison. In the HD
solar cell, a single doping profile with a sheet resistance of 50 Ω/2 is implemented in
both the metal contact region and the illuminated region. Based on the simulation
set-up, J0c of 6.11× 10−13 A/cm2 is calculated in the metal contact region and J0n of
1.19× 10−13 A/cm2 is calculated in the illuminated region. In the SD solar cell, a high
doping profile with a sheet resistance of 14 Ω/2 is placed under the metal finger with a J0c
of 2.83× 10−13 A/cm2, while doping profiles in the illuminated region vary with Rsh values
from 50 Ω/2 to 610 Ω/2. These profiles and their corresponding J0n are summarized in
Table.4.2.
Simulation results of open circuit voltage Voc, short circuit current density Jsc, fill
factor (FF) and efficiency η as a function of the lateral width of the illuminated region,
Wn+, for SD solar cells and the HD solar cell are illustrated in Fig.4.2. As expected, Voc
and Jsc of the SD solar cells are larger than that of the HD solar cell for a given Wn+.
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Figure 4.2: Open circuit voltage (top left), short circuit current density (top right), fill factor (bottom
left) and efficiency (bottom right) are illustrated as a function of Wn+ for solar cells with a homogeneous
doped, HD(50 Ω/2), and SD solar cells with 4 different lightly doped profiles. The homogeneous doped
solar cell is regarded as a reference.
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Ns ( cm−3) xj( µm) Rsh ( Ω/2) J0n ( A/cm2)
2× 1019 0.4 236 3.1× 10−14
4× 1019 0.4 145 4.7× 10−14
6× 1019 0.4 103 6.3× 10−14
1× 1020 0.4 72 9.2× 10−14
2× 1020 0.35 50 1.2× 10−13
Table 4.2: Surface concentration, depth, sheet resistance and corresponding simulated recombination
current parameters of doping profiles in the illuminated region are summarized.
The SD solar cell with Rsh = 50 Ω/2 performs closely to the HD solar cell. Due to their
same doping profiles in the illuminated region, they have the same Jsc and FF. The wide
Wn+ results in a high Voc and a high Jsc. However, after reaching Wn+ = 2000µm, further
increases in the illuminated region result in only a small improvement in the Voc. This
is because recombination losses in the metal contact region no longer dominate the net
recombination for large Wn+, as shown in Eq.4.1 and Fig.4.2. Restricting the metallic
regions to a small fraction is an alternative way of reducing the overall recombination,
such as utilized in the rear structures for the PERC (passivated emitter rear cell) cell
and the PERL (passivated emitter rear locally diffused) cell. Thus, Voc becomes high as
the doping level in the illuminated region reduces, which is mainly due to the smaller
Auger recombination and surface recombination. On the other hand, the short circuit
current density Jsc increases with increasing lateral width of the illuminated region. The
highest Jsc is given by a wide Wn+ and a light doping profile that results in high collection
efficiency. At given Wn+, similar Jsc values are obtained from doping profiles with similar
collection efficiencies, such as the doping profiles withRsh = 103 Ω/2 andRsh = 72 Ω/2. In
addition, for illuminated region with high doping profiles, additional parasitic absorption,
such as FCA, which is not considered in our simulation, would reduce the amount of
electron-hole pairs further.
As Wn+ increases, generated carriers have to travel further laterally in the illuminated
region and be collected in the metal contact region, which leads to larger series resistances.
SD solar cells with light doping profiles (Rsh = 236 Ω/2) suffer from high series resistances,
which result in sharply decreased FF values as a function of Wn+. As a result, its FF drops
sharply from 81.6 % at Wn+ = 800µm to 68.4 % at Wn+ = 3600µm. However, the lateral
transport of generated carriers can be overcame by increasing doping in the illuminated
region. The high doping in the illuminated region shows small dependency of FF on the
Wn+, such as the SD solar cell with Rsh = 50 Ω/2. Finally, tradeoffs between Voc, Jsc, FF
and doping profiles in the illuminated region are presented in the efficiency plot. There is
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an optimized Wn+ for each doping profile to reach the maximum efficiency. As the doping
increases, the optimized Wn+ shifts towards a large value. The highest efficiency of 21.17 %
is obtained for the SD silicon solar cell with Rsh = 103 Ω/2 at its corresponding optimized
Wn+. In comparison, the HD silicon solar cell has an optimized Wn+ = 2800 µm and an
efficiency of 20.5 %. Applying the SD design with an optimal Rsh = 103 Ω/2 therefore
yields 0.7 % absolute gain in efficiency. The results of the SD solar cell with Rsh = 50 Ω/2
shows that advantages of the SD solar cells diminishes, once the doping becomes high.
Thus, in the design of SD solar cells, it is critical to obtain an optimized doping profile
along with an appropriate Wn+ in order to maximise efficiency.
4.2.3 Impact of doping profiles in the metal contact region
A high doping profile underneath the metal contact layer improves the ohmic contact and
suppresses recombination. In this section, the effect of high doping profiles in the metal
contact region is explored. In order to reflect the role of doping profiles in the metal contact
region, a light doping profile with Rsh = 103 Ω/2 is implemented in the illuminated region
with an optimized Wn+ = 2400µm. In the metal contact area, high doping profiles with
a consistent Rsh≈ 20 Ω/2, but with varying surface concentration from 1× 1018 cm−3 to
2× 1020 cm−3, are evaluated. Their corresponding doping depths xj , J0c and ρc in the
metal contact region are calculated in Table.4.3. The low ρc is determined by the high
surface concentration. The low recombination J0c is shown by the doping profile with a
deep depth and a moderate doping concentration, such as the doping profile with Ns =
6× 1018 cm−3 and xj = 10 µm, as evaluated in Eq.3.2 and Table.4.1. On the other hand,
the shallow doping profile (xj <2.5 µm) requires a high doping level to achieve relatively
low J0c.
The curves of Voc, Jsc, FF and η as a function of the surface concentration Ns in the
highly doped region are plotted in Fig.4.3. Since the doping profile in the illuminated
region dominates the performance of the SD silicon solar cells at the optimized Wn+, a
consistent Voc ≈684 mV and a consistent Jsc ≈38.8 mA/cm2 are obtained. Note that the
different dopant profiles in the metal contact region have the same sheet resistance, Rsh≈
20 Ω/2. However, there is a strong dependency of contact resistivity caused by different
surface concentration on the FF. The FF is no longer sensitive to the surface concentration,
once Ns reaches 2× 1019 cm−3, which corresponds to ρc ≤2.7× 10−5 Ω cm2. This indicates
that the contact resistivity with a value ≤3× 10−5 Ω cm2 between metal layers and silicon
would not contribute significants to the final series resistance for the contact fraction of
3.2 %. Similar increasing trend is shown in the efficiency plot, which is mainly affected by
the series resistance loss between the metal contact and the highly doped region.
This analysis indicates that a high doping profile with a high surface concentration
and a deep junction in the metal contact region is necessary for achieving a high FF and a
high Voc. However, in the real device, there is an alignment tolerance region (highly doped
region) that is also illuminated, and the doping profile in the metal contact region requires
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Ns ( cm−3) xj( µm) Rsh ( Ω/2) J0c ( A/cm2) ρc ( Ω cm2)
1×1018 26 19.6 2.94×10−13 0.141
2×1018 18 20 2.53×10−13 0.0144
4×1018 12 21 2.37×10−13 0.00176
6×1018 10 20 2.27×10−13 5.62×10−4
8×1018 8.5 20 2.60×10−13 2.59×10−4
2×1019 4.8 20 3.34×10−13 2.70×10−5
5×1019 2.5 20 3.70×10−13 3.87×10−6
8×1019 1.7 20 3.70×10−13 1.61×10−6
1×1020 1.5 20 3.70×10−13 1.10×10−6
2×1020 0.9 20 3.20×10−13 3.71×10−7
Table 4.3: Surface concentration, depth, sheet resistance, J0c in the metal contact region and ρc of high
doping profiles are summarized.
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Figure 4.3: Open circuit voltage (top left), short circuit current density (top right), fill factor (bottom
left) and efficiency (bottom right) are plotted as a function of surface concentration Ns.
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Figure 4.4: The schematic structure of front SD configuration. Wmis represents the distance of n++
doped regions shift from the front metal finger, which is regarded as misalignment.
additional optimization for further compromises between Voc and Jsc.
4.2.4 Impact of the misalignment
Accurately aligning the metal grid to the predefined highly doped region is critical for re-
alizing the advantages of the SD solar cell. In the device fabrication, the metal contact can
easily punch through the shallow doped region during the firing step (contact formation),
consequently causing shunting. Thus, in SD solar cell design, it is desirable for the highly
doped region to form a deeper junction and for it to be intentionally made wider than
the metal contact. In the event of a misalignment, the metal contact layer on the lightly
doped region would increase the recombination and shadowing losses. On the other hand,
a large alignment tolerance will cause the highly doped region to protrude into the illumi-
nated area, leading to losses in Voc and Jsc. However, the impact of misalignment is more
significant than the losses in the alignment tolerance region. In this section, we mainly
focus on the impact of misalignment by evaluating the misaligned width Wmis from 0µm
to 120 µm, as indicated in Fig.4.4. The doping profile with Rsh = 103 Ω/2 is implemented
in the lightly doped region, while Rsh = 14 Ω/2 is used in the highly doped region. Thus,
with an non-zero Wmis, the metal contact region consists partially of a lightly doped region
and partially of a highly doped region, the final recombination current parameter in the
metal contact region J0c−net and in the illuminated region J0n−net can be defined by their
occupied area percentage, which are
J0c−net = J0c−LD
Wmis
Wcont
+ J0c−HD
Wcont −Wmis
Wcont
(4.2)
J0n−net = J0n−LD
Wn+ −Wmis
Wn+
+ J0n−HD
Wmis
Wn+
(4.3)
where J0c−LD and J0c−HD are the recombination current parameter of Rsh = 103 Ω/2
and Rsh = 14 Ω/2 in the metal contact region, respectively and J0n−LD and J0n−HD
is the recombination current parameter of Rsh = 103 Ω/2 and Rsh = 14 Ω/2 in the
illuminated region, respectively. In this work, the doping profile Rsh = 103 Ω/2 gives
J0c−LD = 1.62× 10−12 A/cm2 and J0n−LD = 6.3× 10−14 A/cm2, and the doping profile
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Rsh = 14 Ω/2 gives J0c−LD = 2.83× 10−13 A/cm2 and J0n−HD = 2.75× 10−13 A/cm2.
The effects of the misaligned width are presented as a function of Wn+ in Fig.4.5. Since
the fraction of highly doped region is relatively small compared to the lowly doped region
(∼3.2 %), Jsc remains constant for all four given misaligned widths. At a certain Wn+,
it is expected that the Voc increases with decreasing Wmis. The highest Voc is obtained
for good alignment between the metal layer and the highly doped region. The lowest Voc
is found for the case of complete overlapping between the metal contact region and the
lightly doped region.
Due to the impact of lateral transport of carriers, decreasing trends of FF are obtained
with the spacing between fingers. At Wn+ ≤1600µm, the FF is less sensitive to the series
resistance loss (shown in Fig.4.2) and is mainly affected by the net recombination loss.
Thus, a low net recombination (a small Wmis) results in a higher FF. At a wide Wn+
>1600µm, the FF starts being affected by the sheet resistance in the illuminated region.
The occupation of the highly doped region in the illuminated area due to misalignment
yields a reduction of the final series resistance. Thus, higher FF is obtained for the large
Wmis. In the efficiency plot, an optimized Wn+ = 2400 µm results for all misaligned widths.
Indeed, the highest efficiency of 21.17 % is obtained for the good alignment between the
metallic layer and the highly doped region (Wn+ = 0 µm). The complete misalignment
causes a reduction of 0.4 % at the optimized Wn+, and reduces the gain compared to
the performance of the HD silicon solar cells shown in Sect.4.2.2. This indicates that the
misalignment diminishes the advantages of SD solar cells, which can potentially result
in a poorer performance than a HD solar cell. Furthermore, the sensitivity of Wmis on
the efficiency of the SD silicon solar cells is dependent on Wn+. As Wn+ increases, the
differences caused by misaligned widths are reduced. At large Wn+, the performance of
the SD solar cell is dominated by the impact of the series resistance. Decreasing the area
factor of the metal contact region hence reduces the sensitivity of misaligned widths.
4.2.5 Discussion
The performance of selectively doped silicon cells has been investigated by examining the
impact of doping profiles in both the illuminated region and the metal contact region,
as well as the influence of the misaligned width. Compared to the homogeneously doped
silicon solar cell, SD silicon solar cells with an optimized doping profile and an optimized
Wn+ reach higher Voc (gain of ∼20 mV), higher Jsc (gain of 2 mA/cm2) and higher ef-
ficiency (absolute gain of 0.8 %). However, the doping profile in the illuminated region
requires optimization in order to maximise the conversion efficiency of the SD solar cell.
A light doping profile results in a high final series resistance, while heavy doping profile
yields poor collection efficiency and high recombination loss. Thus, a delicate balance is
required for optimal performance. The heavy doping profile with a high surface concen-
tration and a deep doping profile is preferred in the metal contact region to ensure a low
contact resistivity and a reduction in the amount of minority carriers flowing towards the
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Figure 4.5: Open circuit voltage (top left), short circuit current density (top right), fill factor (bottom
left) and efficiency (bottom right) are plotted as a function of Wn+ for four different misaligned widths.
4.3. Technologies and performance of selectively doped silicon solar cells: previous work81
high recombination surface. However, this conclusion is made with an assumption of no
alignment tolerance. Taking account of alignment tolerance, the highly doped region is
necessary to be optimized for the tradeoff between its performance in the metal contact
region and the illuminated region. Advantages of the SD silicon solar cell could vanish, if
there was a large misaligned region. The misalignment can produce a low performing SD
silicon solar cell that is potentially inferior to the HD solar cell. Therefore, in real devices,
the alignment tolerance and misaligned width are key factors to the fabrication of high
performance SD silicon solar cells.
4.3 Technologies and performance of selectively doped sili-
con solar cells: previous work
Collector (the region with an opposite doping type to the base doping) formation is a
basic step in the silicon solar cell production process. In conventional p-type silicon solar
cells with a front pn junction and full rear Al-BSR region, the homogeneously doped
profile of the front region needs to be optimized for both the illuminated region and the
metal contact region. As a result, doping profiles with sheet resistances of 50 Ω/2–100 Ω/2
yield a good compromise between low recombination current parameter and low contact
resistivity. This is demonstrated by both simulation and experimental results[39]. If a
doping profile optimized for the illuminated region (light doping profile with a shallow
depth) was homogeneously implemented, a special metal paste would be required for
solving the contact resistivity problem[157][154]. At the same time, the metal contact area
would need to be restricted to a small region in order to reduce the net recombination
from the high surface recombination velocity. On the other hand, the SD design decouples
the optimization processes of the passivated region and the metallized region. As has been
addressed previously, highly doped regions are beneficial for the metal contact area by
ensuring low contact resistivity and suppressing the concentration of minority carriers,
while a light doping profile is preferred for the illuminated region to reduce the overall
Auger recombination, surface recombination and to enhance the blue response. Thus,
higher FF is realized by the highly doped region; higher Voc and higher Jsc result from the
lightly doped region[154]. Such decoupled optimization process provides more flexibility in
the development of industrial process, e.g. different metals can be used without affecting
the illuminated region.
Several technologies have been successfully developed for the SD solar cells, such as:
• Masked diffusion.
• Silicon ink.
• Ion implantation.
• Laser doping
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• Etch back.
Compared to the 17.5 % homogenous doped solar cell that went through the standard
industrial process, an absolute efficiency gain of 0.5 % was obtained from laser doped SD
solar cell[155][92]. Improvements on open circuit voltage and short circuit current have
also been reported[92][149][8][108][87]. In addition to efficiency, cost, ease of implemen-
tation and reliability are also important considerations for adaptation into the industrial
production line[155].
4.3.1 Masked doping
Because of the different diffusivity of dopants in different materials, dielectric layers with
small diffusivity, e.g. silicon oxide and silicon nitride, tend to block or slow down the pene-
tration of phosphorus atoms into the silicon substrate underneath. The masking dielectric
layer can be patterned and selectively exposed by photolithography, etching paste or laser
ablation. After that, selectively doped regions can be formed by different doping methods,
such as thermal diffusion, ion implantation, or laser doping, etc. Photolithography can
reach the finest resolution and is used to fabricate high efficiency silicon solar cells in lab-
oratory scale, e.g. 25 % PERC solar cell at UNSW [224]. On the other hand, etching paste
and laser ablation provide cheaper and simple solutions to produce SD regions. A 125 cm2
large area cell with an efficiency of 18.1 % was demonstrated by applying a screen-printed
etching paste to form masked doping[63].
4.3.2 Laser doping
In SD silicon solar cells, highly doped regions can be easily realized by laser processing
without masking. The resultant doping profiles are controlled by both the laser parameters
and the optical properties of the doping sources[4]. The doping source can either be spin–on
dopant sources[4], phosphoric acid, or thin phosphorus–silica glass after short thermal
diffusion process[92][149]. During the laser process, surface defects are introduced and can
be removed by chemical etching or eliminated by using an intermediate barrier layer[4].
Laser doped SD solar cell has achieved a gain of 0.5 % in efficiency from conventional p-
type homogenous doped solar cell. A full area Al-BSR silicon solar cell with a conversion
efficiency reaching 20.1 % has been recorded by applying laser doping to locally heat the
phosphorus-silica glass[92].
4.3.3 Ion implantation
Ion implantation is an alternative doping technique which is used to create selective doped
for solar cells. Benefits of ion implantation in the solar cell have been listed in terms of short
process steps and improved quality of collector[108]. Ion implanted homogeneous solar
cell demonstrated higher efficiency than the conventional POCl3 diffused solar cell[160].
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Ion implantation improves the efficiency through improved open circuit voltage and short
circuit current density[160]. An in-situ proximity mask can also be used to achieve selective
doping and post heating treatment is used for activating dopants as well as forming a thin
silicon oxide layer. Efficiency gains of between 0.4 % to 0.7 % are achieved in ion implanted
SD solar cells[108].
4.3.4 Doped layers
Selectively depositing doping sources is another approach to form SD silicon solar cells. In
this process, highly doped source layers are deposited on the metal area while less dopant
containing source layers are deposited on the passivated region, following by a single high
temperature process to drive-in the dopants.
Doped oxide layers, namely phosphorus doped SiO2 and boron doped SiO2, are widely
used as doping sources for silicon. The highly doped region and the lightly doped region
are easily created by adjusting the amount of impurities in the oxide layer. After thermal
annealing, the doped oxide layer is etched off and the metal layer is aligned with the highly
doped region, which are additional steps before ARC layer coating and metallization.
Similar approaches forming the doped paste via screen-printing have also been
demonstrated. Doped pastes, such as doped Si ink developed by Innovalight
CougarTM™Platform, was screen-printed on the metallized region. After a shallow ther-
mal diffusion, lightly doped region is formed in the un-printed region while the highly
doped region is created under the doped paste. Directly screen-printing metal paste on
the doped paste contributes to the formation of a good ohmic contact. Thus, it is not nec-
essary to etch off the doped paste before metallization. A conversion efficiency of 18.9 %
was demonstrated in the mass production of 125×125 mm2 large silicon solar cell[8].
Another approach is to embed the dopant into the metal paste during metal paste
preparation process. This allows the process to be easily incorporated into the existing
industrial fabrication process, as the alignment step is no longer necessary. Thus it is
referred to as the self-aligned self-doping process. The fabrication process is the same as the
conventional homogenous doped silicon solar cells. With the application of a special metal
paste, an efficiency of 16.2 % can be reached on phosphorus diffusion with 70 Ω/2–75 Ω/2
sheet resistance[159].
4.3.5 Etch-back
Etch–back is a promising defect–free technique for SD pattern formation. Selectively doped
regions are formed by selectively etching exposed highly doped regions. The highly doped
region, which acts as a metallized region, is protected by an etch resistant mask. These
etch resistant masks were deposited by either ink-jet or screen printing. The subsequent
etching step can be either wet chemical etching or dry etching process (gas phase).
An efficiency of 19 % has been demonstrated on SD solar cells with a full area rear
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contact. 0.5 % of efficiency gain has been demonstrated[153] with the wet chemical ap-
proach. On the other hand, using the gas phase approach, a PERC structure with front
SD pattern has reached an efficiency of 20.3 %. This represents an absolute improvement
of 0.3 % from the homogenously doped PERC solar cell[86].
4.3.6 Discussion
As summarized in Table.4.4, selectively doped structures can be formed using a variety of
methods. Compare to homogenously doped designs, this structure offers more flexibility
in terms of optimizing the doped region in the metal contact region and in the illuminated
region. As a result, extra steps are often required, such as the involvement of other doping
technologies and the development of new doped pastes. However, for most of those SD
techniques (excluding doped metal paste), selectively doped patterns are formed before
metal contact formation. Thus, the alignment step between the metal contact layer and
pre-defined highly doped region becomes essential in realizing the advantages of SD solar
cells. If the metal layer is misaligned with the highly doped region, the improvements are
often compromised due to increased net recombination and shunting of the pn junction.
Generally, the width of the highly doped region is wider than the metal finger width,
which would potentially reduce the performance of SD solar cells. Accurate alignment is
thus crucial to achieve efficient SD solar cells.
4.4 Development of a self-aligned etch-back process for se-
lectively doped silicon solar cells
In this section, a self-aligned etch-back SD solar cell process that circumvents the lim-
itations of alignment tolerances is fully described. Patterned metal grids act as etching
barriers and selectively protect the heavily doped region from etching. The etch-back so-
lution used here is based on tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH). This solution
etches silicon in a well-controlled, uniform manners and possesses excellent preservation
of metal integrity, that is, negligible metal etching. The etching rates as a function of
different solution compositions at various temperatures are investigated. The quality of
the etched back diffusions and textured surfaces are shown by measuring the recombina-
tion current density parameter, J0 and reflectance values after plasma-enhanced chemical
vapour deposition (PECVD) passivation.
4.4.1 Etch-back solution
In the etch-back SD process, it is essential that the solution has the characteristics of
precisely controlled etching rate and uniformity. A dilute acidic etch-back solution is com-
monly implemented as it exhibits well controlled homogenous etching[41][104][163]. How-
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Figure 4.6: Sheet resistance of the etch back sample at different times for three different TMAH solutions
(2 wt%, 5 wt%, 15 wt%) at two different temperatures (50 ◦C and 70 ◦C).
ever, this solution requires the use of etch barriers such as etching paste[163] and hot melt
wax[104], an extra alignment step is required at the end of the process to deposit the
fingers.
TMAH is another candidate for the etch-back process, since it is compatible with MOS
processes, non-toxic, provides selective etching to silicon orientation and dielectric layers
and contains no metal ions which might cause degradation to the silicon. The etching rate
and quality of etched surface mainly depend on the percentage of TMAH dissolved in
water, the temperature and the concentration of other additives[226][19][227]. Dissolving
certain amounts of additives, such as solid silicon, silicic acid and ammonium peroxodisul-
phate (AP), makes the TMAH solution almost neutral with respect to aluminium, as well
as reducing the etching rate for silicon[165][69][19], hence improving its controllability.
Different weight percentages of TMAH solution that mixed with 50 g/L silicic acid at dif-
ferent temperatures were studied by using a single heavy phosphorus diffusion (∼50 Ω/2),
as shown in Fig.4.6. The SEM (scanning electron microscope) images of textured surface
before and after etching are shown in Fig.4.7. After immersing silicon with textured sur-
faces into TMAH solution for a short time (Fig.4.7b), random pyramids are rounded. If
the etch-back solution temperature became higher or the weight percentage of TMAH
solution was increased, the etching accelerates and the pyramids become damaged, caus-
ing large optic losses, as shown in Fig.4.7c and Fig.4.7d. The conclusions are similar to
the previous investigations[19], the lower weight percentage solution at lower temperature
gives a slower etch rate. 5 wt% TMAH with 50 g/L silicic acid was used in this work at a
temperature of 50 ◦C.
The recombination properties of the etched back surfaces was studied by means of
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(a) Cross-section SEM image of random textured
etch back sample after been etched in 2 wt% TMAH
solution for 120 secs at 50 ◦C.
(b) Cross-section SEM image of random textured
etch back sample after been etched in 5 wt% TMAH
solution for 120 secs at 50 ◦C.
(c) Cross-section SEM image of random textured
etch back sample after been etched in 5 wt% TMAH
solution for 250 secs at 70 ◦C.
(d) Cross-section SEM image of random textured
etch back sample after been etched in 15 wt% TMAH
solution for 120 secs at 50 ◦C.
Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of J0 measurements of etch-back and non etch-back phosphorus diffused samples
with PECVD SiNx.
p-type FZ silicon wafers with resistivity of >100 Ω cm, which received a heavy phospho-
rus diffusion (∼13 Ω/2). Subsequently, samples with sheet resistance ranging from 40 to
254 Ω/2 were prepared by etching the single heavy diffusion for different times. Those
etched samples were passivated by PECVD SiNx films[202] and measured by transient
photo-conductance decay(PCD)[93] and QSSPC[171] methods at an excess carrier injec-
tion level of ∆n = 0.5–1.3× 1015 cm−3. Control, non-etched back samples were prepared
with similar surface concentrations and sheet resistances as the etched samples. The com-
parison between etched back and non-etched back samples is shown in Fig.4.8. The very
small variations between etched back and non-etched back diffused samples suggest that
no degradation is introduced by the etch-back solution. In fact, those variations can be
attributed to small differences in the shape of the dopant density profile.
With respect to the textured surface, the etch-back solution caused some damage
on the pyramids. The etched pyramids are either rounded or shortened, affecting their
optical properties, as shown in Fig.4.7b, Fig.4.7c and Fig.4.7d. These effects are evident
from reflectance measurements. However, such optical differences are minimised after an
anti-reflective coating layer, i.e. silicon nitride, is deposited, as shown in Fig.4.9. The larger
differences at long wavelength (1100 nm to 1600 nm) are due to the free carrier absorption
in the diffused region. The heavier doping region has a lager free carrier absorption (lower
reflectance in the infrared spectroscopy) and vice versa.
4.4.2 Self-aligned selective doping process
Both SD and reference HD 2×2cm2 planar p-type silicon solar cells were fabricated using
4-inch <100> FZ silicon wafers with resistivity of 1.5 Ω cm (p-type) and a thickness of
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Figure 4.9: Reflectance of etch back and non-etch back textured surface with ARC layer.
300 µm. After surface damage removal and performing standard cleaning, one side of the
wafer received a boron diffusion and a phosphorus diffusion was introduced at the opposite
side. The doping profiles were measured by an electrochemical capacitance voltage instru-
ment (WEP Wafer Profiler CVP21), as shown in Fig.4.10. The boron diffusion has a sheet
resistance of 20.1 Ω/2 and a surface concentration of ∼3× 1019 cm−3. The phosphorus
profile has a sheet resistance of 18 Ω/2 and a surface concentration of ∼4× 1020 cm−3.
Once the structure of the n+pp+ solar cell was created, the silicate glasses on both sides
were etched off in dilute HF solution and the wafers were cleaned in a standard RCA
process. The rear p+ side was fully covered with aluminium by thermal evaporation in
vacuum. The front metal grid was created by evaporating aluminium through a shadow
mask. The final pitch of the fingers was 1120µm and fingers had widths in the range of
100 µm to 150 µm. Such narrow pitches result in low Jsc, as shown in later section. In order
to improve cell performance, new shadow masks with an optimized pitch size are used for
a second batch of SD p-type solar cells.
Using the same procedure, a second batch of SD p-type solar cells, including both
planar and textured p-type silicon solar cells, with different size were fabricated. The
front side received the same phosphorus diffusion as in the previous batch, while the rear
side had a boron doping profile with a sheet resistance of ∼40 Ω/2. The corresponding
profiles are shown in Fig.4.10. The second batch has slightly larger sheet resistance and
lower surface concentration, which would cause larger rear side recombination if the surface
is not passivated; indeed, a lower open circuit voltage was obtained, as shown in following
section. The front metal grid was formed by using an optimized shadow mask. The final
pitch was 2180 µm and the metal fingers had sizes from 60 to 100 µm. These variations in
final finger were mainly caused by different evaporated metal directions. The final solar
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Figure 4.10: Electrically active phosphorus concentration profile at front heavily doped region and boron
concentration profiles at the back.
cells had sizes of 2×2, 3×3 and 5×5cm2.
Subsequently, the metallized wafers were submerged in the TMAH based etch-back
solution. The SD patterns were formed by etching the exposed silicon surfaces, while the
areas underneath the metal fingers, which acted as etching barriers, remained protected
and hence heavily doped. Therefore, the alignment step that was usually required to create
a selective doping structure was eliminated. Finally, PECVD SiNx was deposited on the
front surface at a temperature of 400 ◦C for 3 minutes to passivate the etched surface and
provide anti-reflection properties. Finally, the 2×2, 3×3 and 5×5cm2 cells were cut out
by dicing saw (ADT7100). The processing sequence of p-type SD solar cell is shown in
Fig.4.11.
4.4.3 Solar cell results
The cell results are summarized in Table.4.5 and Table.4.6. In Table.4.5, the compari-
son between HD and SD solar cells is shown. The performance of homogenous diffusion
(HD) solar cells is provided as a reference. A phosphorus profile with sheet resistance of
∼100 Ω/2 was diffused into the HD solar cell to be consistent with SD solar cells. The
selective and homogenous diffusion solar cells went through the same processes, except
the front side diffusion. The best efficiencies on planar substrates for SD and HD solar
cells are 15.6 % and 14.9 % respectively. The maximum gain in the open circuit voltage
is ∼6 mV. In addition, a 0.6 mA/cm2 enhanced short circuit current density is obtained.
From those initial results, it is clear that the self-aligned etch-back process works well to
create SD solar cells, and that it yields a 0.7 % improvement in performance compared to
a standard HD device.
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Figure 4.11: Processing steps of selectively doped (SD) solar cells.
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Cell Voc(mV) Jsc(mV/cm2) Fill factor( %) η( %)
SD (best) 620.6 34.3 72.9 15.6
SD (average) 619.4 34.2 72.2 15.5
HD (best) 614.1 33.7 71.8 14.9
HD (average) 613.3 33.8 67.9 14.2
Table 4.5: I-V cell characteristics of planar selectively doped and homogeneously doped solar cells with
a rudimentary old shadow mask.
The objective of the SD concept is to reduce the total recombination at the front
side. However, the open circuit voltage Voc of this structure is still affected by the rear
side diffused region, which is fully covered by aluminum. In order to examining the cells in
details, it is useful to know the recombination parameters J0 for both metal covered regions
and passivated regions. The J0 samples were prepared separately by using high resistivity
samples with similar diffusions as the solar cells, the metal covered region is measured by
deposition thin aluminum layer (<10 nm) and the passivated region is measured by coating
SiNx layers. For the cells in Table.4.5 the recombination parameter J0 of the metalized
back boron diffusion was measured to be 5.3× 10−13 A/cm2. At the front side of SD and
HD structures, a similar J0 value, 7.4× 10−14 A/cm2 was measured for the passivated,
lightly doped area. On the other hand, the metal contacted n+ regions showed J0 values
of 3.5× 10−13 A/cm2 and 1.25× 10−12 A/cm2 for the SD and HD, respectively. Therefore,
total J0 values of 6.65× 10−13 A/cm2 and 8.63× 10−13 A/cm2 for the SD and HD device
structures can be estimated for the rudimentary shadow mask used to make these cells.
Such shadow mask leads to a ∼22 % front metal grid coverage. Those total J0 values would
result in a difference of 6.4 mV on the open circuit voltages, which is in good agreement
with the experimental results shown in Table.4.5.
In the Table.4.6, both planar and textured p-type SD solar cells were updated by using
an optimized shadow mask. Comparing with the previous planar SD solar cells with the
same size, 2×2cm2, the efficiency was improved by an absolute value of ∼1 %. The open
circuit voltage of these later cells is, however, quite low. This is mainly due to the different
boron doping profile that was introduced at their rear side. By implementing the textured
surface on top of the SD solar cells, an additional efficiency gain of ∼1 % was obtained.
The results of both planar and textured with three different sizes, 2×2, 3×3 and 5×5cm2,
are also shown in the Table.4.6.
In the second batch, the recombination current density parameter J0 of the metallized
back boron diffusion was measured to be ∼7.23× 10−13 A/cm2 for both the textured and
planar solar cells. At the front side, the heavily phosphorus diffused region under the metal
contact gave similar results to the first batch, that is, a J0 value of ∼3.5× 10−13 A/cm2,
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Cell Size Voc(mV) Jsc(mV/cm2) Fill factor( %) η( %)
Planar (best) 2× 2 609.3 35.9 74.2 16.4
Planar (average) 2× 2 610.8 36.2 72.5 16.1
Planar (best) 3× 3 608.1 35.2 75.4 16.2
Planar (average) 3× 3 606.5 33.5 74.9 15.4
Planar (best) 5× 5 618.1 32.8 77.6 16.1
Planar (average) 5× 5 617.8 31.7 77.3 15.3
Textured (best) 2× 2 606.7 39.9 72.2 17.5
Textured (average) 2× 2 604.9 39.3 70.4 16.7
Textured (best) 3× 3 602.7 39.7 70.9 16.9
Textured (average) 3× 3 604.3 39.0 70.4 16.6
Textured (best) 5× 5 609.8 36.8 73.5 16.5
Textured (average) 5× 5 608.6 36.5 73.9 16.4
Table 4.6: I-V cell characteristics of planar and textured selectively doped p-type solar cells with optimized
masks.
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while the etched-back n+ diffused region shows a J0 value of ∼7.4× 10−14 A/cm2 with a
PECVD SiNx. Therefore, a total J0 value of ∼8.33× 10−13 A/cm2 for the SD structures
can be estimated from the ∼14 % front metal grid coverage. Note that these shadow masks
were designed for a relatively thin layer of evaporated aluminum, hence they still produce a
relatively large contact faction. A better metal deposition machine would permit to reduce
it even further and achieve higher efficiencies.
An open circuit voltage of 631 mV should be achievable for this SD solar cell design,
according to detailed 2D simulations[184], even with such a higher rear J0. The lower than
expected final open circuit voltages are attributed to the variations of the metal grids,
which cause larger metal coverage area than we aimed for. In addition, based on Suns-Voc
and dark I-V measurements, which showed an ideality factor close to 2, we believe that
edge recombination on these (2×2cm2) cells is an another factor for the significantly lower
measured Voc and fill factor. It is clear that the edge effects can be minimized in large area
solar cells, since higher open circuit voltages and fill factor values are shown by the large
size SD solar cells, e.g. 5×5cm2. The thickness of aluminum deposited on both sides of the
wafer is ∼4 µm, which causes to a high series resistance at the front metal grid, resulting
in low fill factors. Nevertheless, the above issues do not alter the fact that these prototype
devices have given proof of a significant improvement in Jsc as well as Voc. And further
improvements have been shown in terms of new mask design and textured surface.
4.5 Conclusion
In this process, the front metal grid is deposited on top of a heavily phosphorus doped
region before the anti-reflection coating. The metal grid, formed in this process by evapo-
rating aluminium through a shadow mask, acts as a mask during the subsequent etch-back
step, which therefore results in a heavily doped region (∼18 Ω/2) under the metal fingers
and a lightly doped region (∼100 Ω/2) elsewhere. On planar substrates the SD process
led to a ∼6 mV gain in Voc, a ∼0.6 mA/cm2 gain in Jsc and a 0.7 % (absolute) gain in
efficiency, compared to control devices with a homogenous light diffusion. The best planar
cell has a conversion efficiency of 16.4 %. We have also implemented this process on tex-
tured surfaces, leading to a conversion efficiency of 17.5 %. Although these prototype solar
cells are still limited by recombination at the rear side, they serve as a proof of concept
for a process that can be very attractive for industrial SD solar cell production.
Improvements are necessary at the rear side of the cell for lowering the total recombi-
nation. This can be done by introducing thin tunnelling layers between the p+ silicon and
the metal contact[26], by implementing a Partial Rear Contact on the rear boron diffusion,
or by the advanced passivating contact structure. In addition, this work has shown that
it is possible to transfer the process to textured surfaces, as required for implementation
into industrial solar cell fabrication lines.
5
Carrier-selective passivating contacts in silicon
solar cells
5.1 Introduction
In advanced silicon solar cells, surface passivation is usually achieved by means of thin lay-
ers of dielectric or semiconducting materials. Recombination at the metal/semiconductor
contacts is commonly tackled by restricting them to a small fraction of the total device
surface, both at the front and the rear, in a manner that does not cause excessive resistive
losses[36]. Heavily doped regions can also assist, by starving the recombination statistics of
minority carriers. Eventually, even with area constriction and local doping, metal contacts
still place a limit on the performance that solar cells may achieve. It is clearly desirable
to expand the excellent passivation already demonstrated on silicon surfaces to under-
neath the metal. A very effective way to do that is by means of a-Si hetero-junctions[197],
but other approaches are also possible. Among several types of passivating contacts, the
combination of an ultra-thin dielectric and heavily doped silicon films can simultaneously
give low recombination and low resistive losses, that is, form an effective carrier-selective
passivating contact for solar cells.
Carrier-selective passivating contacts are the key to maximise the separation and the
collection of photogenerated electrons and holes in silicon solar cells. Carrier-selective con-
tacts can be realized by either creating asymmetric conductivities or forming asymmetric
barrier offsets for electrons and holes. The degree of passivation in carrier-selective con-
tacts can be improved by implementing the concept of surface passivation, which includes
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thin dielectric layers in their final contact scheme.
In this chapter, three contact schemes, the conventional metal/silicon,
metal/interlayer/silicon and metal/semiconductor/interlayer/silicon, are reviewed
and discussed with the perspective of passivating interface defects and selecting carriers.
Recent developments in carrier-selective passivating contacts that feature MIS and MSIS
structures are overviewed. The recently developed carrier-selective passivating contacts
based on heavily doped silicon films and thin dielectric layers are the main focus of this
thesis. Their relevant techniques (e.g. doping methods), carrier transport mechanisms
and results related to recombination and contact resistivity measurements achieved by
other authors are summarized in this chapter.
5.2 Contact structures: MS, MIS and MSIS
The purpose of contact schemes in silicon solar cells is to deliver generated carriers to an
external load. Ideally, the difference in work function between silicon and a metallic layer
can form an ohmic contact that allows the transport of majority carriers and restrains the
flow of minority carriers. This can be considered as a basis of the carrier-selective contact.
However, the interface between the metallic layer and silicon suffers from very high rate of
recombination that causes a poor carrier selectivity. Thus, in the same manner of surface
passivation, introducing a dielectric layer between the metal contact and silicon can pas-
sivate interface defects, that is, increases the degree of carrier-selectivity. Such a contact
structure that includes a thin interfacial layer is referred to as a metal/interlayer/silicon
(MIS) contact. However, its carrier-selectivity is limited by possible tunnelling paths for
minority carriers. Its carrier-selectivity can be further improved with the incorporation
of wide-band-gap semiconductors under the metallic layer. Aligning their forbidden band
gap with the energy band of the minority carriers in the underlying silicon can effec-
tively inhibit the flow of minority carriers. This advanced stack structure is referred to as
a metal/semiconductor/interlayer/silicon (MSIS) contact. This contact scheme provides
more flexibility in choosing carrier selective materials.
5.2.1 Metal/silicon (MS)
Once metallic contact is made with silicon, due to the misalignment between the Fermi
energy level in the metal and the conduction band in a n-type silicon (the valence band
in a p-type silicon), energy bands bend in silicon in a way that encourages one type of
carriers to flow while suppressing the transport of opposite carriers. The potential barrier
is defined as:
φBn = φM − χ (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Metal-silicon contacts with three different interface conditions, accumulation (top), depletion
(middle) and inversion (bottom), are shown according the simple Schottky theory.
for n-type silicon substrate, and
φBp = Eg + χ− φM (5.2)
for p-type silicon substrate, where, φBn and φBp are barrier heights respect to n-type
silicon and p-type silicon, φM is the metal work function, χ is the silicon electron affinity.
These barriers control the transport of carriers and result in accumulation, depletion
or inversion region in silicon, shown in Fig.5.1. As a result, different MS structures, either
Schottky diodes (rectifying contacts) or ohmic contacts, are established. From the defi-
nition of φBn and φBp, their values are varied with the metal work function φM and are
not as a function of the position of the Fermi level in silicon. Ideally, a metal with low
work function values can form an ohmic contact with n-type silicon while a metal with
high work function values can form an ohmic contact with p-type. This forms a carrier-
selective contact, that is, low barrier heights for the flow of majority carriers and high
barrier heights for minority carriers. However, in reality the barrier height is shown to be
less sensitive to the metal work function for contacts with silicon. The barrier always exists
for the transport of majority carriers at the interface of a MS structure regardless which
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Figure 5.2: Continuous states at the interface of metal/n-type silicon, which result a high recombination
region. The quasi-Fermi levels, Efv for holes and Efc for electrons, are joined at the interface.
metal is deposited on silicon. Consequently, the carrier selectivity of MS contact vanishes.
Approximately, the barrier height is two-thirds of the band gap in silicon for metal/n-type
silicon, and one-third of the band gap in silicon for metal/p-type silicon[206].
This barrier in MS structures could be explained by the effect of interface defects[88].
As shown in Fig.5.2, at the metal/silicon contact, a continuous band of defect states forms
across the forbidden gap of silicon, where both electrons and holes move towards and
recombine at a rate limited by their thermal velocity. These continuous states can be
characterized by an energy level, E0 = qφ0. Donor states are those below E0, while the
states above E0 are acceptor states. By taking account of the interface state density, the
barrier height is defined in metal/n-type silicon as[88][186],
φBn = γ(φm − χ ) + (1− γ )(Eg
q
− φ0) (5.3)
where γ is a weighting factor that depends mainly on the surface state density (Dit) and
the thickness of the interfacial layer and Eg is the band gap of silicon. The weighting factor
is inversely proportional to the density of interface states (Dit). Thus, once Dit→∞, then
γ→0. Thus, the barrier height is determined by the difference between the band gap of
silicon and E0, and is no longer dependent on the metal work function. This is called
Bardeen limit[168][16]. On the other hand, when Dit→0, then γ→1. The barrier height is
defined by the simple Schottky theory, which gives φBn = φM − χ [168][16][186]. These
suggest that an ideal ohmic contact can be achieved by reducing the interface states.
The macroscopic parameter that determines how much the voltage drops across the
metal/silicon interface is specified as contact resisivity ρc = ( ∂J∂V )V=0 (with units of Wcm
2),
which can be determined from well-known methods[31], such as Cox-Strack method.
There are three conduction mechanisms for the transport of majority carriers through
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Figure 5.3: Barrier width and conduction mechanism for metal/n-type silicon contacts with increasing
doping concentration in silicon. The contact resistance ρc is reduced as the doping level increases.
the barrier at the interface between the metal and silicon. They are varied with the doping
level in silicon, as shown in Fig.5.3. For low to moderate doping level, N <1× 1017 cm−3,
the thermionic emission is the dominant conduction mechanism that is independent of dop-
ing concentration and has a large dependence on the temperature. For moderate doping
level, 1× 1017 cm−3< N < 1× 1019 cm−3, the thermionic-field-emission is the dominant
conduction mechanism. In heavily doped silicon, N >10× 1019 cm−3, the barrier becomes
narrow and tunnelling (field-emission) dominates, which is dependent on the doping con-
centration and weakly dependent on the temperature. Thus, inserting a heavily doped
region between the metal and silicon can improve the carrier exchange of a MS contact, as
well as its carrier-selectivity. The implementation of heavily doped regions underneath the
metal contact is a common way to manipulate the conductivity of majority carriers and
minority carriers, and their corresponding concentrations of minority and majority carri-
ers, as discussed in Chapter.3. Heavily doped regions play positive roles in bipolar junction
transistors and silicon solar cells (e.g. back surface region), which increases the current
gain in BJT devices and voltage in silicon solar cells[189][47][40]. However, the perfor-
mance of the heavily doped region is limited by the heavy doping effects, typically energy
band gap narrowing, and additional Auger recombination. Heavily doped silicon (Rsh =
12 Ω/2) with phosphorus can reach to a minimum J0 = 3.8× 10−13 A/cm2 and heavily
doped silicon (Rsh = 19 Ω/2) with boron can reach minimum J0 = 5.9× 10−13 A/cm2.
5.2.2 Metal/interlayer/silicon (MIS)
In order to reduce the impact of interface defects, hence improve the degree of carrier-
selectivity, a thin interfacial layer (<3 nm) is deliberately introduced between the metal and
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Figure 5.4: Schematic energy band diagram of MIS diode (left) and MSIS diode (right) on n-type silicon.
Three tunnelling paths are illustrated by JCT (conduction band to metal), JST (interface states to metal),
and JV T (valence band to metal).
silicon. Such intentional interfacial layers improve not only the carrier-selective properties
of MIS ohmic contacts but also the self-passivating properties of MIS diode solar cells. An
intentionally grown interfacial layer shows an enhancement in the barrier height of MIS
solar cells as well as in the open circuit voltage[150][170][77]. MIS silicon solar cells with
an open circuit range from 400 mV to 680 mV have been presented[151][89].
Similar to MS contact scheme, the difference of work functions between the metal and
silicon can either result in a Schottky barrier or an ohmic contact. Because of the thin
interfacial layer, quantum mechanical tunnelling is the dominant transport mechanism in
the MIS structure. Thus, there are different tunnelling current paths for carriers, they can
tunnel through the thin interfacial layer either between the metal and the majority carrier
band, between the metal and the interface states or between the metal and the minority
carrier band, as illustrated in Fig.5.4.
Ohmic contacts with a configuration of MIS structures are regarded as carrier-selective
passivating contacts. Since the interface defects are reduced or passivated by the interfacial
layer, the Fermi energy level is no longer pinned at the interface and the barrier height be-
comes adjustable. Researchers have shown such minority-carrier reflecting negative-barrier
MIS contacts exhibit the same function as a diffused back surface region[191]. P-type sil-
icon solar cells with Pt/SiOx/p-type Si as the hole contact show an enhanced Voc in
comparison with p-type silicon solar cells with p+ diffused back surface region[192]. As
a result, Voc = 584 mV was reached for MIS back surface contact and Voc = 543 mV was
shown for diffused back surface region[192].
Inserting a heavily doped region between the silicon substrate and the dielectric layer
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can potentially enhance the selectivity of carriers and effectively suppresses the recom-
bination of minority carriers in the MIS structure. The application of MIS on doped
silicon is considered as a well-known technique to demonstrate the advantages of the MIS
contact structure[22][78]. Based on such MIS contact structures, the metal/insulator/pn
junction (MINP) solar cell with a 678 mV open circuit voltage was demonstrated[22]. Sev-
eral practical advantages have been demonstrated: eliminating the dependence on elec-
trostatic effects, providing more flexibility in choosing metallic layers and grid spacing
design[78]. In further developments, by incorporating partial contact patterns at rear side,
a record efficiency of 21.1 % for pn junction silicon solar cells with MIS contacts has been
demonstrated[117].
Following the same idea, the interface quality can be further improved by replacing
traditional thin SiOx with other thin insulating or semi-insulating layers, e.g. Al2O3 and
a-Si[225][29][25]. Silicon solar cells featuring Al/AlOx/n+ silicon tunnel contact achieved
an efficiency of 21.7 %[225]. The interfacial layer has a thickness of 0.24 nm, which is well
controlled by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Inserting intrinsic hydrogenated a-Si between
the metallic layer and boron or phosphorus diffused silicon reduces the recombination loss
at conventional metal/n+ Si and metal/p+ Si by factors of 25 and 10, respectively. Contact
resistivity values below 0.05 Ω cm2 and 0.1 Ω cm2, are obtained for Al/a-Si/n+ Si and Al/a-
Si/p+ Si respectively[25]. However, it requires an optimization of doping profiles in the
doped region, since heavy doping would result in large Auger recombination and heavy
doping effects (e.g. BGN) that potentially limit the performance of MIS contact structure.
5.2.3 Metal/semiconductor/interlayer/silicon (MSIS)
The difference in the work function between a wide-band-gap semiconductor and un-
derlying silicon is an alternative way to alter interface conditions in silicon. Inserting a
wide-band-gap semiconductor between the metal and the interfacial layer in MIS leads
to metal/semiconductor/interlayer/semiconductor (MSIS) contact. The interfacial layer
plays a critical role to reduce defects created due to the mismatch of crystal structure,
lattice constant, and thermal-expansion coefficient[30], which exhibits the similar role as
that in MIS. With respect to the current transport, as shown in Fig.5.4, metallic layers
always show continuous states adjacent to the forbidden energy band of the monosilicon
substrate. On the other hand, a wide forbidden energy band in the wide-band-gap semi-
conductor shows invalid energy states for both majority carriers and minority carriers,
which inhibits flows of carriers from either the valence band or conduction band. On the
other hand, compared with the MIS contact structure, interface treatments are easily in-
corporated into the MSIS structure, such as incorporation of hydrogen with the wide band
gap semiconductor deposition process in a PECVD or a sputtering system.
In respect of fabricating electron-selective MSIS contacts, Young et al. presented
thin SiOx and tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) based n-type passivating contact to col-
lect electrons[220]. J0c = 9.25× 10−14 A/cm2 with its corresponding contact resistivity
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Figure 5.5: Schematic energy band diagrams of hole-selective contact (left) and electron-selective contact
(right) based on doped a-Si films. Hole-selective contacts with p-type a-Si encourages the transport of holes
and blocks the flow of electrons by forming high barriers, while electron-selective contacts (n-type a-Si:H)
behave an opposite way.
value ρc = 0.012 Ω cm2 have been achieved. TiO2/monosilicon hetero structure was also
demonstrated as a hole-blocking structure[12]. Ohmic behaviour of the I-V characteristics
of Al/TiO2/n-type Si indicates the conduction band offset is much smaller than the valence
band offset, hence it is an electron transport structure. The solar cell with the TiO2/c-
Si hetero-junction yielded a fill factor of 70 % and Voc of 520 mV. Such low open circuit
voltage can be accounted for by the recombination losses at the back contact, that is, the
recombination at the interface between the TiO2 and the silicon substrate. Applying TiO2
as a rear electron selective contact in n-type silicon solar cells with boron diffused front
junction enables the silicon solar cell to achieve a conversion efficiency of 19.8 % [218].
Regarding to forming hole-selective contact, Smit et al. demonstrated that ZnO/Al2O3
stack structure to form a hole contact[174]. However, such stack layer gives higher effective
surface recombination velocity of Seff >5000 cm/s, which is insufficient for a high efficiency
silicon solar cell. Inserting ultra-thin a-Si between the silicon substrate and ZnO/Al2O3
stack layer significantly reduced Seff <20 cm/s with corresponding contact resistivity of
∼5 Ω cm2. Battaglia et al. and Bullock et al. have shown MoOx(molybdenum oxide) as a
hole selective contact for silicon solar cells[18][27]. Replacing p-type a-Si with molybdenum
trioxide helps silicon hetero-junction (SHJ) solar cells gain 1.9 mA/cm2 in their final short
circuit current. Similarly, replacing the conventional boron doped region with MoOx(x < 3)
hole contact has been demonstrated on p–type silicon solar cell with a conversion efficiency
of 20.4 %[28].
Replacing conventional MS structure with MSIS passivating contacts is the key to the
success of silicon hetero-junction (SHJ) solar cells. In SHJ solar cells, MSIS passivating
contact consists of a doped a-Si (with a wide energy band gap of 1.7 eV) that provides
carrier-selectivity and an intrinsic a-Si that is introduced as a thin buffer layer to improve
the degree of self-passivation. The band diagrams of p-type a-Si/n-type monosilicon and
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n-type a-Si/p-type monosilicon are shown in Fig.5.5, where it is shown that asymmetrical
band offsets between monosilicon and doped silicon films are formed. Large transport
barriers are formed for the minority carriers. Majority carriers can easily drift though
narrow spike barriers by tunneling, trap-assisted tunneling or thermionic emission[197].
This doped silicon film based passivating contact yields high open circuit voltage values
in SHJ cells, up to 750 mV[219]. The world record solar cell with conversion efficiency of
25.6 % has been reported using SHJ technology[1].
5.3 Carrier-selective passivating contacts based on heavily
doped silicon films: previous work
Similarly to a-Si hetero-junction passivating contacts, their high temperature stable ver-
sions have been developed. Semi-insulating polycrystalline silicon (SIPOS) and polysilicon
are examples of these. Phosphorus doped SIPOS (n-type SIPOS) gave outstanding perfor-
mance of hetero-structure solar cells: a 720 mV open circuit voltage was achieved[214].
Polysilicon requires an interfacial layer for low recombination current parameter. As
presented in the work of Kwark et al., consistently low emitter saturation currents of
1× 10−14 A/cm2–2× 10−14 A/cm2 were obtained for polysilicon emitters with an interfa-
cial layer and for SIPOS structures with and without an interfacial layer. SIPOS films are
considered as polysilicon films with a certain amount of oxygen. At a given dopant dose,
the resistivity of the doped SIPOS film is several orders of magnitude larger than that of
the doped polysilicon film. With an increasing concentration of oxygen, the resistivity of
the SIPOS film increases, and the tradeoff between passivation and contact resistivity in
SIPOS films becomes more obvious[70][164]. On the other hand, doped polysilicon films
have a similar resistivity to monosilicon[68][143]. With respect to aluminium contacts,
contact resistivity values of Al/monosilicon and Al/polysilicon have similar values ρc≤
1× 10−6 Ω cm2[65][124]. In the state of the art semiconductor devices, polysilicon gates
have been widely used in MOSFET devices for decades. The threshold voltage of MOSFET
is easily manipulated by adjusting the doping level in the polysilicon layer, since polysilicon
matches the underlying silicon channel. Doped polysilicon films also offer flexibility and
compatibility with various metals, good ohmic contact can be formed with a wide range
of metals. The formation of silicide on polysilicon is an important process to minimize
parasitic resistance in MOSFET. In silicon solar cells, doped polysilicon layers have been
implemented as either the front collector or the back surface region. Replacing the con-
ventional back surface region with the heavily doped polysilicon contact has shown large
improvements in red spectral response and in open-circuit voltage Voc by 10 mV–20 mV for
both n-type and p-type silicon solar cells[106]. As a front collector region in silicon solar
cells, doped polysilicon leads to a degradation in short-wavelength response. However, an
open circuit voltage of 652 mV, and a short circuit current density of over 30 mA/cm2 was
obtained by keeping the polysilicon thickness below 50 nm on planar devices[193].
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In bipolar junction transistors (BJT), significant (3 to 60 times) improvements of
the current gain were achieved when the traditional phosphorus diffusion was replaced
with a doped polysilicon emitter[136][140][146]. Thus, the successful implementation of
doped polysilicon/interfacial layer in the bipolar junction devices makes such a structure
attractive for using as a carrier-selective passivating contact in silicon solar cells. The
application of polysilicon contacts to solar cells is not new, but it is undergoing a revival.
A large amount of studies have explored the mechanisms that improve the current gain
of polysilicon emitter BJT devices by reducing the emitter saturation current density.
Those studies have shown that the interfacial layer is critical. In previous silicon solar
cells with doped polysilicon regions, as fabricated by Lindholm et al.[106] and Tarr[193],
there was no deliberately grown interfacial layers between the polysilicon layer and the
silicon substrate, which did not achieve the outstanding performance of later, more recent
devices with an interfacial layer.
From subsequent studies on polysilicon emitter BJTs and early polysilicon solar cells,
passivating contact structures based on heavily doped silicon films and interfacial lay-
ers have been presented and successfully implemented in silicon solar cells, as sum-
marized in Table.5.1. Different doping methods, in situ doping[58][126][190][127], ion
implantation[61][162][156][221][217] and thermal diffusion[161][216] in conjunction with
either thermally grown silicon oxide or chemically grown silicon oxide were actively devel-
oped for either amorphous silicon or polysilicon films. Gan and Swanson examined doped
polysilicon contact with a thermally grown interfacial oxide layer in great detail[71]. There
were two high tempeature steps, interfacial layer breaking-up step and dopant drive-in
step. By controlling the interfacial layer breaking-up step, recombination current parame-
ter, J0c≤ 5× 10−14 A/cm2, with contact resistivity ρc ≈1× 10−5 Ω cm2 were achieved for
both n-type and p-type polysilicon contacts[71]. Borden et al. used an in situ doped a-Si
and tunnel-able dielectric (thin SiOx with a thickness of ≤1.2 nm)[137]. They required a
high temperature process to activate the dopants in the a-Si films. As a result, doped
polysilicon layers were obtained from the crystallization of a-Si layers. This structure has
some similarities to the traditional hetero-junction solar cells except its buffer layer was
replaced by the thermally grown silicon oxide, which has a higher thermal budget. As
a result, low short current density, ∼28.2 mA/cm2, was obtained due to the presence of
400 nm thick p-type polysilicon at the front side. Nevertheless, as an alternative junction
approach, polysilicon/interfacial layer, leads the way for forming carrier-selective passivat-
ing contacts.
Following the guidelines of carrier-selective passivating contacts, Feldmann et al. devel-
oped a tunnel oxide passivated contact, which is based on in situ doped a-Si and chemically
grown oxide layers (also labelled as TOPCon)[58]. N-type silicon solar cells with a con-
ventional diffused junction at the front and n-type TOPCon structure as a rear contact
achieved a Voc of 690.8 mV and a conversion efficiency of 21.8 %. From the Raman spectra
of TOPCon films, they have shown that a completely amorphous silicon phase was main-
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tained after annealing the TOPCon films at 800 ◦C while a semi-crystalline silicon phase
was obtained at a higher annealing temperature of 900 ◦C [62]. Both 800 ◦C and 900 ◦C
annealing processes resulted in optimized TOPCon structures with low recombination pa-
rameter that had an implied open-circuit voltage Vioc of ≥720 mV[62][59]. Similarly to
the work of Borden et al, planar n-type silicon solar cells prepared with both p-type and
n-type TOPCon structures were demonstrated, with Voc of 693.5 mV, Jsc of 31.8 mA/cm2,
FF of 81.1 % and efficiency of 17.9 %.
Instead of using amorphous silicon films as starting materials, Romer et al. presented
their carrier-selective passivating contact structure with an approach of low pressure chem-
ical vapour deposition (LPCVD) polycrystalline silicon films and thermal dopant diffusion
processes [161]. They followed a similar approach as Gan and Swanson, which involves an
oxide breaking-up step and a following thermal dopant diffusion processes. As a result,
phosphorus doped polysilicon contacts by means of POCl3 thermal diffusion achieved J0c
≈5× 10−15 A/cm2 for 2.4–3.6 nm thermal oxide layers. With a similar thermal oxide thick-
ness, low J0c values with a range of ∼1× 10−14 A/cm2 to ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 were obtained
for boron doped p-type polysilicon contacts by means of a BBr3 diffusion process. A high
Voc of 705 mV was measured on n-type silicon solar cells featuring both such p-type and
n-type polysilicon contacts. However, a low short circuit current density of 28.8 mA/cm2
resulted from the poor front optics, since more than 300 nm of polysilicon silicon layer was
used [161].
In order to precisely control doping levels in the silicon film passivating contact,
ion implantation offers flexibility in terms of patterning and forming shallow doping
profiles[61][162]. Applying ion implantation for passivating contacts has been quite suc-
cessful, the lowest J0c of ≤1× 10−15 A/cm2 and J0c of ≤4× 10−15 A/cm2 were obtained
for n-type polysilicon contacts and p-type polysilicon contacts, respectively[162][152][142].
Because of their outstanding performance, passivating contact structures with an ultra-
thin silicon oxide layer and a doped silicon layer are currently explored widely by PV
researchers.
In the further development of silicon films based passivating contacts, it is essential to
study interfacial layers. Studies of polysilicon emitter BJT have shown that the interfacial
layer plays a critical role for the enhanced performance[57][148]. A large amount of work
has been carried out on polysilicon contacts implemented with silicon oxide, grown either
chemically or thermally. Moldovan et al. have developed an ozone-based process to grow a
tunnel oxide which, together with a phosphorus doped silicon film, forms a highly selective
self-passivating electron contact that leads to n-type silicon solar cells with a conversion
efficiency of 25.1%[120][74].
Summary plots of both electron-selective and hole-selective passivating contacts are
shown in Fig.5.6a and Fig.5.6b. Their recombination current density values J0c are plotted
against with their corresponding contact resistivity ρc. Conventional highly doped regions
(without interfacial layers) give high J0c and low ρc. The silicon film based carrier-selective
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(a) Recombination current density and contact re-
sistivity of electron-carrier passivating contact struc-
tures. Summary of previous work.
(b) Recombination current density and contact resis-
tivity of hole-carrier passivating contact structures.
Summary from previous work.
Figure 5.6
passivating contacts, such as polysilicon and a-Si, give lower J0c <6× 10−14 A/cm2 and
ρc <0.01 Ω cm2, which are lower than that of other MIS and MSIS contacts, such as Al/a-
Si/n-type monosilicon and ITO/SiOx/monosilicon. These results indicate that the heavily
doped silicon film based carrier-selective contacts show better performance, which open
the way to high efficiency silicon solar cells.
5.4 Possible conduction mechanisms: previous work
The enahnced performance of polysilicon emitters in bipolar junction transisitors has been
explored since the 1970s [187]. Polysilicon emitters enabled shallow junction depths that
scaled lateral device geometries in the state of the art bipolar integrated circuits. At the
same time, an improvement on their current gain by a factor of 3 to 60 has been achieved
[146][140]. Different physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain the extraordinary
behaviour of polysilicon emitter in bipolar transistors: i. tunnelling though the interfacial
oxide between polysilicon and monosilicon[42][10][57][56][208][222], ii. inefficient carrier
transport caused by the dopant segregation at the grain boundaries or in the interfacial
oxide[140][136][131][129][66], iii. as well as carrier transport in the discontinuous interface
model (oxide break-up model) [146][207][90][85]. Subsequent studies on polysilicon emit-
ter BJTs have elucidated the critical role of the interfacial silicon oxide layer, without
which a direct deposition of polysilicon onto the monosilicon leads to high recombination.
The interfacial oxide layer itself can be a source of recombination. In this section, we
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mainly discuss the physical mechanisms in the polysilicon emitter transistor, which can
be analogously applied to the polysilicon passivating contact in the silicon solar cell.
5.4.1 The tunnelling theory
Because of the deliberate thin oxide layer (<2 nm) present at the polysilicon/monosilicon
interface, quantum mechanical tunnelling models for both majority and minority carri-
ers through the thin interfacial layer were established[42][10][57][56][208][222]. De Graaff
and De Groot[42] established a tunnelling model for minority carriers in the polysilicon
emitter transistor. De Graaff and De Groot argued that there was lack of evidence that
the improvement of the current gain in the polysilicon emitter transistor was due to the
small band gap narrowing in the heavily doped polysilicon region, as indicated by Graul
et al.[75]. They attributed such high current gain to the presence of a thin interfacial layer
(with a thickness of 2 to 3 nm) at the polysilicon/monosilicon interface, which leads to a
semiconductor/insulator/semiconductor (SIS) structure. In the SIS structure, the direct
tunnelling of both majority carriers and minority carriers through the interfacial layer and
the corresponding band bending at the interface were assumed. The SIS band diagram is
illustrated in Fig.5.7. The n+ polysilicon region and n+ monosilicon region were assumed
to be degenerate and the BGN model proposed by Slotboom et al. [173] was applied to cal-
culate the tunnelling transport of minority holes. Thus, the tunnelling current of minority
carriers (holes) in the SIS structure was presented as,
JpT = q
√
kT
2pim∗h
Ph
ND2
n2i exp(
q
kT
(∆Vg + Vj −Ψs)) (5.4)
Where Ph is the hole tunnelling probability that is determined by the thickness of the
interfacial oxide layer and the barrier height for holes, as shown in Fig.5.7; ∆Vg represents
the band gap narrowing in the n+ monosilicon region. From this equation, it is clear that
the band bending Ψs is effectively compensated by the band gap narrowing ∆Vg. Thus,
in order to reduce the transport of minority carriers, the band bending at the interface
should be larger. This indicates that a small hole tunnelling current (the enhancement of
the current gains in the polysilicon emitter transistors) is mainly achieved by the small
hole tunnelling probability with a high band bending. It can be observed in Fig.5.7 that
there is a discontinuity in the quasi-Fermi energy for holes, which drops by q∆Vp across
the oxide; this difference between the hole quasi-Fermi energies on the left and right hand
sides of the oxide is the driving force for the transport of holes across it by tunnelling.
Note that, approximately ∆Vp = Vj −Ψs, where Vj is the junction voltage. Similarly, the
discontinuity in the quasi-Fermi energy for electrons, q∆Vn is the driving force for electron
tunnelling.
From measured electrical characteristics of n-p-n polysilicon emitter transistors in the
temperature range of from 290K to 415K, De Graaff and De Groot deduced the tunnel
probabilities for holes and electrons, which were 10−2 to 10−3 for holes and > 10−5 for
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Figure 5.7: One-dimensional structure and band diagram of the SIS structure in the work of De Graaff
and De Groot [42].
electrons. They concluded that the large band bending for minority carriers was responsible
for achieving large Gummel values (correlated to high gain) and low or even negative
temperature coefficients for current gains. They calculated an effective barrier height of
about 100mV for holes. In their tunnelling model, properties of the polysilicon layer, such as
the recombination process and the barrier height of grain boundaries, the effect of interface
traps and states, and the recombination process in the underlying n+ monosilicon regions
are not taken into account.
In the polysilicon emitter transistor, recombination processes in the grains and grain
boundaries of doped polysilicon layers, the recombination process in the doped monosilicon
layers that is a part of emitter, carrier mobility in the polysilicon layer and the properties
of interfacial layers should be considered as limiting factors to determine the injection of
minority carriers. Thus, several authors have refined the tunnelling model presented by
De Graaff and De Groot by taking into account these factors [10][57][56][208][222]. By
applying the concept of effective recombination velocity, Yu et al.[222] integrated effects
of the interface, the grains and grain boundaries of polysilicon layer, and the tunnelling
mechanism into an effective recombination velocity Seff , which is,
Seff = Si + (
1
Ti
+ 1
Si + Sp′
)−1 (5.5)
Where Si is the recombination velocity that characterises polysilicon/monosilicon in-
terface by including the density of trapping states and capture cross section for holes,
Ti is the tunnelling coefficient that depends on the tunnelling probability, Sp′ indicates
the transport characteristics and recombination processes in the polysilicon layer, which
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Figure 5.8: Schematic diagram of polysilicon contact to the emitter of the bipolar transistor in the work
of Yu et al.[222].
Figure 5.9: Schematic diagram of the box model for grain, in (a) and for the grain boundary in (b) of
the polysilicon layer in the work of Yu et al.[222].
includes the mobility in the grain boundary regions and recombination process in the
grain regions. Finally, the polysilicon emitter transistor was analysed by studying carrier
transport in the n+ monosilicon with the effective recombination velocity parameter.
Sp′ was achieved by modelling each grain region and each grain boundary in the polysil-
icon as a uniformly doped box with different mobility values, as shown in Fig.5.8 and
Fig.5.9. In this analysis, they showed that there were two factors changing the Sp′ in op-
posite ways. The recombination at the grain boundaries tends to increases the Sp′ , while
the small mobility at the grain boundaries results in low Sp′ values. Once the Sp′ is domi-
nated by the mobility at the grain boundaries, increasing the number of grains would lead
to low final Sp′ .
From Eq.5.5, it is clear that the recombination process at the polysilicon/monosilicon
interface has an essential role. The second term is determined by either the tunnelling
mechanism or the net combined parameters of both interface Si and polysilicon Sp′ . The
analytical results showed that the current gain is more sensitive to the interface recombi-
nation and tunnelling mechanisms rather than the polysilicon layer.
By means of numerical device simulation, Steinkemper et al.[179] investigated the
tunnel-oxide-passivated contacts by considering the impact of the silicon material (either
amorphous or polysilicon), the doping level in the silicon material, the additional doping
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Figure 5.10: Schematic band structure for the passivated rear contact investigated in the work of
Steinkemper et al. The figure is taken from Ref.[179].
in the silicon substrate, oxide thickness, the effective interface recombination velocity and
the tunnelling mass in the silicon solar cells, as shown in Fig.5.10. The tunnelling current
transport through the thin oxide layer was studied, using Schenk’s BGN model in the doped
monosilicon region, although possible BGN in the polysilicon region was no considered.
Firstly, they demonstrated the critical role of the interfacial layer between monosilicon
and poly or amorphous silicon by varying the interface recombination velocity. In the
presence of an interfacial oxide layer, the output open circuit voltage (Voc) was nearly
insensitive to which outer silicon layer was used (either polysilicon or amorphous silicon)
at moderate interface recombination velocities (< 1000cm/s). On the other hand, at high
interface recombination velocities (> 1000cm/s), the polysilicon contact led to lower Voc
values than the amorphous silicon layers, which was mainly due to a lower band bending
caused by the large electron affinity in the polysilicon. On the other hand, the amorphous
silicon introduces high band bending due to its small electron affinity, which leads, together
with the relatively large energy band gap, to low minority carrier concentrations. These
findings were similar to the conclusion obtained from the work of De Graaff and De
Groot[42], which showed that the band bending at the interface was an important factor
to suppress the concentration of minority carriers. However, in the case of absence of
interfacial layer with low interface recombination, the carrier selective contact was mainly
established by selecting high band gap materials. The influence of interface quality, e.g.
interface defects, became more pronounced than the impact of band bending.
In the case of the silicon substrate containing an in-diffusion profile with a doping
level of 1020cm−3 (the monosilicon region next to the interfacial layer), low Voc values
were obtained due to the extra Auger recombination process. On the other hand, the
in-diffusion was beneficial for achieving a slightly high open-circuit voltage by lowering
the minority carrier concentration at the interface. The in-diffusion also enhances the
extraction of majority carriers by increasing the tunnelling probability of majority carriers
through the oxide interlayer. In order to extract majority carriers, the thin interfacial
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layer and the small effective tunnelling mass were required in the tunnelling mechanism
of carrier selective contacts
5.4.2 Mobility model
Quantitatively, at a same doping level and layer thickness, the sheet resistance of the
polysilicon layer is much larger than that of the monosilicon layer. This explicitly indicates
that the mobility (majority carriers) in the polysilicon layer is smaller than the mobility in
the monosilicon layer. Baccarani et al. [14] have shown that this mobility reduction in the
polysilicon layer is due to a potential barrier at the grain boundaries, caused by trapping
of majority carriers. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray measure-
ments have indicated that the arsenic concentration at the grain boundaries can be more
than 20 times larger than the concentration in the interior of grains in polysilicon films
[14][209][110][91]. Thus, they proposed a mobility model of majority carriers that involves
the thermionic emission of majority carriers over the grain-boundary potential barriers[14].
Following this discussion, several researchers believed that the transport of minority car-
riers in the polysilicon layer was also lower, and responsible for the enhancement of the
current gain in polysilicon emitter transistors[136][129][66]. Ning and Isaac[136] presented
a simple two-region model to explain the current gain enhancement, as shown in Fig.5.11.
By studying the base current as a function of temperature and polysilicon thickness, they
concluded that the current gain enhancement was determined by the low hole mobility in
the n+ polysilicon. Nevertheless, the possible presence of an interfacial layer, labelled as a
thin native oxide, was not eliminated in the discussion. They argued that the presence of
the interfacial layer was not a limiting factor of the device characteristics rather than be
transparent to carrier transport. Since the potential barrier of 13meV that was achieved
from such thin native oxide was much smaller than the 30 − 90meV obtained from the
deliberately grown oxide layer[42].
Thus, the current gain achieved with polysilicon contact over those without polysilicon
contact was shown as,
K = 1 + Dp2Lp1
Dp1W2
(5.6)
for W1 > Lp1. Where Dpi and Lpi are the diffusion constant and diffusion length in
region 2 (n+ monosilicon) or region 1 (n+ polysilicon), W2 is the width of n+ monosilicon
region. From the study of the emitter Gummel number as a function of temperature, they
indicated that at sufficiently low temperature, devices with and without polysilicon layer
had similar Gummel number and current gains, since electrons and holes recombined very
close to the interface. Thus, they concluded that the diffusion length and the mobility of
minority carriers in the polysilicon were the determining factors, which were expected to
be smaller than those in the monosilicon.
By studying the dependence of polysilicon thickness, they indicated that the hole
current was determined by the transport of holes in the n+ polysilicon. The base current
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Figure 5.11: Schematic diagram of the two-region model for shallow emitters with n polysilicon contact.
The figure is taken from[136].
decreased as increasing the thickness of polysilicon and saturated at about 100nm. After
applying the equation, Dp2/Dp1 = 3 and Lp1 = 50nm were obtained. This indicated that
at a doping level of 1×1020cm−3, the hole mobility in polysilicon is three times less than
that in monosilicon. They also presented that the base current in the thin polysilicon layer
is more sensitive to temperature than the base current in the thick polysilicon, which was
mainly attributed to the impact of diffusion length rather than the presence of interfacial
layers.
By closely examining the interface between monosilicon and polysilicon, a peak dopant
concentration was observed at the interface, as shown in Fig.5.12. This can be attributed
to the dopant segregation at the interface, where the interface can act as a sink for pre-
cipitation of impurities from the polysilicon[129]. Neugroschel et al. examined the role
of the polysilicon/monosilicon interface by studying the I-V characteristics of p-n junc-
tion structures with three different polysilicon layers, undoped polysilicon, in-situ doped
polysilicon and bilayer of undoped polysilicon and in-situ doped polysilicon layer. In the
analysis of minority carrier transport, they regarded the polysilicon/monosilicon interface
as a thin layer with a width of 10nm featuring a high-low junction in the epitaxial layer, the
grain boundary space-charge region at the metallurgical interface, and the highly doped
region adjacent to the interface in the polysilicon, as given in Fig.5.13. By investigating
the impact of subsequent thermal processes (resulting in different doping profiles), they
found it was important to make the interface to be highly doped to effectively suppress
the transport of minority carrier. Such highly doped interface region was treated as a
region containing high degree of disorder, which results in much small carrier mobility
and diffusivity. By examining several possible transport mechanisms, they concluded that
the minority carrier transport in the polysilicon was determined by the highly disordered
interface that was characterised by very low minority carrier mobility.
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Figure 5.12: SIMS profiles of the arsenic distribution for the in situ doped polysilicon in the work of
Arienzo et al.[9].
Figure 5.13: Schematic illustration of the arsenic concentration profile in the vicinity of the polysilicon-
monosilicon metallurgical interface for the bilayer film after heat treatment in the work of Neugroschel et
al.[129].
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Figure 5.14: Cross sections and band diagram of n-p-n and p-n-p double-poly test structure with the
polysilicon-monosilicon interface in the base in the work of Crabbe et al.[33].
5.4.3 Impurity segregation
In order to elucidate the role of the polysilicon/monosilicon interface, Crabbe et al.[33]
fabricated a test p-n-p double-poly test structure with the critical interface located in
the base, as shown in Fig.5.14, which makes the transport of minority holes to be much
more sensitive to the interface. Operating this device in the inverted mode allowed the
collector current to be a direct measurement of hole transport across the interface. In the
typical I-V characteristic, the collector saturation current density for double-poly device
was two orders of magnitude smaller than that for the single-poly device. This result
emphasised the critical role of dopant segregation at the interface, as presented in the work
of Neugroschel et al.[129]. However, they indicated that the thin native oxide is necessary
to prevent epitaxial realignment between polysilicon and monosilicon and it might work as
a sink for segregating dopants at the interface. In the study of collector saturation current
density as a function of temperature, they found that the current gain in the double-poly
device had a positive temperature coefficient, which indicated the impact of band gap
narrowing was negligible in the poly-device. Since the band gap narrowing tends to result
in negative temperature coefficients [33][90]. Crabbe et al. obtained high activation energy
of 120− 130meV from the temperature dependence of collector saturation current density
in the double-poly device. They concluded that a thermionic emission process governed
the hole transport through the arsenic segregated interface, where a barrier with an order
of 100meV was created. They also indicated that the extraction of majority carriers, as
represented by the emitter contact resistivity, was affected by such interfacial layer.
Ng and Yang[131] presented a model for the hole current though an n+ polysilicon
emitter by including two series transport mechanisms, drift-diffusion in the n+ monosilicon
region and thermionic emission at the polysilicon/monosilicon interface, which lead to the
total hole current as
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J = 11
Jth
+ 1Jd
(5.7)
where Jth is the current due to thermionic emission, Jd is the drift-diffusion current in
the n+ monosilicon region with an infinite recombination velocity.
The barrier height ΨB at the interface due to the segregation of dopants can be found
as,
ΨB = −kT
q
ln( n
2
i
NvNdmax
) (5.8)
Ng and Yang showed that their model could explain the nonlinear temperature depen-
dency of the current gain as been observed in the work of Ashburn and Soerowidjo[10].
They suggested that the peak dopant concentration at the polysilicon/monosilicon inter-
face was the important factor to suppress minority carrier transport.
Patton et al. [140] studied the polysilicon emitter transistors with HF treated with
different doping levels in polysilicon films. The high recombination, which corresponds
to high base current, was shown in the device with low doping (< 1020cm−3). They at-
tributed such high recombination to a high recombination rate at grain boundaries in the
polysilicon layer, as well as interface states in the polysilicon/monosilicon interface. As
increasing the doping level of arsenic in the polysilicon, more arsenic can be segregated
at grain boundaries of polysilicon, which reduced the density of trapping states, modified
the defect contents, as well as create a high-low junction by the segregation of ionized
arsenic atoms[131][208][114]. As a result, the base current was reduced by an order of
magnitude at a doping level of 1− 2×1020cm−3. However, increasing doping level, anneal-
ing temperature or annealing time could cause high base current, which was attributed
to the modification of the polysilicon/monosilicon interface. Thus, the interfacial layer
was no longer continuous and there was a large fraction of epitaxial realignment between
monosilicon and polysilicon. Thus, the minority carrier could be easily injected across
the realignment region and recombination at defect centres. By studying the dependence
of base current on the polysilicon thicknesses, Patton et al. concluded that the regrown
polysilicon/monosilicon interface still determines the base current of the device, which may
be partly due to the disordered structure and the segregation of impurities. The interface
was just physically moved further towards to the metal surface in the process of epitaxial
realignment.
5.4.4 Oxide break-up
In the previous works, a number of competing mechanisms indicated that the polysili-
con/monosilicon interface plays an important role in the polysilicon emitter transistors.
The property of the interface is the key factor that determines the emitter efficiencies, ide-
ality factors and current gains[140]. Thus, the polysilicon/monosilicon interface has been
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Figure 5.15: Potential distribution in the polysilicon emitter in the work of Ng and Yang. Two current
components thermionic emission current at the monosilicon-polysilicon interface and drift-diffusion current
in the doped monosilicon region. This figure is taken from[131].
closely studied and analysed by using the cross-section TEM. The uniformity and structure
of the polysilicon/monosilicon interface were found to be strongly affected by the polysil-
icon doping level and thermal treatment[140][90]. Wolstenholme et al. [208] investigated
the interfacial oxide in the polysilicon/monosilicon interface by high-resolution electron
microscopy observations. They found that oxide break up occurred at high temperature
(above 950 ◦C) and with balling-up at even higher temperature (e.g. 1100 ◦C) as shown in
Fig.5.16 and Fig.5.17. These interface structures strongly correlated to the current gain of
polysilicon emitter bipolar transistors, which indicated the uniform and continuous inter-
facial oxide layer between polysilicon and underlying monosilicon was necessary to achieve
high current gain[208][146]. They concluded that it is necessary to produce an extremely
thin continuous oxide layer and to prevent it from breaking up interfacial oxide to obtain
the optimum device[146]. Thus, the lowest base currents have been obtained by intention-
ally growing a thin oxide layer on the silicon substrate before the polysilicon deposition
[10][176]. However, such thin layer significantly results in the high emitter resistance with
an order of magnitude[54][207][85]. It forms a blocking layer to stop the penetration of
dopants into the silicon substrate. Thus, a pn junction was formed close to the interface
between polysilicon/monosilicon that cause non-ideal diode behaviour[180].
As demonstrated by several researchers[140][207][85][54], a small fraction of oxide
break-up can improve the emitter resistance and diode leakage, which can be done by
different doping concentrations and subsequent annealing processes. Consequently, non-
uniform interface structure would be problematic to reduce the base current in the polysil-
icon emitter transistors.
In previous cross-section TEM observations, the interfacial native oxide was found on
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Figure 5.16: HREM micrograph of a fully processed specimen given a 950 ◦C preanneal. The area C is
the oxide break-up region The figure is taken from Ref.[208].
Figure 5.17: HREM micrograph of the processed specimen given a 1000 ◦C preanneal. The F is the
regrown polysilicon area, the G is the balled-up oxide. The figure is taken from the Ref.[208].
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Figure 5.18: HREM micrograph of a specimen given an HF treatment, the native oxide is clearly present
at the monosilicon/polysilicon interface. The figure is taken from Ref.[208].
the silicon surface even after a HF-dip treatment [140][208][24], as shown in Fig.5.18. At
high annealing temperatures and high doping levels in the polysilicon layer, the native
oxide layer was found to easily break-up with balling-up. Theoretical and TEM analysis
clearly indicate the oxide starts to break up at the region where it is close to the grain
boundaries of polysilicon layer. The oxide break-up mechanisms can be attributed to the
different diffusion paths given by the grain boundaries in the polysilicon, as well as the
different thermal stress.
Once the oxide break-up happened, some fractions of polysilicon realigned to the silicon
substrate and oxide forms small inclusions within the realignment polysilicon and near the
original interface. Epitaxial realignment is a recrystallization process towards the polysil-
icon layer, which can be monitored by using Rutherford backscattering and channelling
analysis, as shown in Fig.5.19, where the backscattering yield represents the crystal quan-
tity of polysilicon film. The higher value means small grain polysilicon films[90]. Hoyts et
al. have studied the realignment process of polysilicon layers without and without arsenic
implantation on silicon substrate by rapid thermal process. They indicated the epitaxial
alignment rate depended strongly on the annealing temperature, time and doping concen-
tration. In particular, the realignment rate was enhanced by the doping concentration in
the polysilicon.
Patton et al.[140] indicated that changes of recombination current density could be
attributed to the changes in the structure of the polysilicon/monosilicon interface, which
was significantly affected by the annealing time and temperature, as well as the doping
levels. In high doping levels of 1− 2×1020 cm−3, the higher saturation current occurred in
the sample after being subjected into high annealing temperature or long annealing time.
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Figure 5.19: Backscattering spectra of an 0.48m low pressure chemical vapor deposition, arsenic im-
planted polysilicon film deposition on (100) Si after rapid thermal annealing. Channeled spectra were
obtained by aligning the analysing beam to the substrate (100) direction. The figure is taken from the
work of Hoyt et al.[90].
Patton et al. correlated these recombination current density to the structure interface.
Under the cross section TEM micrographs, they found epitaxial realignment has occurred
over a majority of the interface area in the samples that went through a high annealing
temperature or a long annealing time. Such samples corresponded to high recombination
current densities. On the other hand, the sample that had low recombination currents
contained the uniform interface with lack of epitaxial realignments. As increasing the an-
nealing temperature, epitaxial realignment structure extends into the polysilicon further.
As a result, even higher recombination current was obtained. Additionally, Patton et al.
also indicated that the high doping level (> 2×1020cm−3) could also enhance the per-
centage of epitaxial regrowth in the interface. Thus, the polysilicon contains high doping
level (5×1020cm−3) had a high recombination current in the annealing condition of a low
annealing temperature and a short time due to the large fraction of epitaxial alignment
region. This was futherly proved by the cross section TEM micrograph. They concluded
that it is necessary to eliminate the interface and gain boundary effects altogether to
achieve optimum device.
Since the interface was extremely non-uniform after high temperature activation pro-
cess, models based on the oxide break-up were presented by several authors. The polysil-
icon emitter with interfacial oxide break up can be simply analysed with two polysilicon
emitters, one with continuous interfacial layer and another without an interfacial layer,
were acting in parallel[146].Thus, the minority carrier flow in the polysilicon emitter with
interfacial oxide break up can be simulated by using as an effective recombination velocity,
which is,
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Sp = Spox(1− Anpx
AEW
) + Sppgb(
Anox
AEW
) (5.9)
Where Anox is the area without oxide covered, AEW is the total emitter window area,
Spox is the effective recombination velocity for the carriers in the region with oxide covered,
Sppgb is the effective recombination velocity for the carriers in the region without oxide
layers. This region can be regarded as pseudo-grain boundary mobility model[147]. Spox
can be obtained from tunnelling model, and Sppgb can be obtained by taking account of
the grain boundary mobility model in the polysilicon layer. Thus, due to the impact of
epitaxial growth, which move the polysilicon/monosilicon interface physically further into
the polysilicon region[140], the Sppgb should be higher as expected.
Wolstenholme et al.[207] developed an approach to measure the polysili-
con/monosilicon interface resistance and the metal/polysilicon contact resistance. They
found that there were non-linear characteristics in the analysis of the polysilicon emit-
ter transistor with intentional interfacial layer after being subjected to a high temperature
pre-anneal. They attributed such non-linear scaling to the emitter crowding. Thus, in order
to take account of the lateral flow in the emitter, Hamel et al.[85] used a two-dimensional
computer simulation to investigate the majority current flow in the polysilicon emitter
bipolar transistors with the dependence of oxide break-up. They found that the emitter
series resistance depended on both the ratio of gap area to intact oxide area and the dis-
tribution of the gap area for a given amount of oxide breakup. They concluded that the
reduction in the emitter resistance from the sample without pre-annealing to the sample
with 900 ◦C treatment was due to extremely small gaps in the oxide layer (less than 2% of
interfacial oxide break-up by simulation), even the interfacial oxide remained continuous
in the TEM microphotography. It is possible that such small oxide gaps were easily missed
by TEM observations. In the study of the trade-off between emitter resistance and current
gain, they used same approach that incorporates various mechanisms into an effective
recombination velocity as attempted by Post et al. and Wostenholme et al.[146][33] to
analyse the minority carrier transport in the polysilicon emitter. They indicated that in-
ducing a small gap area would be sufficient to achieve substantially low emitter resistance
and satisfactory current gain. In the condition with small oxide break-up, the minority
current was still essentially one dimensional.
Recently, Peibst et al.[141] developed a simple analytic model to describe the current
transport in the polysilicon emitter transistors. This model focuses on the transport regime
that both majority and minority carriers flow through the oxide break-up regions domi-
nantly. Thus, analytic solutions of minority and majority carrier’s transport are obtained
in the semi-spherical scenario, as shown in Fig.5.20. The equation for minority carrier
diffusion was solved with spherical coordinates. The junction resistance that mostly rep-
resents the majority current flow is obtained by considering the current crowding in this
semi-sphere doped region. They found that minority charge carrier crowding was a limiting
factor of the recombination at the oxide pinholes (oxide break-up region). They indicated
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Figure 5.20: A p+ polysilicon emitter/n-type monosilicon base junction featuring an interfacial oxide
with pinholes and an inhomogeneous diffusion of dopants from the polysilicon into the monosilicon. The
simplified scenario of p+ semispherical region in the monosilicon region and a reference scenario of a planar
p+ monosilicon region with an effective recombination velocity of Sneff . The figure is taken from Ref.[141].
that such approach was similar to the framework of a classical p-n junction picture for a
passivated, locally contacted emitter. Current crowding associated to those local contact
regions could then explain both a low minority carrier recombination and a low majority
carrier resistance.
6
Passivating contacts based on polycrystalline
silicon films
6.1 Introduction
Carrier-selective passivating contact structures based on an ultra-thin silicon oxide layer
and a doped silicon layer having a polycrystalline, amorphous, or mixed phase are being
actively developed. In addition to in-situ doping or ion implantation, conventional thermal
diffusion can be used to dope the polysilicon, with the added advantage of being a well-
established process in the solar cell industry.
In this chapter, we explore approaches based on PECVD intrinsic polysilicon together
with thermal diffusions (phosphorus diffusion from POCl3 and boron diffusion from BBr3)
and an ultra-thin silicon oxide interfacial layer to create both electron-selective and hole-
selective passivating contacts for silicon solar cells. The investigation emphasizes the use
of contact resistance structures alongside recombination test structures to simultaneously
quantify the recombination J0c and contact resistivity ρc. The dependency of the parame-
ters on variables such as oxide thickness, polysilicon thickness, diffusion temperature, time
and hydrogenation anneal are investigated. Additionally, the performance of passivating
contacts with a pre-diffused region are presented in the development of the n-type passi-
vating contact. On the other hand, in the development of p-type passivating contacts, the
impact of an additional high temperature annealing is explored. Finally, the n-type silicon
solar cells with such passivating contact scheme are fabricated and their performance is
presented.
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6.2 Phosphorus-diffused polysilicon contacts
This section describes the optimization of fabricating polysilicon/SiOx passivating contacts
for silicon solar cells based on doping PECVD intrinsic polysilicon by thermal POCl3
diffusion. The phosphorus diffusion temperature and time are optimized for a range of
thicknesses of the SiOx and polysilicon layers. The oxide thickness is found to be critical
to obtain a low contact resistivity ρc, with an optimum of about ∼1.2 nm for a thermal
oxide and ∼1.4 nm for a chemical oxide. Different substrate treatments, pre-diffused and
undiffused, indicate that the doping of the silicon substrate has major role in reducing both
J0c and ρc. Polysilicon films before and after POCl3 diffusion were examined by Grazing
Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXRD). Finally, such phosphorus doped polysilicon contact
has been implemented at the rear side of n-type silicon solar cells.
6.2.1 Experimental methods
The contact resistivity ρc was extracted by the method proposed by Cox and Strack[32]
using low resistivity (∼1.5 Ω cm) n-type Si wafers with a doped polysilicon layer on one
side, where Al circular contacts were formed. A heavy phosphorus diffusion was used on
the rear side to minimize the resistance associated with the full area rear aluminium con-
tact. Ten circular aluminium contacts with diameters of 0.05 cm, 0.1 cm, 0.15 cm, 0.2 cm,
0.25 cm, 0.3 cm, 0.35 cm, 0.4 cm, 0.5 cm and 0.6 cm, were photolithographically defined.
Error values, as indicated in following figures, are calculated by accounting both errors of
the wafer thickness and errors of the circular aluminium contact sizes. The resolution of
the contact resistivity measurement strongly depends on the resistivity and thickness of
the silicon substrate.
High resistivity (≥100 Ω cm) p-type FZ Si wafers with symmetrically deposited polysil-
icon layers were used to prepare test samples to measure the recombination current den-
sity, J0c, by photoconductance. The pre-diffused samples were prepared on both ρc and
J0c sample substrates by thermal diffusion process. Two phosphorus doped profiles with
sheet resistance values of 448.7 Ω/2 and 261.8 Ω/2 were obtained by adjusting POCl3 dif-
fusion temperatures. After standard RCA cleaning, thin oxide layers were grown on both
undiffused substrates and pre-diffused samples by either chemically or thermally. In the
chemical process, the cleaned substrate was immersed in a 68 wt% nitric acid bath at a
temperature of ∼90 ◦C for 30 minutes. We used ellipsometry to measure the thickness of
the chemical oxide layer via several silicon oxide models in the library files. If we apply
the SiO material model for analysing the data we obtain a thickness of 1.4 nm. On the
other hand, the application of SiO2 models gives a thickness of 1.8 nm. In this work, we
have chosen 1.4 nm, since it matches the thickness of silicon oxide film similarly prepared
in previous works[161][58][11]. The thermal oxides were grown on cleaned substrates in
a quartz tube furnace in pure oxygen. By controlling the temperature and time, thermal
oxide thicknesses of 1.2 nm, 1.7 nm and 2.1 nm were obtained in the temperature range of
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600–700 ◦C for 3 to 10 minutes. Subsequently, undoped polysilicon layers with a thickness
range of 35 nm to 60 nm were deposited by PECVD at 650 ◦C. Following the polysilicon
deposition, both the J0c and ρc test samples were doped by using POCl3 as diffusion source
at a temperature ranging from 760 to 920 ◦C. In the diffusion process, the deposition time
and the drive-in time were adjusted to vary the amount of dopant introduced in the polysil-
icon layer. After removing the phosphorus-silica glass, the J0c of samples with and wihout
pre-diffused regions were measured at room temperature by transient photoconductance
decay (PCD) at an excess carrier density in the range of ∆n = 0.5− 1×1015 cm−3, both
before and after FGA.
We used an electrochemical capacitance-voltage instrument (WEP Wafer Profile
CVP21) for measuring the electrically active phosphorus dopant concentration in the
polysilicon layers and mono-silicon substrates. In the latter, we calibrated the ECV profiles
based on the measured sheet resistance. But such approach is complicated in the case of
polysilicon by the fact that the carrier mobility is affected by the grain size[97][109]. There-
fore, we determined the phosphorus profiles in polysilicon layers by using the same geom-
etry and measurement conditions in the ECV instrument as for control mono-crystalline
samples, calibrating the latter, and using the same scaling factor, thus maintaining the
same relative ECV result between polysilicon and monosilicon.
6.2.2 Role of the interfacial SiOx layer
The critical role of an ultra-thin interfacial silicon oxide layer on the recombination perfor-
mance of polysilicon contacts has been amply documented. In polysilicon emitter bipolar
junction transistors, the interfacial SiOx layer contributes to block the injection of minor-
ity carriers from the base region. Some studies have indicated that quantum-mechanical
tunnelling across the interfacial SiOx layer is the mechanism behind the reduction of
minority-carrier recombination and the conduction of the majority carriers[57][42]. Other
studies have shown that the presence of the interfacial layer is essential to selectively allow
the transport of one type of carriers and block the other type[161][208][209][210].
To confirm that role, we prepared two samples, one with a 1.2 nm thermally formed
oxide and the other with no oxide. We then coated them with 32 nm of intrinsic polysilicon,
and subjected both to a 10 minutes POCl3 pre-deposition at 800 ◦C, followed by a 20
min drive-in in nitrogen at the same temperature. Fig.6.1 shows the respective dopant
density profiles, measured by ECV. Without a SiOx interlayer, the phosphorus profile
exhibits a shape typical of those found in single crystalline silicon, reaching a high surface
concentration of 2.12× 1020 cm−3, and presenting a relatively deep tail penetrating into
the wafer. The sheet resistance of this diffusion, 143 Ω/2, is also typical of those found
in crystalline silicon under similar dopant diffusion conditions. This would be consistent
with polysilicon having grown epitaxially onto the silicon wafer, or simply by a seamless
interface between polysilicon and monosilicon. On the other hand, the sample with a
1.2 nm oxide layer has a much higher sheet resistance of 685 Ω/2, consequence of a lower
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Figure 6.1: Ionised phosphorus concentration as a function of depth for two samples having the same
polysilicon thickness of 32 nm and either a 1.2 nm thick thermal oxide interlayer or no oxide at all. The
diffusion temperature was 800oC.
ionised surface dopant concentration of 1.16× 1020 cm−3, and the absence of a diffusion
tail. It is clear in Fig.6.1 that the thin oxide practically blocks the diffusion of phosphorus
beyond the 32 nm polysilicon layer. In addition, it is very likely that it also contributes to
maintaining a greater level of polycrystallinity in the film, offering phosphorus atoms the
possibility of segregating to the grain boundaries and thus be electrically inactive.
Dopant profiles like those in Fig.6.1 would, in ordinary crystalline silicon wafers with
an unpassivated surface, result in a high recombination current density J0c. Indeed, for
the sample without a SiOx interlayer we measured J0c≈ 5.3× 10−13 A/cm2, quite close to
the 6.3× 10−13 A/cm2 and 126 Ω/2 measured on a control monocrystalline silicon wafer.
The lighter dopant profile measured for the sample with a SiOx interlayer would be even
less effective to shield minority carriers from reaching the surface and recombining there.
Yet, the measured recombination current density is much lower, J0c≈ 4.5× 10−15 A/cm2,
thanks to the blocking action that the SiOx layer has on minority carriers. Unfortunately,
the SiOx interlayer also impedes the flow of majority carriers, and, as a result, the contact
resistivity is significantly higher than what it would be in the absence of the SiOx layer.
Nevertheless, the measured contact resistivity for this sample, ρc≈ 0.019 Ω cm2, is still low
enough for most solar cell applications.
6.2.3 Optimization of the phosphorus diffusion process
The formation of a good passivated contact requires a careful compromise between the
recombination current density J0c and the contact resistivity ρc. For a certain set of thick-
nesses of the interfacial silicon oxide and polysilicon layers, an optimized diffusion tem-
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perature needs to be found. Accordingly, we have performed several sets of experiments,
varying the SiOx thickness at a fixed polysilicon thickness, or vice-versa.
Optimization of the diffusion temperature for different oxide thicknesses
Given the critical role of the SiOx interlayer shown in the previous section, we explored the
behaviour of the polysilicon/SiOx structure for five different thicknesses of the SiOx layer
(including zero). In this set of experiments, we kept the thickness of the intrinsic polysilicon
layer fixed at ∼32 nm, and subjected the samples to different phosphorus doping conditions
by changing the diffusion temperature, while keeping the time of the POCl3 pre-deposition
fixed at 10 minutes and a subsequent drive-in for 20 minutes at the same temperature.
The measured recombination current parameter J0c and contact resistivity ρc are shown
as functions of the diffusion temperature in Fig.6.2a and Fig.6.2b. Focusing first on the
two extreme cases of SiOx thickness, we find again that without a SiOx interfacial layer
(green inverted triangles) J0c is very high, and the sheet resistance of the n+ region de-
creases monotonically with diffusion temperature (see Fig. 6.2c). At the other extreme,
samples with a relatively thick thermal oxide layer of ∼2.1 nm (blue triangles) present a
slowly decreasing J0c, while the sheet resistance saturates at approximately 698 Ω/2 for
temperatures above 800 ◦C, indicating that the thick SiOx blocks the diffusion of phos-
phorus into the wafer. A very low J0c≈ 4.1× 10−15 A/cm2 was obtained with a diffusion
temperature of 880 ◦C, but the contact resistivity was found to be unmeasurably high for
all the samples with such thick thermal oxide.
The samples having a 1.2 nm thermal SiOx layer or a 1.4 nm chemical oxide initially
(that is, below 800 ◦C) present a J0c decreasing with temperature, similarly to the be-
haviour of the 2.1 nm oxide samples. In addition, the contact resistance also decreases in
the same temperature range (see Fig.6.2b). This indicates that at a low temperature the
amount of phosphorus introduced into the polysilicon layer is insufficient. A minimum
in J0c is found for 800 ◦C, while the contact resistance drops by a factor of five. At this
temperature the polysilicon becomes sufficiently doped, while the interfacial SiOx is most
likely maintained as a continuous layer[140][209][210][82]. As a consequence, recombina-
tion is suppressed and reasonable majority carrier transport, possibly by tunnelling, is
maintained. As the diffusion temperature is increased above 800 ◦C, J0c increases, while
ρc decreases markedly. This can be explained by a break-up of the interfacial layer at high
temperatures, as well as a possible epitaxial re-alignment between the polysilicon and the
monosilicon substrate due to the high concentration of dopants introduced[140][210][54].
As shown in Fig.6.2a, at 800 ◦C the J0c of samples with a chemical oxide layer (red di-
amonds) or a 1.2 nm thermal oxide layer (blue squares) becomes as high as for the case
of no SiOx interlayer. At the same time, their ρc comes close to the value typically found
for a direct contact between a metal and a diffused surface[168], considering that the Cox
and Strack method used here has a resolution limit of about 1× 10−3 Ω cm2 (shown as
a dashed line in Fig.6.2b). Given such a high recombination parameter and low contact
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Figure 6.2: Recombination current parameter and contact resistivity of polysilicon contact structures
with five interfacial conditions as a function of phosphorus diffusion temperatures. Fig.6.2a shows the
recombination current parameter. Fig.6.2a shows the corresponding contact resistivity measurements. The
dashed line in Fig.6.2b represents the minimum ρc can be measured by the method described above.
Fig.6.2c shows the sheet resistance of the phosphorus diffusion into the polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon stack
structure. The corresponding doping profiles are shown in Fig.C.1.
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resistivity that are close to the case without an interfacial layer, it is clear that the in-
terfacial oxide could no longer provide a blocking action of phosphorus atoms diffusing
towards to the substrate at 880 ◦C. Additional evidence is given by the sheet resistance in
Fig.6.2c, which continues to decrease with temperature for the 1.2 nm thermal and 1.4 nm
chemical oxides. Further microscopic studies, such as Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), would be required to find out whether an interfacial oxide breaks up at the high
temperature or an epitaxial regrowth at high dopant concentration is the main drive of
such large recombination.
The samples having a 1.7 nm thermal SiOx layer present an intermediate behaviour.
Their J0c decreases slightly and reaches a relative minimum at 800 ◦C, above which it
increases with diffusion temperature, but much less markedly than the samples with a
thinner oxide. The oxide is still thick enough to block the diffusion of phosphorus into the
substrate, since the sheet resistance remains high and decreases only slightly with diffusion
temperature to about 587 Ω/2(Fig.6.2c). But the oxide is too thick to permit the passage
of current, and the contact resistance only becomes measurable, ρc = 0.04 Ω cm2, after
a diffusion at 880 ◦C, probably thanks to a partial break-up of the oxide, which can also
account for the intermediate value of J0c measured for those conditions.
From this group of experiments we conclude that to simultaneously achieve low J0c
and ρc, a SiOx interlayer is essential, but it needs to be very thin, the optimum in this
study being 1.2 nm if grown thermally, or approximately 1.4 nm if grown chemically. For
a 32 nm thick polysilicon layer the optimum phosphorus diffusion temperature is 800 ◦C,
which results in J0c ≈4.5× 10−15 A/cm2and ρc ≈0.02 Ω cm2. We have also identified that
it is important that an adequate amount of phosphorus is introduced in the polysilicon
layer to dope it completely, yet avoiding break-up of the SiOx layer and further diffusion
into the wafer. In the next section we explore a different way of achieving such adequate
level of doping by varying the time of the diffusion, rather than the temperature.
Optimization of the phosphorus diffusion time for different polysilicon thick-
nesses
Based on the previous experiments, we now kept the diffusion temperature at 800 ◦C and
formed the oxide interlayer by immersion in hot nitric acid, which gives an approximate
SiOx thickness of 1.4 nm. To further investigate the diffusion of phosphorus into the polysil-
icon, we prepared samples with three different thicknesses of the intrinsic polysilicon layer,
32 nm, 44 nm and 60 nm and introduced in them a range of dopant doses by varying the
time of the POCl3 deposition step. As a complement, we also investigated the impact of
a forming gas anneal (FGA) after the phosphorus diffusion.
The results for the 32 nm polysilicon layer (see blue squares in Fig.6.3a and Fig.6.3b)
are similar to those obtained in the previous section: a short pre-deposition time of 10
minutes at 800 ◦C gives the lowest J0c, together with an adequate ρc. A FGA further
reduces recombination at the SiOx/monosilicon interface, from J0c≈ 8.9× 10−15 A/cm2 to
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Figure 6.3: Recombination current parameter (Fig.6.3a) and sheet resistance of polysilicon contacts
(Fig.6.3b) with a thickness of 32 nm, 44 nm and 60 nm as a function of the phosphorus deposition time at a
temperature of 800oC. The interfacial layer is chemical oxide. The blue/pink symbols in Fig.6.3a represent
the measurement before/after a forming gas anneal. The corresponding doping profiles are shown in Fig.C.2.
J0c≈ 6.2× 10−15 A/cm2. Longer deposition times have a similar effect on recombination as
a higher temperature did in the previous section, causing an increase of J0c and a decrease
of Rsheet (albeit not as pronounced as in Fig.6.2c). Nevertheless, the contact resistance
remains almost unchanged.
Thicker polysilicon layers require a longer pre-deposition time (at least 20 minutes)
to reach a low J0c. Rsheet decreases to lower values, which is partly due to the greater
thickness of the doped polysilicon. There is no obvious trend in contact resistivity ρc with
pre-deposition time. However, we found that ρc increases with the thickness of polysilicon
layer (see Fig.6.5).
As an alternative to modifying the POCl3 deposition time, we explored the im-
pact of a subsequent drive-in time in nitrogen on the electrical characteristics of the
polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon structures. In these experiments, the deposition time was
set at 10 minutes and the temperature at 800 ◦C. While the pre-deposition process pro-
vides an infinite dopant source, the amount of dopant is limited in the drive-in processes.
The latter also causes a reduction of Rsheet, as dopants redistribute across the thickness
of the polysilicon layer, but it remains quite high, above 300 Ω/2 in all the cases explored
here (see Fig.6.4b).
As shown in Fig.6.4a, the optimum drive-in time in terms of recombination is 35 min-
utes for the three thicknesses of the polysilicon layer. On the other hand, the contact
resistivity appears to be approximately independent of the drive-in time, although it in-
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Figure 6.4: Recombination current parameter (Fig.6.4a) and sheet resistance of polysilicon contacts
(Fig.6.4b) with a thickness of 32 nm, 44 nm and 60 nm as a function of the phosphorus drive-in time at a
temperature of 800oC. The pre-deposition time was 10 mins at the same temperature. The interfacial layer
is chemical oxide. The blue/pink symbols in Fig.6.4a represent the measurement before/after a forming
gas anneal. The corresponding doping profiles are shown in Fig.C.3.
creases with the thickness of the polysilicon layer. Therefore, the effect of an increasing
drive-in time is similar to that of an increasing pre-deposition time, although the former
is more tolerant, in the sense that a drive-in time longer than the optimum does not cause
much degradation of the recombination and contact parameters, whereas a non-optimum
deposition time does.
It is remarkable that very low recombination currents J0c can be achieved just by
optimising the doping of the polysilicon layer, a fact also observed by others[61][162]. In
some cases the recombination current can be further improved by means of FGA step, as
marked in pink in Fig.6.3a and Fig.6.4a. The impact of a FGA is particularly noticeable
in samples having a moderate level of doping, such as those with a short deposition time
(Fig.6.3a), even if subjected to a subsequent drive-in (Fig.6.4a). On the other hand, an ex-
cessive level of doping, such as that caused by a long deposition time (Fig.6.2a) makes the
samples insensitive to hydrogenation. Indeed, a lighter doping results from a long drive-in
process rather than a long deposition time, as confirmed by sheet resistance measurements
(see Fig.6.3b and Fig.6.4b). The improvements due to a FGA indicate that recombination
at the interface between the SiOx layer and the monocrystalline silicon is still significant
in the pre-FGA polysilicon contact structures, and that it can be reduced by hydrogena-
tion. A similar behaviour has also been observed in polysilicon emitter bipolar junction
devices[140][148], where hydrogen passivation had a considerable effect on lightly doped
polysilicon emitters, but almost no effect on heavily doped ones.
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Figure 6.5: Contact resistivity of samples processed with different phosphorus diffusion conditions as a
function of the thickness of the polysilicon layer.
Discussion
There are several factors that can cause an increase of recombination losses in the doped
polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon structure, with previous work pointing at two in particular:
a break-up of the interfacial layer[140][148][161] and an excess of phosphorus in the stack
structure[140][146]. To obtain a low recombination current density, a continuous SiOx in-
terfacial layer is desirable, although a low level of oxide break up may be acceptable. On the
other hand, achieving a low contact resistivity is related to the fraction of broken up area,
as discussed in previous studies[71] and to a sufficient doping of the polysilicon layer. For
the oxide break-up mechanism, the expectation is that it would produce a smaller contact
resistivity and a higher recombination with an increase in the fraction of oxide broken up,
or the density of pinholes in it. This can be observed in Fig.6.1, especially for the case of
a 1.2 nm oxide. Nevertheless, in other experiments, such as those in Fig.6.3b and Fig.6.4b,
the contact resistivity remains practically unchanged despite significant variations in the
recombination parameter J0c. A possible explanation could be that no significant oxide
break-up happened at the diffusion temperature of 800 ◦C and that, instead the amount of
phosphorus introduced into the polysilicon/chemical oxide/monosilicon structure during
those diffusion processes determines the recombination, making it increase with excessive
doping, which may enhance epitaxial regrowth in the polysilicon region[140].
Given a certain thickness of the polysilicon layer, the lowest recombination parameter
occurs for a certain diffusion process. For example, the 32 nm polysilicon with a 10 minutes
deposition and 20 minutes drive-in time results in a J0c of ∼6.2× 10−15 A/cm2. On the
other hand, thicker polysilicon layers require a longer drive-in time to achieve a critical
doping level, represented by a sheet resistance in the range of 300 Ω/2 to 400 Ω/2 (see
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Fig.6.4b). Using a 10 minutes deposition and a 55 minutes drive-in, 60 nm polysilicon layers
achieve a J0c of ∼4.6× 10−15 A/cm2. The contact resistivity does not vary greatly with
the deposition or drive-in times, hence selecting them based on suppressing recombination
is sufficient. ρc does increase, however, with polysilicon thickness (see Fig. 6.5), which is
possible due to the bulk resistance of the doped polysilicon itself.
Our experiments indicate that it is important to introduce a sufficient amount of
dopants and to drive them into the polysilicon so that their concentration reaches a level
in the vicinity of 1× 1020/cm3 to 2× 1020/cm3 at the interface between polysilicon and
SiOx (see Fig.6.1). Additional ECV measurements indicate that it is also important to
avoid doping the polysilicon layer excessively. Indeed, increasing the POCl3 deposition
time to 20 or 30 minutes causes J0c to increase by 5 to 10 times compared to the case of a
short deposition time. The corresponding dopant profile then takes a form similar to the
supersaturated phosphorus profile in Fig.6.1, that is, the electrically active phosphorus
concentration reaches the solubility limit at the diffusion temperature and, very likely,
there is an additional concentration of phosphorus in precipitated form, which may cause
a high recombination rate. Such long deposition times make some phosphorus diffuse
through the thin chemical oxide and produce a tail into monosilicon substrate. Such heavy
doping concentration may cause epitaxial regrowth in the polysilicon region, which increase
the recombination as well[140]. An excessively high concentration of phosphorus at the
SiOx/substrate interface could increase the surface recombination velocity there, and make
it almost insensitive to hydrogenation (Fig.6.3a). Samples with a thin, 32 nm, polysilicon
layer may also be affected by silicon consumption during the oxidising deposition step; a
thinned down polysilicon layer would be less effective at shielding minority carriers from
reaching the metal/polysilicon interface and recombine there.
On the other hand, if the deposition is limited to 10 min, long drive-in times
are possible, without adversely affecting the J0c. The sheet resistance remains high
(Fig.6.4b) and the dopant density is around or below 1× 1020/cm3. Such moderately
doped polysilicon/SiOx structures are still sensitive to hydrogenation (see Fig.6.4a) which
indicates that the SiOx is mostly intact and performs a key role in suppressing recombina-
tion. Although not sufficient, monitoring the sheet resistance is a good way to identify the
optimum doping conditions. Fig.6.6 gives a summary of the recombination currents mea-
sured in the previous experiments (Figs.6.3 and Fig.6.4) as a function of the corresponding
sheet resistance.
6.2.4 Effect of phosphorus pre-diffusions
In order to demonstrate whether doping the monosilicon substrate is beneficial for the
polysilicon passivating contact, n-type polysilicon/SiOx layers were prepared on both pre-
diffused J0c samples and pre-diffused ρc samples. The intrinsic polysilicon has a thickness
of 32 nm. Interfacial layers were thermally grown at a temperature of 600 ◦C on both undif-
fused and pre-diffused samples; their thicknesses are listed in Table.6.1. POCl3 diffusions
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Figure 6.6: Recombination current parameters vs. the corresponding sheet resistance for the polysilicon
contact samples in Fig.6.3 and Fig.6.4. The pink star corresponds to the sample which is coated with 32 nm
of intrinsic polysilicon, and subjected both to a 10 minutes POCl3 pre-deposition at 800 oC followed by 20
min drive-in in nitrogen at the same temperature.
Sample Rsh (W/sq) SiOx (nm)
undiffused - 1.4
pre-diffused n+ 448.7 1.5
pre-diffused n+ 271 1.6
Table 6.1: Thickness of SiOx on samples with different surface treatments, undiffused and pre-diffused.
n+ represents the phosphorus doped sample. The phosphorus doped samples result a thicker SiOx layer.
at temperature ranging from 760 ◦C to 920 ◦C were used to dope both the undiffused sam-
ples (as references) and the pre-diffused samples. Their J0c values were measured before
and after FGA at 400 ◦C for 30 minutes.
In Fig.6.7a, the final sheet resistance (Rsh) of two pre-diffused samples and undiffused
sample are shown as a function of phosphorus diffusion temperatures. A clear decreasing
trend is observed on the sample without pre-diffusion. Rsh values of the pre-diffused sam-
ples remained constant at their pre-diffused Rsh value. However,a significant decrease was
observed at high diffusion temperatures of 920 ◦C. This indicates that the high tempera-
ture process can lead to significant oxide break-up, which produces heavily doped regions
in the silicon substrate.
As shown in Fig.6.7b, similar to previous results, the contact resistivity of the polysil-
icon contact decreases with increasing phosphorus diffusion temperature. These results
correlate with their Rsh values in Fig.6.7a. Steinkemper et al.[179] have shown that the
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(a) Sheet resistance of polysilicon contact structures
with un-diffused and pre-diffused silicon substrates
as a function of phosphorus diffusion temperature.
(b) Contact resistivity of polysilicon contact struc-
tures with un-diffused and pre-diffused silicon sub-
strates as a function of phosphorus diffusion temper-
ature. The dashed line represents the lowest contact
resistivity that can be detected with the measure-
ment technique used in this work.
Figure 6.7
in-diffusion in the silicon substrate can improve the extraction of majority carriers. Thus,
it is expected that, at low diffusion temperatures (at 760 ◦C), the contact resistivity values
of the pre-diffused samples would be much lower than the undiffused samples. At the diffu-
sion temperature of 760 ◦C, the un-diffused sample is still resistive with a much higher ρc of
25 Ω cm2. A lower ρc is achieved by the pre-diffused sample with lower Rsh. As phosphorus
diffusion temperature increases, a higher doping in the polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon con-
tact and a possible larger fraction of interfacial oxide break-up encourage the transport of
majority carriers, which gives a low ρc < 0.01 Ω cm2. In particular, for un-diffused samples,
their ρc is reduced markedly by four orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, the pre-diffused
samples still result in much lower ρc values.
In Fig.6.8, before FGA, all samples exhibit a descending trend of J0c with increasing
diffusion temperature from 760 ◦C to 880 ◦C. They all show an optimized diffusion temper-
ature of 880 ◦C, where they give low J0c values. At 760 ◦C, the un-diffused samples reach the
largest J0c, which is mainly due to insufficient dopants in the polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon
structure. Significantly, lower J0c of 4.9× 10−14 A/cm2 is obtained by the pre-diffused sam-
ples with low Rsh (containing high doping). Such improvement could be explained by the
presence of the pre-diffused regions in the silicon substrate, which contribute to reduce
recombination by reducing the minority carrier concentration at the interface between
SiOx and monosilicon. Comparing their low J0c achieved at the optimized diffusion tem-
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Figure 6.8: Recombination current parameter of polysilicon contact structures with un-diffused and pre-
diffused silicon substrates as a function of phosphorus diffusion temperature. Fig.6.8a represents J0c values
before FGA and Fig.6.8a gives J0c after FGA.
perature, these J0c values still remain high, which can be caused by insufficient dopants
in the outlying polysilicon film. Thus, once there are sufficient dopants in the un-diffused
samples, e.g. at 880 ◦C, a low J0c of 9.5× 10−15 A/cm2 is achieved. On the other hand,
in samples with already-present dopants in the silicon substrate, a slightly lower J0c of
7.6× 10−15 A/cm2 is obtained for the pre-diffused sample with Rsh = 448.7 Ω/2 and
a similar J0c of 1.2× 10−14 A/cm2 is obtained for the pre-diffused sample with Rsh =
271 Ω/2. This higher J0c in the heavier pre-diffused samples can be attributed to their
higher Auger recombination losses in the bulk. At 920 ◦C, based on measurements of Rsh
and ρc, the interfacial layers in both the un-diffused and pre-diffused samples are no longer
continuous, as oxide break-up areas emerge. However, their corresponding J0c values sug-
gest that there are small fraction of oxide break-up occurring in both pre-diffused samples,
due to their thicker SiOx layers. As a result, the pre-diffused samples show lower J0c val-
ues, 6.1× 10−14 A/cm2 is obtained for the pre-diffused sample with Rsh = 448.7 Ω/2 and
∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 is obtained for the pre-diffused sample with Rsh = 271 Ω/2. The com-
plete or large fraction of oxide break-up in the un-diffused sample yielded a high J0c of
3.8× 10−13 A/cm2.
After FGA, significant improvements on the un-diffused samples and pre-diffused sam-
ples with Rsh = 448.7 Ω/2 are observed, especially for samples processed at low diffusion
temperatures (760 ◦C and 800 ◦C). As the diffusion temperature increases to ≥880 ◦C,
both the un-diffused and the pre-diffused samples are no longer sensitive to the fur-
ther hydrogenation treatments, due to the significant oxide break-up that result in more
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phosphorus presenting at their interfaces (including interfaces between polysilicon/SiOx
and between SiOx and silicon substrate). Particularly in the pre-diffused samples with
Rsh = 271 Ω/2, they have less response to the FGA and have a consistent J0c of
1.5×10−14–∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 before and after FGA. This phenomenon is similar to
doped samples with passivation layers (such as SiO2), where the high surface recombi-
nation does not change with further hydrogenation treatments. A consistently low J0c of
∼8.5× 10−15 A/cm2 is obtained for un-diffused samples at diffusion temperatures in the
range from 800 ◦C to 880 ◦C. Similarly, consistent low J0c values of ∼8× 10−15 A/cm2 are
obtained for the pre-diffused samples with Rsh = 448.7 Ω/2.
Comparing the phosphorus doped polysilicon contacts with and without pre-diffused
regions in the underlying silicon substrate, the benefits of the former are clearly demon-
strated in measurements of J0c and ρc. By processing these samples at the low phospho-
rus diffusion temperature (760 ◦C), it is clear that the presence of dopants in the silicon
substrate is beneficial to reduce recombination loses. At the same time, the already-doped
region assists the transport of the majority carriers, which results in low contact resistivity
values, despite the thicker SiOx. However, a high doping level in the silicon substrate would
result in additional Auger recombination and make the polysilicon contact insensitive to
the further hydrogenation process. Nevertheless, the introduction of doped regions in the
underlying silicon substrate enhances the qualities of the selective transport of polysilicon
contacts (contact resistance values). Optimized doping profiles in silicon substrates are
required to found the best compromise between consequent Auger recombination losses
and their contact resistivity values. In this study, polysilicon contacts with the pre-diffused
silicon substrate achieved a low J0c ≈8× 10−15 A/cm2 and their corresponding ρc values
range from ∼0.17 Ω cm2 to ∼0.009 Ω cm2 for a range of diffusion temperature.
6.2.5 XRD measurements
The polysilicon films were examined by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) anal-
ysis before and after phosphorus diffusions. GIXRD (Hi-resolution PANalytical X‘Pert
PRO MRD system) is capable of examining the structure of thin films with several
nanometers as it is extremely surface sensitive. Two polysilicon contact structures were
investigated: polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon and polysilicon/monosilicon. All samples are
chemically polished and were coated with a polysilicon thickness of 32 nm. The interfa-
cial layer in the polysilicon contact is thermally grown SiOx with a thickness of 1.2 nm.
The GIXRD measurements of (100) silicon sample with polished surface is presented as a
reference, as indicated in Fig.6.9.
Firstly, the GIXRD patterns of polysilicon films in the polysilicon/monosilicon struc-
ture after phosphorus diffusion are shown in Fig.6.10. After phosphorus diffusion at 850 ◦C,
the GIXRD becomes the same as the reference, showing crystalization from the high tem-
perature process. This similarity is consistent with the fact that there are epitaxial realign-
ments occurring between the polysilicon and underlying (100) silicon substrate, as there
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Figure 6.9: GIXRD pattern of a (100) silicon substrate as a reference.
Figure 6.10: GIXRD measurements of polysilicon contacts without interfacial layers after phosphorus
diffusion at 850oC.
are no interfacial layers[24][140]. Furthermore, the degree of crystallinity in the polysilicon
film can be also enhanced by dopants[140][185]. Thus, the absence of interfacial layers
between polysilicon film and silicon substrate allows the polysilicon to be recrystallized to
form crystallites with large grain sizes >1 µm[185].
On the other hand, GIXRD patterns of the polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon structure af-
ter phosphorus diffusion are illustrated in Fig.6.11. These diffraction patterns, after POCl3
diffusions, have extra orientation peaks. These peaks match previous GIXRD patterns of
the polysilicon film, with a (111) peak occurring at 2θ≈28, a (220) peak occurring at
2θ≈48 and a (311) peak occurring at 2θ≈56[123][122]. These indicate that the presence
of the thin interfacial layer stops the epitaxial re-growth of the polysilicon, resulting in a
polycrysatlline phases with small grain sizes of <0.5 µm in the top polysilicon film.
In summary, the GIXRD patterns of polysilicon films in both phosphorus doped polysil-
icon contact structures with and without interfacial layers, are explored before and after
POCl3 diffusion. These patterns suggest that the phosphorus doped polysilicon contact
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Figure 6.11: GIXRD patterns of polysilicon contacts with 1.2 nm SiOx after 850oC POCl3 diffusion.
without interfacial layer undergoes epitaxial re-growth. The thin interfacial layer acts
critically no only as a diffusion barrier but also a barrier for the epitaxial re-growth of
polysilicon.
6.2.6 Polysilicon contact solar cells
In order to demonstrate the benefits of the polysilicon contact technique described in
the previous sections, we used it to create an electron-selective contact on the back side
of 2×2 cm2 solar cells fabricated on n-type 3 Ω cm CZ silicon wafers. The front side was
pyramidally textured, boron diffused to a sheet resistance of 100 Ω/2, and passivated with
an Al2O3/Si3N4 stack, giving J0pass = 3.8× 10−14 A/cm2 and, including recombination
at the 4 % metal contact, a total J0front = 8.0× 10−14 A/cm2. After a short thermal
oxidation to form a 1.2 nm SiOx layer, 32 nm of intrinsic polysilicon was deposited by
PECVD and doped via a POCl3 diffusion at 800 ◦C, giving a sheet resistance of 480 Ω/2
and J0poly≈ 9× 10−15 A/cm2. Finally, a front metal grid was formed by photolithography
and a blanket aluminium layer was deposited on the rear.
The electrical parameters of the solar cells, shown in Table.6.2, were measured under
standard one sun conditions (∼1000 W/m2, ∼25 ◦C, AM 1.5 global spectrum) provided by
a solar simulator (Photo Emission Tech, model SS150) calibrated with a certified reference
cell from Fraunhofer ISE Cal lab. The best devices achieved Voc = 674.6 mV, FF = 80.4 %
and efficiency = 20.8 %, thus demonstrating the viability of the techniques presented here.
The final Voc is lower than we expected from the test structures and the regular monitoring
of the effective carrier lifetime performed during the fabrication process. After complet-
ing the front Al2O3/Si3N4 passivation stack and rear polysilicon contact, we obtained
an implied Voc of ∼700 mV, which matched our expectations. The discrepancy with the
final voltage measured after metallization of both cell sides could be due to additional
recombination related to possible metal penetration through the polysilicon layer. Such
discrepancies between final device performance and test structures are not uncommon.
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Voc ( mV) Jsc ( mA/cm2) Fill Factor ( %) Efficiency ( %)
Average(4 cells) 673.6 38.3 80.1 20.7
Best 674.6 38.4 80.4 20.8
Table 6.2: I-V results of n-type solar cells with a rear side polysilicon/SiOx contact.
Understanding and resolving them requires further investigation.
6.2.7 Conclusion
In order to create an optimized polysilicon/SiOx contact by thermal diffusion of phos-
phorus into an intrinsic PECVD polysilicon layer, we have studied the trade-offs in the
POCl3 diffusion processes (temperature, deposition time and drive-in), interfacial layer
and polysilicon layer thickness. We found that either a 1.2 nm thermal or a 1.4 nm (ap-
proximately) chemical oxide offer a good compromise for both majority and minority
carriers. Preserving the integrity of the SiOx by restricting the temperature of the process
to 800 ◦C is important, as it is to moderate the total dose of phosphorus atoms introduced
in the polysilicon layer. We found that a 10 minutes deposition is adequate, followed by
a drive-in time that needs to be adjusted according to the thickness of the polysilicon
layer. The polysilicon/SiOx interface benefits from a hydrogenating anneal in forming gas,
further reducing carrier recombination.
The benefits of a pre-diffusion are clearly demonstrated in the J0c and ρc measure-
ments. The presence of dopants in the silicon substrate suppresses the concentration of
minority carriers and assists the transport of the majority carriers. The impact of dopant
in polysilicon and silicon substrate is decoupled by studying the pre-diffused samples as a
function of diffusion temperature. The polysilicon passivating contacts can be considered
as two back surface regions that are separed by an thin tunnelable layer. Thus, in order
to deliver an effective passivating contacts, introducing a certain amount of impurities
into the underlying silicon substrate is necessary, but with careful control. Low J0c val-
ues of ≤8.0× 10−15 A/cm2 with corresponding ρc values of ∼0.17 Ω cm2–0.009 Ω cm2are
achieved.
The GIXRD measurements of phosphorus doped polysilicon contacts indicate that in
the absence of the SiOx layer epitaxial re-growth occurs at the interface between polysilicon
and underlying silicon, which results in films with large grain size. On the other hand, the
presence of thin interfacial layers can stop the epitaxial re-alignment, which results in
polycrystalline films with small grain sizes.
Nevertheless, the main advantage of pre-diffusion is to reduce ρc and a similarly low
J0c can be obtained without a pre-diffusion, if the simple doping step is properly op-
timized. Thus, with optimized phosphorus diffusion conditions without a pre-diffusion
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we have achieved very low recombination current densities of ∼4.5× 10−15 A/cm2 to
∼5× 10−15 A/cm2 and reasonably low contact resistivity values between 0.016 Ω cm2 and
0.07 Ω cm2 for 32 nm-60 nm polysilicon layers. This polysilicon/SiOx contact structure has
been implemented on the rear side of n-type silicon solar cells, demonstrating Voc =
674.6 mV, FF = 80.4 % and efficiency = 20.8 %, but their potential performance is much
higher.
6.3 Boron-diffused polysilicon contacts
This section explores an approach for forming p-type polysilicon passivating contact based
on intrinsic PECVD polysilicon films, thermal BBr3 diffusion process and an ultrathin
silicon oxide interlayer. Comparing this approach with the similar approach of n-type
polysilicon passivating contact, a pre-annealing step is required. This is similar to the work
of Gan and Swanson[71] and Romer et al.[161]. The recombination current parameter of
boron doped polysilicon passivating contacts shows a strong dependency on pre-annealing
temperatures. By adjusting the boron diffusion temperature, low recombination current
parameters J0c from ∼1.5× 10−14 A/cm2 to ∼4× 10−14 A/cm2 have been obtained, with
corresponding contact resistivity values ρc ranging from ∼0.037 Ω cm2 to ∼0.06 Ω cm2.
6.3.1 Experimental method
Similarly to the sample preparation described in regard to the phosphorus doped polysili-
con contact, silicon substrates for J0c and ρc measurements were prepared separately. High
resistivity (≥100 Ω cm) n-type FZ silicon wafers with symmetrically deposited polysilicon
layers were used to measure the recombination current parameter J0c by photoconduc-
tance. The contact resistivity ρc was extracted by the method proposed by Cox and
Strack[32] using low resistivity (∼1 Ω cm) p-type silicon wafers with a doped polysilicon
layer on one side, where ten circular aluminium contacts with the same diameters as in
the n-type polysilicon contact were photolithographically defined.
After saw damage etching and standard RCA cleaning, thin oxide layers were grown on
cleaned substrates in a quartz tube furnace in pure oxygen at 800 ◦C. In order to maintain
a continuous interfacial layer in the boron doped polysilicon contact after high temperature
steps, a thick SiOx layer is used. By adjusting the oxidation time, thermal oxide thicknesses
of 2 nm and 2.5 nm were obtained for 5 minutes and 10 minutes respectively. Subsequently,
intrinsic polysilicon layers with a thickness range of 100 nm and 150 nm were deposited
by PECVD at 650 ◦C. There were two high temperature steps involved in the formation
of boron doped polysilicon contacts: pre-annealing in nitrogen ambient and BBr3 thermal
diffusion. Firstly, both J0c and ρc test samples were annealed in nitrogen ambient at
temperatures ranging from 650 ◦C to 1000 ◦C. After the pre-annealing, these samples were
doped by means of BBr3 thermal diffusion at a range of temperatures from 940 ◦C to
1000 ◦C. In the diffusion step, the pre-deposition and drive-in time were fixed at 25 minutes
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and 10 minutes, respectively. After removing the boron-silica glass (BSG), the J0c of
samples were measured at room temperature by transient photoconductance decay (PCD)
at an excess carrier density in the range of ∆ n = 0.5− 1 × 1015 cm−3, both before and
after FGA.
6.3.2 Effects of pre-annealing temperature
We found that the pre-annealing could surprisingly reduce the recombination losses in the
boron doped polysilicon contact. In this section, the impact of the pre-annealing process
is explored by varying annealing temperatures between 650 ◦C and 1000 ◦C. A fixed 30
minutes annealing time is used. In the following BBr3 thermal diffusion process, they are
subjected to a 25 minutes BBr3 pre-deposition and a 10 minutes drive-in at 900 ◦C. All
samples received thermal SiOx with a thickness of 2.5 nm followed by 150 nm of intrinsic
polysilicon.
In Fig.6.12a, J0c values are presented as a function of the pre-annealing temperature.
It is clear that a high temperature annealing step can effectively reduce the recombina-
tion losses in the boron doped polysilicon contact. Samples without annealling achieve
J0c = 1.66× 10−13 A/cm2. Pre-annealing at 650 ◦C can reduce the recombination cur-
rent parameter by a factor of 4, which results in a J0c = 4.05× 10−14 A/cm2. As the
pre-annealing temperature increases, J0c reduces, the lowest J0c of ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 is
obtained at 900 ◦C. A slightly increased J0c at 1000 ◦C can be due to possible increased
oxide break-up. However, J0c values at both 900 ◦C and 1000 ◦C (J0c = 2.5× 10−14 A/cm2)
have a marginal difference within the error bars. Thus, we could simply conclude that the
boron doped polysilicon contact is no longer sensitive to the pre-annealing step with a
temperature ≥900 ◦C.
In their corresponding sheet resistance Rsh measurements, as shown in Fig.6.12b, a
similar trend is shown as in the J0c measurement, that is, Rsh decreases with increasing
annealing temperature. The samples at high annealing temperatures (both at 900 ◦C and
1000 ◦C) have similar Rsh of ∼300 Ω/2. This agrees with the previous conclusion that
Rsh have an independency on annealing temperature at ≥900 ◦C. On the other hand,
a consistent high Rsh≈ 400 Ω/2 is obtained for samples that have been annealed at low
temperatures (650 ◦C and 800 ◦C), which is the same as the sample without being annealed.
Their different Rsh after being subjected to the same diffusion condition can be due to the
different crystallization of polysilicon films. It is likely that the grain boundaries in the
polysilicon films would trap the dopants, which are inactive[185]. Since a higher density
of grain boundaries (with small grain sizes) exists in the as-deposited polysilicon film
and low temperature annealed polysilicon films, large Rsh result. The grain size in the
polysilicon film is enlarged at high temperature annealing, which results in less inactive
dopants trapped in the polysilicon films. This indicates that the doping concentration in
the polysilicon film is an important factor in reducing recombination losses.
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Figure 6.12: Recombination current parameter J0c, sheet resistance Rsh and contact resistivity ρc of
polysilicon contact structures are shown as a function of pre-annealing temperatures. Fig.6.12a shows
the recombination current parameter. Fig.6.12b shows the corresponding sheet resistance measurements.
Fig.6.12c shows their corresponding contact resistivity.
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Grain boundaries and possible interface phenomena (e.g. small fractions of oxide break-
up) in polysilicon films also affect the contact resistivity ρc, as shown in Fig.6.12c. Similarly
to J0c and Rsh, ρc decreases with increasing the pre-annealing temperature. The highest
ρc of 0.062 Ω cm2 is shown for the sample not having been annealed. The high temperature
pre-annealing steps (900 ◦C and 1000 ◦C) reduces ρc by a factor of 1.5, which results in the
lowest ρc of ∼0.04 Ω cm2. This reduction can mainly be attributed to the bulk resistivity
of the boron doped polysilicon film, since a similar ratio of 1.3 could be observed between
the Rsh for the un-annealed and high temperature annealed (1000 ◦C) samples.
In the formation of boron doped polysilicon passivating contact, the degree of self-
passivation and carrier selectivity show a dependency on the density of grain boundaries
in the polysilicon film. After being moderately doped, polysilicon films containing a high
density of grain boundaries show poor passivation and contact qualities. On the other hand,
polysilicon films that have large grain size contain high concentrations of ionized dopants,
which results in low J0c of ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 with corresponding ρc of ∼0.04 Ω cm2. This
emphasises the significant role of the doping level in the polysilicon films on the optimized
p-type polysilicon passivating contacts.
6.3.3 Effects of BBr3 diffusion
In this section, the impact of BBr3 diffusion processes, particularly diffusion tempera-
ture, on recombination losses of boron doped polysilicon contacts is studied. Samples
with 150 nm intrinsic polysilicon film and 2 nm SiOx were subjected to BBr3 diffusion at
temperatures ranging from 940 ◦C to 1000 ◦C. Before the thermal diffusion process, some
samples were pre-annealed at temperatures of 650 ◦C and 800 ◦C. This means that each
boron diffusion process involves three groups of samples, the non pre-annealed sample, the
650 ◦C annealed sample and the 800 ◦C annealed sample. Their J0c and Rsh measurements
are presented in Fig.6.13.
In the Rsh measurement, decreasing trends with increasing BBr3 temperature are ob-
tained for the three groups of samples, as shown in Fig.6.13a. As the concentration of
dopant increases, the traps and grain boundaries in the polysilicon films are saturated with
dopants. As a result, their Rsh values decrease rapidly. At 1000 ◦C, their Rsh are reduced by
a factor of 2 from the Rsh at 940 ◦C. Thanks to the high density of grain boundaries in the
polysilicon film, these three groups of polysilicon contacts have similar Rsh in the range
of diffusion temperatures examined here. However, their difference becomes more pro-
nounced in their J0c measurements, as indicated in Fig.6.13b. Before FGA, it is expected
that both pre-annealed samples give low J0c, while high J0c is obtained for non annealed
samples. At 940 ◦C, non annealed samples show the highest J0c of 1.7× 10−13 A/cm2, and
low J0c of 4.42× 10−14 A/cm2 and 2.75× 10−14 A/cm2 are achieved by the 650 ◦C and
800 ◦C pre-annealed samples respectively. As the diffusion temperature increases, J0c of
non annealed samples are reduced by a factor of 2. However, both groups of pre-annealed
samples have weak dependency of their J0c on BBr3 temperature. In the group of 650 ◦C
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Figure 6.13: Recombination current parameter J0c and sheet resistance Rsh of polysilicon contact struc-
tures as a function of BBr3 diffusion temperature. Three pre-annealing conditions are examined, no pre-
annealing, pre-annealing at 650oC, and pre-annealing at 800oC. Fig.6.13b shows the recombination current
parameter of these samples before and after FGA. Fig.6.13a shows their corresponding sheet resistance.
pre-annealed samples, increasing diffusion temperature from 970 ◦C to 1000 ◦C can only
lead to a small variation in J0c, from 3.5× 10−14 A/cm2 to 4.7× 10−14 A/cm2. The low-
est J0c of ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 is achieved by the 800 ◦C pre-annealed samples, which is
similar to the value obtained by the high temperature (≥800 ◦C) pre-annealed samples
in Fig.6.12a. After the 350 ◦C FGA process (shown as filled symbols), significant degra-
dation is observed on both groups of pre-annealed samples, particularly for the samples
that have been subjected to a high diffusion temperature. At 1000 ◦C, J0c of both groups
of pre-annealed samples are increased by almost an order of magnitude, which results
in 1.4× 10−13 A/cm2 for the 650 ◦C pre-annealed samples and 1.1× 10−13 A/cm2 for the
800 ◦C pre-annealed samples. It seems that low pre-annealing temperature or without pre-
annealing, combined with low diffusion temperature would show less response to the FGA
step. Nevertheless, the explanation of such degradation is beyond the scope of this work
and requires further experimental evidence.
6.4 Conclusion
In developing of p-type polysilicon passivating contacts based on intrinsic PECVD polysil-
icon films followed by a BBr3 diffusion process, we studied the impact of pre-annealing
temperatures and the impact of BBr3 diffusion temperatures. We found the pre-annealling
step is critical to suppress the recombination and improve the carrier-selectivity of the
polysilicon passivating contact. The high pre-annealing temperature can enhance the con-
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Figure 6.14: Summary of contact resistivity and recombination current parameter pairs for n-type polysil-
icon passivating contacts and p-type polysilicon passivating contacts in this work.
centration of ionized dopants after boron diffusion, which can effectively suppress the
recombination of minority carriers. As a result, ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 is obtained by 1000 ◦C
pre-annealed samples with corresponding ρc of ∼0.04 Ω cm2. This study emphasises the
importance of doping level in the polysilicon to achieve optimized passivating contacts.
Thus, increasing the diffusion temperature becomes an alternative way of increasing dop-
ing concentration in the polysilicon film. Three groups of samples were studied by varying
the boron diffusion temperatures. Low J0c of ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 have been achieved at a
high diffusion temperature (1000 ◦C). However, these three groups of samples did not show
positive response to the subsequent FGA step. Such lack of response remains mysterious
to us.
A summary plot of contact resistivity and recombination current parameter values
of both n-type polysilicon passivating contacts presented in Sect.6.2 and p-type polysili-
con passivating contacts presented in Sect.6.3 is illustrated in Fig.6.14. Both of them are
fabricated from intrinsic polysilicon films. Both n-type and p-type passivating contacts
scatter with a similar ρc range, which is from 0.02 Ω cm2 to 0.06 Ω cm2. Phosphorus doped
polysilicon passivating contacts have slightly large scattering of ρc, which are due to the
different polysilicon thickness used. In terms of self-passivation, phosphorus doped polysil-
icon contacts give better passivating performance than boron-doped polysilicon contacts.
Phosphorus doped polysilicon passivating contacts give much lower J0c values, with a
range of from ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 to ∼3× 10−14 A/cm2. Boron doped polysilicon passivat-
ing contacts result in larger J0c with a range of ∼2× 10−14 A/cm2 to ∼5× 10−14 A/cm2.
In the next chapter, additional investigations and experiments using amorphous silicon
films are presented. The different behaviour of p+ and n+ polysilicon contacts is further
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discussed in the next chapter.

7
Passivating contacts based on partially
recrystallized amorphous silicon films
7.1 Introduction
A large amount of work has been dedicated to the electrical characterisation of polysil-
icon contacts implemented with silicon oxide, grown either chemically or thermally.
It has been shown that the interfacial layer plays a critical role for the enhanced
performance[140][148][120]. Replacing a thin chemical oxide with an ozone-based tunnel
oxide, has led to a high performance passivating contact and to achieve a remarkable so-
lar cell efficiency of 25.1 %[74]. Besides using intrinsic polysilicon as starting materials in
Chapter6, intrinsic amorphous silicon films can also be used to fabricate silicon film based
passivating contacts. This allows PECVD film deposition at low temperature.
In this chapter, we present the development of the electron-selective and hole-selective
passivating contacts by means of thermal diffusion processes (phosphorus and boron, re-
spectively), thin interfacial layers and intrinsic amorphous silicon (a-Si) layers. Overall,
three parameters need to be investigated and optimized: the a-Si thickness, the interfacial
layer, and the thermal diffusion process (temperature). Two types of interfacial structures,
a single interfacial layer and a double interfacial layer, are investigated for both electron-
selective and hole-selective passivating contacts. Such double layers composed of thin SiNx
films on thin thermal SiOx have been used to improve field effect transistor reliability[211].
Particularly for p+ polysilicon MOS devices, such double layers suppress the penetration
of boron atoms into the silicon substrate during the activation process[211]. In addition,
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the impact of SiNx with composition (indicated as different refractive indices) is explored
in detail as a dopant filter to control the amount of phosphorus that penetrates into the
SiOx and the silicon substrate. Despite the lack of detailed knowledge on the possible
crystallographic changes that the a-Si layer may experience after the phosphorus and the
boron diffusion, whether it is still in an amorphous phase, a polycrystalline one or a mix-
ture of both, we will still refer to it as polysilicon, given the historical significance of the
term in BJT technology.
7.2 Electron-selective passivating contacts based on phos-
phorus diffused recrystallized amorphous silicon and
thin dielectric interlayers
In this section, the development of electron-selective passivating contacts based on intrin-
sic amorphous silicon layers is presented. As a difference from the conventional silicon film
based passivating contacts demonstrated in previous work, an additional silicon nitride
interlayer is inserted to complement the traditional silicon oxide interfacial layer. Firstly,
we compare three different interfacial structures, single thermal SiOx, single SiNx and dou-
ble SiNx/SiOx layer, in terms of contact resistivity and contact recombination. Secondly,
four different silicon nitride layers, from stoichiometric to very silicon-rich are explored.
From this study, we will focus on the optimized SiNx layer, which has a refractive index
of 2.5. The optimization of its thickness is then addressed. Furthermore, the influence of
the pre-diffused silicon substrate is studied with different SiNx compositions and differ-
ent diffusion processes. In the characterization section, such electron-selective passivating
contacts are characterized by micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy (µPLS) and X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Finally, the optimized n+ silicon passivating contact
is implemented on the rear side of n-type silicon solar cells and their I-V characteristics
are demonstrated.
7.2.1 Experimental methods
Similar to Sect.6.2, the recombination current parameter sample and its corresponding
contact resistivity sample were prepared on separate silicon substrates: the recombination
current parameter, J0c, is extracted from high resistivity(>100 Ω cm) n-type silicon wafers
with symmetrical passivating contact layers, and the contact resistivity, ρc, is obtained
from the Cox and Strack measurement[32] by using low resistivity (0.15 Ω cm–1 Ω cm)
n-type silicon wafers with a single side passivating contact layer.
After saw damage etching and standard RCA cleaning, before growing SiOx, some
of silicon substrates (both J0c sample and ρc samples) were diffused in POCl3 diffusion
process at a temperature of 800 ◦C. Those samples are referred to as pre-diffused sam-
ples. As a result, pre-diffused samples with sheet resistance of 154.3 Ω/2 were obtained.
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Subsequently, thin oxide layers were grown on silicon substrates (both un-diffused and
pre-diffused samples) thermally in a quartz tube at 600 ◦C–800 ◦C for 5 minutes. The final
SiOx thickness, measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry, is about 1.3 nm–2.2 nm. During
the subsequent 400 ◦C PECVD film deposition, some of silicon substrates (both un-diffused
and pre-diffused samples) received a stack of SiNx and a-Si layers, while others received a
single a-Si layer only. By adjusting the gas ratio of silane (SiH4) to ammonia (NH3), we
obtained four silicon nitride films with different refractive indices (at 632 nm), 1.9, 2.5 and
3.2. The thickness of a-Si is about 32 nm in all cases, while that of SiNx with a refractive
index of 2.5 is changed between 5 nm and 20 nm. After film deposition, the J0c and ρc
samples (both un-diffused and pre-diffused) were doped using POCl3 as a diffusion source
at temperatures ranging from 800 ◦C to 920 ◦C. 12 minutes of POCl3 pre-deposition and
a subsequent drive-in for 20 minutes were used for all diffusion temperatures.
After removing the phosphorus-silica glass, J0c was measured by transient pho-
toconductance decay (PCD) at an excess carrier density in the range of ∆n =
0.5× 1015 cm−3–1× 1015 cm−3, both before and after forming gas annealing (FGA)
at 400 ◦C for 30 minutes. We used a WCT-120 Sinton instrument inductively coupled
conductance tester to measure the sheet resistance, Rsh, of the samples in the dark. The
contact resistivity ρc was extracted by the method with various sizes of circular aluminum
contacts onto the polysilicon contact. Ten circular aluminium contacts with diam-
eters of (0.060± 0.002) cm, (0.110± 0.002) cm, (0.150± 0.002) cm, (0.20± 0.04) cm,
(0.240± 0.009) cm, (0.31± 0.02) cm, (0.410± 0.006) cm, (0.610± 0.004) cm,
(0.79± 0.01) cm and (0.98± 0.08) cm, were fabricated. Error values, as indicated in
the following figures, are calculated by accounting both for errors of the wafer thickness
and errors of the circular aluminium contact sizes.
7.2.2 Single SiOx or SiNx interlayers vs. double SiNx/SiOx interlayers
Firstly, we studied the behaviour of phosphorus doped polysilicon contacts for
three different interfacial layers: n+ polysilicon/SiNx, n+ polysilicon/SiOx, and n+
polysilicon/SiNx/SiOx. In this set of experiments, we selected a fixed thickness of about
8.6 nm and a refractive index of 2.5 for the SiNx layer. We processed the three structures at
different phosphorus diffusion temperatures, whilst fixing the POCl3 pre-deposition time
and subsequent drive-in time. The corresponding Rsh, is shown in Fig.7.1a, while ρc and
J0c are shown in Fig. 7.1b and Fig.7.1c. The 1.3 nm SiOx was thermally grown on the
passivating contact contains either a single SiOx or a SiNx/SiOx double layer.
The optimization of the passivating contact requires a delicate balance between the
doping of the silicon film, which must be complete, and the amount of phosphorus that
penetrates into the silicon wafer, which should be very moderate. The SiOx layer, either on
its own or as part of a double SiNx/SiOx layer, is quite effective in blocking the penetration
of phosphorus. The latter only happens at 860 ◦C, and only slightly, as can be seen in
Fig.7.1a. Under the same diffusion conditions, the samples that only have a single SiNx
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Figure 7.1: Sheet resistance Rsh in Fig.7.1a, contact resistivity ρc in Fig.7.1b, and recombination current
parameter J0c in Fig.7.1c of n+ silicon film contacts with three different interfacial layers as a function
of phosphorus diffusion temperature. The dashed line in Fig.7.1b represents the lowest contact resistivity
that can be reliably detected with the measurement technique used.
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show a much lower Rsh, which decreases markedly with the diffusion temperature. This
means that a significant amount of dopants have diffused into the silicon substrate. Thus,
it is clear that a 8.6 nm thick SiNx layer with n = 2.5 is a poor diffusion barrier compared
with 1.3 nm of SiOx.
In terms of ρc, Fig.7.1b shows that it follows a descending trend with increasing diffu-
sion temperature for the three interfaces. This can be correlated with a greater amount of
phosphorus doping in the deposited layers themselves, and to a greater level of phosphorus
penetration into the wafer. The latter is very pronounced for the SiNx samples, as dis-
cussed above, and this leads to a drastic drop in ρc above 820 ◦C. The thin SiOx (1.3 nm)
acts as a better diffusion blocker than the thicker SiNx (8.6 nm), and the corresponding
ρc values, both for the single SiOx and double SiOx/SiNx samples, decrease gradually. For
the single SiOx samples, at 860 ◦C diffusion temperature they reach ρc of ∼0.0009 Ω cm2,
whereas the lowest value for the double SiOx/SiNx layer is approximately 100 times higher.
In the next section, we show that a higher diffusion temperature can reduce the contact
resistance of the latter significantly.
With respect to recombination losses, of the two single layer structures, n+
polysilicon/SiOx and n+ polysilicon/SiNx, the single SiOx layer performs much better.
Before a FGA treatment, the SiOx samples in Fig. 7.1c have consistent J0c values be-
tween ∼1.2× 10−14 A/cm2 and ∼1.7× 10−14 A/cm2. In contrast, recombination is shown
to monotonically increase with increasing diffusion temperature on the SiNx samples, with
J0c ranging from ∼1.1× 10−13 A/cm2 to ∼2.75× 10−13 A/cm2. This could be due to in-
terface degradation and high doping concentration at the interface between SiNx and
monosilicon and within monosilicon, as indicated by the excessive reduction in Rsh shown
in Fig.7.1a.
After a FGA, there is a marginal improvement on the recombination of the single SiNx
samples. However, we found degradation on the single SiOx samples, with J0c increasing
by a factor of 2 to 5. The physical reason for this instability requires further investiga-
tion. The fact that it does happen prompted us to explore the double SiNx/SiOx layer.
As shown in Fig.7.1c, before FGA, the samples with a double SiNx/SiOx layer have a
higher recombination than the single SiOx samples, ∼3.4× 10−13 A/cm2 at 820 ◦C and
∼4.8× 10−14 A/cm2 at 860 ◦C. Nevertheless, these double layer samples respond very pos-
itively to the FGA treatment, the improvement is particularly significant for the double
layer samples diffused at 840 ◦C, which achieves a very low J0c of ∼3.8× 10−15 A/cm2. It
can be seen in Fig.7.1c that the optimum diffusion temperature is quite critical for this
particular case, where the SiNx layer is very thin, 8.6 nm. In the next section, we develop
a more robust process, using thicker SiNx layers, and we also explore the impact of the
relative ratio of Si to N in the films.
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7.2.3 Effect of the SiNx composition
In this section, we focus on the beneficial effect of silicon nitride in a double SiNx/SiOx
layer by changing its composition. All samples received SiOx with a thickness of 1.3 nm.
Three groups of samples were prepared, each having a different SiNx, with the real part
of the refractive index, being 1.9, 2.5 and 3. By fixing the deposition time of 30 secs,
5.8 nm n = 1.9 SiNx, 18.5 nm n = 2.5 SiNx and 19 nm n = 3.0 SiNx are obtained. These
three groups were subjected to different phosphorus diffusion processes with diffusion
temperature in the range from 840 ◦C to 880 ◦C. The resulting Rsh, ρc and J0c are shown
in Fig. 7.2.
The results for Rsh in Fig.7.2a indicate that, together with 1.3 nm of SiOx, a 5.8 nm
SiNx layer with n = 1.9 forms an effective diffusion barrier, stopping the penetration of
phosphorus into the silicon substrate (and probably into the SiOx as well). This is clearly
shown by the steady Rsh values measured for the n = 1.9 SiNx samples. Conversely,
phosphorus penetrates with relative ease through the silicon-rich SiNx layers. A reduction
in Rsh is obvious in Fig.7.1a, and it is still true in Fig.7.2a, even though the layers are
now much thicker; such reduction happens quite clearly at 880 ◦C, and is greater for n = 3
than for n = 2.5.
Not surprisingly, the low refractive index SiNx(n = 1.9), was found to hardly form an
ohmic contact, even with a thin layer, ∼5.8 nm. A reliable measurement of ρc was only
possible for the highest diffusion temperature of 880 ◦C, with ρc ≈2 Ω cm2. By increasing
n of the SiNx, it is easier to form a good Ohmic contact, for the 880 ◦C diffusion we
obtained ρc≈1 Ω cm2 for n = 3 SiNx and ρc ≈5 Ω cm2 for n = 2.5 SiNx. This is consistent
with the decrease in Rsh shown in Fig.7.2a. The contact resistivity is lower as the silicon
content of the SiNx film increases. This is probably due to an improved conductivity of
the phosphorus-doped SiNx film, as well as to a greater penetration of phosphorus into
the substrate.
The contact recombination results in Fig.7.2c show that before a FGA treatment, the
double SiNx/SiOx layer samples with n = 3 have the lowest J0c. In fact, these double
layer samples have similar J0c values as the single SiOx samples shown in Fig.7.1c. This
behaviour can be explained in terms of the similarity between silicon rich SiNx and a-Si:H.
However the silicon rich SiNx double layer samples have slightly larger ρc than the SiOx
samples, as they can be considered to form a thicker n+ polysilicon layer.
The J0c values of the n = 1.9 SiNx and n = 2.5 SiNx samples before FGA exhibit
a clear descending trend with increasing diffusion temperature. After FGA no significant
improvement is observed on neither the n = 3 SiNx nor the n = 1.9 SiNx samples. In
contrast, the J0c of n = 2.5 SiNx samples improve dramatically, by one order of magnitude,
reaching ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 for both the 840 ◦C and 880 ◦C. This indicates that before
FGA recombination at the interface between SiOx and monosilicon is still significant in
the double layer n+ silicon contact structure. Less improvement, although still noticeable,
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Figure 7.2: Sheet resistance Rsh in Fig.7.2a, contact resistivity ρc in Fig.7.2b, and recombination current
parameter J0c in Fig.7.2c of n+ silicon film contacts with three different silicon nitride layers as a function
of phosphorus diffusion temperatures.
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is observed for 880 ◦C. This can be explained by a higher doping concentration at the
interface, as well as the contact structure as a whole, which is indicated by a drop in the
measured Rsh at that temperature (see Fig.7.2a).
From these results, we can say that the optimized silicon nitride for a good performance
of the n+ polysilicon/SiNx/SiOx double layer structure should have a refractive index of
about 2.5. At 860 ◦C, this gives the lowest J0c, together with a sufficiently low ρc value
for a full area metal contact, J0c≈ 4× 10−15 A/cm2 with ρc = 0.14 Ω cm2. Also very
attractive is to increase the diffusion temperature to 880 ◦C to achieve a very low contact
resistivity of ρc = 0.05 Ω cm2 at the expense of a small increase in recombination, J0c≈
7× 10−15 A/cm2.
7.2.4 Effect of the SiNx thickness: n = 2.5
From the previous study, we will focus on the optimized SiNx layer, which has a refractive
index of 2.5. This SiNx with three thicknesses, 5 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm, are further studied
in this section after subjecting them to three different phosphorus diffusion temperatures.
All samples have the SiOx with a thickness of 1.3 nm.
In Fig.7.3a, their J0c values are shown before and after FGA. It is expected that
samples with thicker SiNx require a higher doping level (higher diffusion temperature) to
obtain a low J0c value. Thus, two opposite trends of J0c values as a function of the SiNx
thickness are observed for the high and low diffusion temperatures: an increasing trend is
observed for 820 ◦C and a decreasing trend is found for 880 ◦C; the intermediate 850 ◦C
diffusion temperature is best for achieving low J0c values for all SiNx layers. After FGA,
the samples processed at low and intermediate diffusion temperatures (820 ◦C and 850 ◦C)
have positive responses, with a significant reduction of J0c. In contrast, there is practically
no improvement for the samples processed at a high diffusion temperature (880 ◦C). A
consistently low J0c value of ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 is achieved for the SiNx samples with an
optimized thickness range (5 nm-10 nm) after diffusion temperatures of 820 ◦C and 850 ◦C.
With respect to the thick SiNx samples, 20 nm, they reach a J0c of 1.5× 10−14 A/cm2
to 2× 10−14 A/cm2 at 880 ◦C, and are almost insensitive to the FGA. After FGA, the
lowest J0c value of ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 is measured at an optimized diffusion temperature
of 850 ◦C, while the J0c values corresponding to 820 ◦C are similar to those at 880 ◦C. After
FGA, the J0c values after 850 ◦C no longer show a dependence on the SiNx thickness; a
consistently low J0c of ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 is obtained for all SiNx samples explore here,
up to 20 nm in thickness.
For all three diffusion temperatures, the sheet resistance increases with the SiNx thick-
ness, as indicated in Fig.7.3b. The slope of Rsh as a function of film thickness is smaller for
the low temperature diffusion process while it is larger for the high temperature diffusion
process. At 820 ◦C, three SiNx samples with similar Rsh have very different J0c values
before and after FGA, as shown in Fig.7.3a. This can be due to the thicker SiNx samples
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Figure 7.3: Recombination current parameter J0c in Fig.7.3a, Sheet resistance Rsh in Fig.7.3b and
contact resistivity ρc in Fig.7.2c of electron-selective contacts formed at three different phosphorus diffusion
temperatures as a function of SiNx thickness.
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requiring more dopants to reach their inner SiOx interfacial layer and/or their monosilicon
substrate. A consistently low J0c value was obtained by introducing more dopants into the
thicker SiNx samples at 850 ◦C.
As expected, the thick interfacial SiNx film results in a higher contact resistivity, as
shown in Fig.7.3c. However, a consistent value of ∼0.14 Ω cm2 is shown for all three SiNx
samples at 850 ◦C. For the thinner SiNx layer samples (5 nm and 10 nm), both low dif-
fusion temperatures (820 ◦C and 850 ◦C) give similar contact resistivity values, while a
higher diffusion temperature of 880 ◦C, can significantly reduce their contact resistivity
(by an order of magnitude). But a higher diffusion temperature also produces a higher
recombination parameter, as indicated in Fig.7.3a. Nevertheless, a high temperature is
still a viable option if a lower contact resistance is desired. For example, it can produce a
contact resistance of ∼0.05 Ω cm2 together with a J0c of ∼1.5× 10−14 A/cm2, plus a sheet
resistance of ∼300 Ω/2, if lateral transport is required.
The decision on which is the best SiNx thickness is quite sensitive to the diffusion
temperature. Fortunately, at the optimum diffusion temperature of 850 ◦C, both recom-
bination and contact resistivity are no longer dependent on the film thickness. This pro-
vides more tolerance in the fabrication process, since it is hard to obtain accurately con-
trolled thin films of SiNx by PECVD. After the optimization described here, the n-type
silicon/SiNx/SiOx passivating contact structure with n = 2.5 SiNx (thickness 5 nm–10 nm)
can achieve J0c ≈4× 10−15 A/cm2 and a corresponding ρc ≈0.14 Ω cm2 at a diffusion tem-
peratures of 820 ◦C and 850 ◦C.
7.2.5 The effect of the SiOx thickness
From the above discussion, at an optimum diffusion temperature (e.g. 850 ◦C), even
through the SiNx has a minor impact in the further development of phosphorus doped
silicon film SiNx/SiOx structures, the SiOx plays as a critical role in the phosphorus doped
polysilicon/SiOx structure in Chapter.6. Thus, in this section, we explore impact of SiOx
in n-type polysilicon contacts with SiNx/SiOx double layers for three different SiOx layers
with thickness of, 1.3 nm, 1.4 nm and 2.2 nm. The thickness of the intrinsic a-Si was fixed
at ∼32 nm for all the samples. The SiNx with a refractive index of 2.5 has a thickness of
10 nm. Three diffusion temperatures, 800 ◦C, 850 ◦C and 890 ◦C, are studied.
The recombination current parameter J0c before and after FGA are shown in Fig.7.4
as a function of SiOx thickness. It is similar to the previous results, low recombination
current parameters are achieved by either subjecting samples with a thin SiOx (∼1.3 nm)
to moderate diffusion temperatures or subjecting samples with a thick SiOx to high dif-
fusion temperatures. This indicates that the high diffusion temperature tends to shift
the optimum SiOx thickness towards a thicker one, and vice versa. This emphasises that
phosphorus impurities are required to penetrate through the interfacial layer for sup-
pressing the recombination of minority carriers. As expected, polysilicon contacts with a
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Figure 7.4: Recombination current parameter J0c of n+ silicon film contacts formed at three different
phosphorus diffusion temperatures as a function of SiOx thickness before FGA (Fig.7.4a) and after FGA
(Fig.7.4b).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: Sheet resistance Rsh (Fig.7.5a) and contact resistivity ρc (Fig.7.5b)of n+ silicon film contacts
formed at three different phosphorus diffusion temperatures as a function of SiOx thickness.
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double SiNx/SiOx layer respond positively to the FGA. With increasing the doping level
(increasing diffusion temperature) in the polysilicon/SiNx/SiOx contact, their degrees of
improvement with the FGA treatment is reduced. This behavior can be correlated with
the amount of dopants at the interfaces and even in the SiOx, which potentially alters
the interface property. High temperature POCl3 diffusions result in high concentration of
phosphorus reaching into the underlying silicon substrate, which then shows weak response
to the FGA. The increasing dopant in the polysilicon contacts is obvious in the following
sheet resistance Rsh plot.
The blocking action of SiOx layers with different thicknesses is illustrated by their
sheet resistance measurements Rsh, shown in Fig.7.5a, which are also representatives of the
doping level in the polysilicon contact (precisely in monosilicon region). With increasing
the diffusion temperature, there is significant penetration of phosphorus on the 1.3 nm
SiOx samples, they reached Rsh = 132 Ω/2 at 890 ◦C. The Rsh values of samples with
thick SiOx layers (>1.3 nm) are reduced only by factor of 2 at 890 ◦C. In spite of obtaining
similar Rsh for samples with 1.4 nm and 2.2 nm SiOx, they achieved different J0c in Fig.7.4.
The low J0c obtained in the sample with 1.4 nm SiOx is due to its slightly poor blocking
action of the phosphorus impurities and slightly lower tunnelling probabilities for electrons
and holes compared with the 2.2 nm SiOx. These results emphasise the essential role of
doping level in the polysilicon/SiNx/SiOx, especially the doping level in the interfacial
layer, at the interface between the interfacial layer and monosilicon, and in monosilicon,
to reduce recombination.
As shown in Fig.7.5b, despite the impact of SiNx thickness, where ρc values do not
depend on the SiNx thickness at 850 ◦C, the ρc values increase dramatically with increasing
the SiOx thickness from 1.3 nm to 1.4 nm. Importantly, the 2.2 nm SiOx is too thick to
permit the majority carrier quantum mechanically tunnelling. Thus, they did not show
ohmic contact behaviour except at high diffusion temperature, which achieves ρc = 2 Ω cm2
at 890 ◦C.
From this group of experiments we could conclude that the SiOx thickness has more
influences than SiNx thickness, particularly on the contact resistivity. Although, as shown
in Sect.7.2.3, the SiOx is essential to achieve low J0c and ρc simultaneously, it is important
to keep the SiOx thin, being≤1.3 nm, to find a tradeoff between J0c and ρc. This emphasises
the significant role of SiOx that controls the transport of majority and minority carriers by
quantum mechanical tunnelling. As a result, J0c = 4.8× 10−15 A/cm2 with a corresponding
ρc= 0.1 Ω cm2 is achieved for 1.3 nm SiOx.
7.2.6 Effect of a phosphorus pre-diffusion
Similar to the study in Sect.6.2, a thin pre-diffused region is inserted between the SiOx and
underlying silicon substrate. In this study, a SiNx/SiOx double interfacial layer is used.
SiNx with three different refractive indices, 1.9, 2.5 and 3.2 are studied. By fixing the depo-
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Figure 7.6: Sheet resistance Rsh and contact resistivity ρc of n+ silicon film contacts formed on both
un-diffused silicon substrates and pre-diffused silicon substrates at three different phosphorus diffusion
temperatures as a function of refractive index of SiNx films. Rsh is shown in (a) and ρc is shown in (b)
sition time, n = 1.9 SiNx with a thickness of 7 nm, n = 2.5 SiNx with a thickness of 10 nm
and n = 3.2 SiNx with a thickness of 13 nm were achieved. All samples received a-Si with
a thickness of 32 nm and SiOx layer with a thickness of 1.3 nm. The pre-diffused samples
have a phosphorus doped region with a Rsh of ∼150 Ω/2. Both passivating contacts with
and without pre-diffused silicon region were subjected into POCl3 diffusion processes with
temperatures of 800 ◦C, 850 ◦C and 890 ◦C.
Rsh measurements of both un-diffused and pre-diffused samples as a function of re-
fractive indices of SiNx are illustrated in Fig.7.6a. The Rsh of the pre-diffused samples are
maintained as the same as that of their pre-doped regions after these three diffusion tem-
peratures regardless which composition of SiNx is deposited. However, as been discussed
in Sect.7.2.3, 1.3 nm SiOx together with the n = 1.9 SiNx layer form an effective barrier,
which gives the highest Rsh at a given diffusion temperature. On other hand, the silicon-
rich SiNx (both n = 2.5 and n = 3.2) samples relatively permit the pass of phosphorus
atoms. Samples with high n values show strong dependency on diffusion temperatures.
In Fig.7.6b, the contact resistivity ρc measurements of both un-diffused and pre-
diffused samples are shown. Similar trends are observed as Sect.7.2.4, however they are
plotted with refractive index as the dependent axis not diffusion temperature. SiNx with
n = 1.9 restricts ohmic contact to the pre-diffused samples, pre-diffused samples with
n = 1.9 SiNx have low ρc = 0.2 Ω cm2 at both 800 ◦C and 850 ◦C, and even a lower ρc =
0.03 Ω cm2 at 890 ◦C.
With respect to their recombination losses, their J0c measurements before and after
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.7: Recombination current parameter J0c of n+ silicon film contacts formed on both un-diffused
silicon substrates and pre-diffused silicon substrates at phosphorus diffusion temperature of 800oC in (a),
850oC in (b) and 890oC in (c) as a function of refractive index of SiNx films.
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FGA are shown separately for three POCl3 temperatures in Fig.7.7. Similar results of the
un-diffused samples as a function of SiNx composition and diffusion temperature have been
presented in Sect.7.2.3. After 850 ◦C, stoichiometric n = 1.9 SiNx results in a higher J0c
value of >5× 10−13 A/cm2 in the un-diffused samples than in the pre-diffused samples,
which have a lower J0c values of ∼8× 10−14 A/cm2. With silicon-rich SiNx, the behavior is
different. At the optimized diffusion temperature of 850 ◦C, pre-diffused samples result in a
consistent J0c of ∼7.7× 10−14 A/cm2, which is insensitive to SiNx composition, while the
un-diffused samples with n≥2.5 SiNx achieve a lower J0c≈ 1.7× 10−14 A/cm2. Such high
J0c obtained in the pre-diffused samples can be attributed to the Auger recombination
losses in the pre-diffused region.
At a low diffusion temperature (low doping level in the polysilicon/interfacial layer), the
recombination in the polysilicon layer and at the interfaces (between polysilicon/SiNx and
between SiOx and monosilicon) dominate the net J0c values. But, the pre-diffused layer can
help to prevent the flow of minority carriers towards these high recombination interfaces.
At increased doping levels, the sensitivity of interfaces to the hydrogenation treatment
starts vanishing. After FGA, the improvements on both un-diffused samples and the pre-
diffused samples are reduced with increasing the diffusion temperature (gap between J0c
plots before and after FGA becomes smaller). Such reduction on the sensitivity to the
FGA can be explained by the high doping concentration at the interface. Thus, a doping
level in the underlying silicon substrate is necessary to preserve self-passivation, but the
doping level should be maintained sufficiently low to avoid additional Auger recombination
and allow interface defects being passivated in the further hydrogenation treatment.
From the comparison between the un-diffused and the pre-diffused samples as a func-
tion of diffusion temperatures and SiNx compositions, pre-diffused samples offer higher
tolerance to the diffusion process and the SiNx composition. Furthermore, introducing the
doped region in the silicon substrate could enhance the transport of majority carriers,
that is, achieves lower ρc. As a result, using the pre-diffused regions produces electron-
selective passivating contact with J0c of ∼1.5× 10−14 A/cm2 with corresponding ρc values
of ≤0.05 Ω cm2 for a wide range of diffusion temperatures and SiNx compositions.
7.2.7 µPLS and XPS
By applying the µPL spectroscopy technique presented in[134], we characterized the a-
Si/SiNx/SiOx deposited films on the silicon substrate before and after thermal phosphorus
diffusion. At the same time, the elemental compositions of the a-Si/SiNx/SiOx contact
structures before and after phosphorus diffusions are further analyzed by X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). All samples were prepared by depositing 32 nm a-Si and
1.3 nm thermal SiOx. Passivating contact structures, a-Si/SiNx/SiOx, with two SiNx lay-
ers, n = 1.9 (with a thickness of 9 nm) and n = 2.5 (with a thickness of 13 nm), were
examined.
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(a) PL spectra of three single films (SiNx with n=1.9,
SiNx with n=2.5 and a–Si:H and two stack films (1.9
SiNx with a–Si:H and 2.5 SiNx with a–Si:H) on c–Si
wafers. Measurements were taken at 79 K with exci-
tation wavelength of 532 nm.
(b) PL spectra of a–Si:H/(n=1.9)SiNx/SiOx on c–Si
wafers before and after phosphorus diffusions. Mea-
surements were taken at 79 K with excitation wave-
length of 532 nm.
(c) PL spectra of a–Si:H/(n=2.5)SiNx/SiOx on c–Si
wafers before and after phosphorus diffusions. Mea-
surements were taken at 79 K with excitation wave-
length of 532 nm.
Figure 7.8
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The PL spectra of two a-Si/SiNx/SiOx stack films with n = 1.9 SiNx and n = 2.5 SiNx
are shown in Fig.7.8b and Fig.7.8c, respectively. In parallel, the PL spectra of three single
films and two stack films, n = 1.9 SiNx, a-Si, n = 2.5 SiNx, n = 1.9 SiNx coated with a-Si,
and n = 2.5 SiNx coated with a-Si are shown as references in Fig.7.8a. The a-Si layer emits
the PL spectrum starting from ∼700 nm with a peak at ∼890 nm, while both SiNx films
have the PL spectra with a peak at ∼740 nm with wider spectrum starting from 600 nm.
After coating with a-Si films, a PL spectrum of a-Si/(n = 2.5) SiNx has a broader peak
range, taking from 740 nm to 890 nm, comparing with the PL spectra of the single n = 2.5
SiNx and a-Si. It has a wide PL spectrum starting from 600 nm, where the signal from
600 nm–700 nm is attributed to the n = 2.5 SiNx layer. However, a different PL spectrum
is obtained from the a-Si:H/(n = 1.9)SiNx stack layer, where its shape is close to that of
a single a-Si. This is probably because the PL spectrum emitted by the SiNx with a low
refractive index (n = 1.9) is coupled into the silicon substrate, similarly to the role of a
low refractive index SiNx widely used as an anti-reflection coating layer in silicon solar
cells.
In both Fig.7.8b and Fig.7.8c, after 820 ◦C POCl3 diffusion, the PL intensities of both
n = 1.9 and n = 2.5 SiNx are reduced. However, their PL spectra have similar shape
as the PL spectra emitted by the as-deposited stack films. Especially the SiNx samples
with refractive index of 1.9. These indicate that there is no significant crystallisation and
increased doping level in the a-Si/SiNx structure, and that the most of the phosphorus
doped silicon film is still maintained as amorphous. The PL intensities keep dropping with
increasing diffusion temperatures. Such significant reductions in PL intensities can be
explained by an increasing doping level, which has been known to introduce non-radiative
recombination channels in a-Si, and/or an increasing crystallinity of the top a-Si films with
the annealing temperature. In fig.7.8c, it can be observed that in the PL spectrum of the
passivating contact structure processed at the optimized diffusion temperature of 850 ◦C,
the a-Si signature is still present, although significantly suppressed in intensity. These
results demonstrate that the a-Si layer is not yet completely crystallized at 850 ◦C, and
thus there is still some amorphous phase in the film, as compared to the sample annealed
at 880 ◦C. This finding is similar to the Raman spectra of the TOPCon film after high
temperature annealing[58]. Interestingly, a significant reduction in PL intensity from the
SiNx film is also observed with increasing annealing temperatures. Such reduction could
be possibly caused by the introduction of phosphorus atoms into the SiNx layer or the
escape of hydrogen atoms from the SiNx film. Nevertheless, a PL signature from SiNx is
still present after annealing at 880 ◦C. Such conclusion can be further supported by the PL
spectra of n = 1.9 SiNx films. The PL spectra of n = 1.9 SiNx start appearing at 850 ◦C,
while the PL signature from a-Si:H vanishes at both 850 ◦C and 880 ◦C. The disappearance
of PL spectra of a-Si:H is attributed to the same reasons as listed for the n = 2.5 SiNx
film. As studied in the previous section, the SiNx with n = 1.9 together with the thin
SiOx forms an effective barrier to the phosphorus atoms. At 880 ◦C, Rsh = 125 Ω/2 for
n = 2.5 SiNx and Rsh = 470 Ω/2 for n = 1.9 SiNx. Thanks to their successful blocking
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action on the phosphorus, there are no phosphorus atom penetrating into the SiNx films.
Thus, the PL spectrum of n = 1.9 SiNx in the range from 600 nm to 890 nm is maintained
very similar to the PL spectrum of a single n = 1.9 SiNx in Fig.7.8a. These results lead
to a conclusion that the reduction of PL intensity signature of SiNx in the n = 2.5 SiNx
films is mainly due to the presence of phosphorus atoms in them.
Whether there are phosphorus atoms presenting in the SiNx/SiOx double interfa-
cial layer can be further analyzed by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy technique. In
Fig.7.9a and Fig.7.10a, the element compositions of a-Si/(n = 1.9) SiNx/SiOx/monosilicon
and a-Si/(n = 2.5)SiNx/SiOx/monosilicon before phosphorus diffusions are shown. The la-
bels, Si2p, N1s, O1s and P2p represent primary XRS regions, which are representative of
silicon, nitrogen, oxygen and phosphorus, respectively. The region that contains maximum
atomic percentage of N1s and O1s, is considered as an interface region. As the diffusion
temperature increases, the interface region shifts towards the left, which is due to the
consumption of the top a-Si layer. Comparison between Fig.7.9a and Fig.7.10a clearly
demonstrates that the silicon-rich SiNx film contains higher atomic percentage of Si2p
and N1s. After being subjected with two POCl3 diffusion processes at 850 ◦C and 890 ◦C,
the atomic percentages of silicon and nitrogen in both n = 1.9 SiNx and n = 2.5 SiNx
films are maintained the same as the as-deposited condition at the interface region. This
indicates that compositions of both SiNx films and SiOx are not altered at high POCl3
diffusion processes. The broadening of the peaks and troughs from the as-deposited to the
post-diffusion states is due to a different correlation between the horizontal axis and the
actual depth.
In both silicon regions, top polysilicon layer and the silicon substrate, the strong Si2s
plasmon loss feature overlaps the P2p region, the XPS spectra of phosphorus atom in
silicon is hard to be detected. However, signals of phosphorus atoms appear (as blue line)
at the interface region. At a given diffusion temperature, both SiNx samples contain a
similar atomic percentage of phosphorus atoms, which indicates the same dopants have
been introduced into both contact structures. Nevertheless, at the interface region, the
phosphorus atoms in the n = 2.5 SiNx show wider range than that in the n = 1.9 SiNx.
In the contact structure with n = 2.5 SiNx, the Gaussian-like distribution of phosphorus
atoms embed into spectra of nitrogen and oxygen. In the contact structure with n = 1.9
SiNx, peaks of phosphorus are away from the peaks of oxygen and nitrogen, which means
the phosphorus atoms stay closely in the polysilicon.
These comparisons clearly demonstrate the high blocking action of the SiNx/SiOx dou-
ble layer with low refractive index. Incorporating with the PL spectra presented previously,
we can conclude that the reductions of the PL intensity emitted from the 2.5 SiNx samples
are mainly attributed to the phosphorus present in the SiNx layer and the SiOx. In the
n = 1.9 SiNx samples, as shown in Fig.7.9b and Fig.7.9c, with most of phosphorus atoms
staying in the polysilicon, the PL spectra is dominated by the emission of SiNx layers that
contains less phosphorus atoms.
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(a) XPS data of as-deposited a–Si:H/SiNx/SiOx/c-Si
contact structure with n = 1.9 SiNx layer.
(b) XPS data of a–Si:H/SiNx/SiOx/c-Si contact
structure with n = 1.9 SiNx layer after processing
850oC POCl3 diffusion.
(c) XPS data of a-Si:H/SiNx/SiOx/c-Si contact
structure with n = 1.9 SiNx layer after processing
890oC POCl3 diffusion.
Figure 7.9
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(a) XPS data of as–deposited a–Si:H/SiNx/SiOx/c-Si
contact structure with n = 2.5 SiNx layer.
(b) XPS data of a–Si:H/SiNx/SiOx/c-Si contact
structure with n = 2.5 SiNx layer after processing
850oC POCl3 diffusion.
(c) XPS data of a–Si:H/SiNx/SiOx/c-Si contact
structure with n = 2.5 SiNx layer after processing
890oC POCl3 diffusion.
Figure 7.10
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Voc ( mV) Jsc ( mA/cm2) Fill Factor ( %) Efficiency ( %)
Best 672.4 39.1 80.3 21.1
Average 675.9 39.2 78.8 20.9
Table 7.1: I-V results of n-type solar cells with a rear side phosphorus doped silicon film/SiNx/SiOx
contact.
With respect to the quality of self-passivation and carrier-selectivity, n = 2.5 SiNx
contact structure at 850 ◦C corresponds to the optimized passivating contact with low J0c
of ∼5× 10−15 A/cm2 with corresponding ρc of 0.1 Ω/2. On the other hand, at 850 ◦C,
n = 1.9 SiNx gives much higher ρc and J0c = 5× 10−13 A/cm2. The contact resistivity
can be reduced by increasing the concentration of phosphorus in the passivating contact
structure at the cost of increasing the recombination losses. From both PL spectra and
XPS spectra of these two contact structures, we found that it requires phosphorus atoms
present in the SiNx/SiOx interfacial layers to improve the degree of self-passivation, as
well as carrier-selectivity.
7.2.8 Solar cells
A batch of n-type 2×2 cm2 silicon solar cell has been fabricated by implementing a phos-
phorus diffused silicon film/SiNx/SiOx electron-selective contact without the pre-diffused
region at the rear side. Phosphorus doped CZ silicon substrates (= 3 Ω cm) were used.
The front was pyramidally textured, boron diffused to a sheet resistance of 100 Ω/2 and
passivated with an Al2O3/Si3N4 stack. At the rear side, the electron-selective contact was
formed by a short thermal oxidation, 15 nm SiNx with a refractive index of 2.5 and 32 nm
of intrinsic a-Si, deposited by PECVD and doped via a POCl3 diffusion at 850 ◦C. Finally,
an aluminium layer was deposited on the rear.
The electrical parameters of the solar cells, shown in Table. 7.1, were measured under
standard one sun conditions (∼1000 W/m2, 25 ◦C, AM 1.5 global spectrum) provided by a
solar simulator (Photo Emission Tech, model SS150) calibrated with a certified reference
cell from Fraunhofer ISE Cal lab. The highest open circuit voltage of 680 mV has been
achieved. The best devices achieved Voc = 672.4 mV, FF = 80.3 % and efficiency = 21.1 %,
thus demonstrating the viability of the techniques presented here.
7.2.9 Conclusion
Using a double SiNx/SiOx layer instead of a single SiOx layer in the electron-selective pas-
sivating contact structure enhances its potential to improve the performance of silicon solar
cells. After studying the behaviour of the recombination J0c and contact resistivity parame-
ters of the double layer structure as a function of the phosphorus diffusion temperature, we
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found that the presence of the SiNx layer is important to suppress recombination without
affecting majority carrier tunnelling. At an optimized diffusion temperature of 850 ◦C, con-
tact resistivity is independent on SiNx thickness (between 5 nm and 13 nm). On the other
hand, the SiOx thickness has more impacts, particular for the contact resistivity. The SiOx
has to be kept vary thin, approximately 1.3 nm, to achieve good compromise between J0c
and ρc. By optimizing the phosphorus diffusion temperature (at 850 ◦C), we have achieved
very low recombination current densities of ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 and ∼7× 10−15 A/cm2 and
low contact resistivity values between 0.14 Ω cm2 and 0.005 Ω cm2.
Inserting a thin diffused region at the interface between the silicon substrate and
the interfacial layer can reduce the sensitivity of such passivating contact structure to the
SiNx composition and diffusion temperatures. It allows a reasonable J0c ≈6× 10−14 A/cm2
and eases ohmic contact formation (corresponding ρc = 0.2 Ω cm2) for the challenging
case of n = 1.9 SiNx. The application of pre-diffused regions shows a steady J0c of
∼1.5× 10−14 A/cm2 with corresponding ρc of ≤0.05 Ω cm2, which are less affected by diffu-
sion temperatures, as well as SiNx compositions. With the assistance of advanced thin film
characterization techniques, PL spectra of the a-Si/SiNx/SiOx structure before and after
thermal diffusion processes indicate that there are phosphorus atoms present within the
interfacial layer. Such finding is further confirmed with the XPS spectra. Combining these
findings with their corresponding J0c and ρc indicates that phosphorus atoms in silicon
films, interfacial layers, as well as the silicon substrate are important to improve the de-
gree of self-passivation and carrier-selectivity of the silicon film based passivating contacts.
Keeping these requirements in mind, such electron-selective contact structures have been
implemented at the rear side of n-type silicon solar cells, demonstrating Voc = 672.4 mV,
FF = 80.3 % and efficiency = 21.1 %, with significant room for further improvement.
7.3 Hole-selective passivating contacts based on boron dif-
fused recrystallized amorphous silicon and thin dielec-
tric interlayers
In this section, we present a detailed study of p-type passivating contacts by means of boron
diffusion, thin silicon dielectric layers, and amorphous silicon layers. The paths to obtaining
an optimized p-type passivating contact are identified. There are three parameters that
need to be investigated: the a-Si thickness, the interfacial layer, and the boron diffusion
temperature. In those optimization steps, the recombination current parameter, sheet
resistance and contact resistance are measured, as indicators of the self-passivating and
selective transport qualities of an optimized structure. Firstly, the effect of a-Si thicknesses
is investigated for three diffusion temperatures. Secondly, four different interfacial layers:
a single chemical oxide, a single thin thermal silicon oxide, and two sets of SiNx/chemical
oxide double layers with SiNx refractive index values of 2.5 and 3.0, are studied as a
function of the boron diffusion temperature. The influence of a-Si thickness, interfacial
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layer conditions, diffusion temperature and low temperature anneal in forming gas (FGA)
show a clear path to form optimized boron diffused polysilicon passivating contacts.
7.3.1 Experimental procedure
Samples for measuring the recombination parameter J0c, and the contact resistivity ρc,
were prepared separately. P-type FZ silicon wafers with high resistivity ∼100 cm and
thickness of 470 µm were used for measuring J0c, while p-type FZ silicon wafers with low
resistivity (∼0.5–1 Ω cm) and thickness of 200–250 µm were prepared for c measurements.
Two types of thin oxide layers were studied: a thin chemical oxide and a thermal oxide
layer. A thickness of ∼1.4 nm chemical oxide was grown by immersing silicon wafers (both
J0c samples and ρc samples) into a 68 wt% nitric acid solution at a temperature of 90 ◦C.
A thermal oxide layer with a similar thickness of ∼1–1.3 nm, was prepared thermally in a
quartz tube by means of dry oxidation process at 600 ◦C. During the 400 ◦C PECVD film
deposition, some of chemical oxide samples received a stack of SiNx and a-Si layers, while
other chemical oxide samples and all thermal oxide samples were coated with intrinsic
a-Si only. Two different 14 nm thick SiNx layers with refractive indices (at a wavelength of
632 nm) of 2.5 and 3.0 were deposited in the SiNx/a-Si stack structure. The J0c samples
were prepared with a symmetrical layer structure on both sides, while the ρc samples had
a one side passivating contact structure. After PECVD film deposition, both J0c samples
and ρc samples were doped with boron atoms by using BBr3 as a diffusion source at a
temperature ranging from 870 ◦C to 980 ◦C. A fixed 30 minutes of BBr3 deposition and
a subsequent 30 minutes drive-in in nitrogen at the same temperature were used for all
diffusion temperatures.
After removing the boron-silica glass (BSG) layer, J0c was measured at room tem-
perature by transient photoconductance decay (PCD)[93] and quasi steady state pho-
toconductance (QSSPC) [171] at an excess carrier density in the range of ∆n =
0.5×1015 − 1×1015 cm−3, both before and after FGA at 400 ◦C for 30 minutes. The Cox
and Strack method was used to extract ρc values from the contact resistivity samples
which have various sizes of circular aluminium contacts on top of the polysilicon layers
[32], which have the same size as used in Sect.7.2. Error values, as indicated in the fol-
lowing figures, are calculated by accounting both errors of the wafer thickness and errors
of the circular aluminium contact sizes. The electrically active boron dopant concentra-
tion in the p+ polysilicon/SiOx contact structure was measured by the electrochemical
capacitance-voltage technique (WEP Wafer Profile CVP21).
7.3.2 Optimization of the a-Si thickness and the boron diffusion
Dopant profile
After the growth of a ∼1.4 nm chemical oxide layer, the second step in the formation of
the contact structure is to deposit a layer of un-doped a-Si. The thickness of this layer
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(a) Boron doping profiles of
polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon passivating con-
tact at diffusion temperature of 920oC for different
thicknesses of the deposited a-Si layer.
(b) Boron doping profiles of
polysilicon/SiOx/monosilicon passivating con-
tact at diffusion temperature of 980oC for different
thicknesses of the deposited a-Si layer.
Figure 7.11
needs to be optimized in conjunction with the boron diffusion process. On the one hand,
it is very important, as we shall see below, that the entirety of the silicon layer is doped
with a high concentration of boron atoms. Some boron atoms diffuse across the thin oxide
and into the silicon wafer, and this can also have an impact on the final performance of
the contact. On the other hand, the boron diffusion consumes a certain amount of the
deposited silicon, reducing the final thickness of the layer.
To explore such tradeoff, we prepared samples with a-Si layer thicknesses of 29 nm,
36 nm, 46 nm, 55 nm and 90 nm, and subjected them to three different diffusion temper-
atures, 920 ◦C, 960 ◦C and 980 ◦C. The boron profiles corresponding to the lowest and
highest temperatures, measured by ECV, are shown in Fig.7.11a and Fig.7.11b, respec-
tively. The first observation is that the measurement corresponding to the sample with the
thinnest a-Si layer presents a Gaussian profile that is very close to the typical boron profile
obtained on a mono-crystalline silicon wafer (i.e., without an a-Si layer) for those diffusion
conditions. This indicates that the thin a-Si layer has probably been completely oxidized
during the boron pre-deposition step. All the other samples present a qualitatively similar
profile, having a high boron concentration near the surface followed by a sharp drop and
then a moderate concentration “tail” into the silicon wafer, which is deeper for the higher
diffusion temperature. Such sudden drop in boron concentration was also observed in the
ECV profiles of boron implanted TOPCon structures [61][156]. The drop can be due to the
diffusivity and the segregation coefficient of boron in the thin SiOx and at the interfaces
between polysilicon/SiOx and SiOx/monosilicon, which differ from the values in mono-
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crystalline silicon. As indicated in Ref.[61], it is reasonable to identify the position of this
sudden drop in boron concentration as the location of the interfacial SiOx layer present
between the polysilicon and the monosilicon. As can be seen in Fig.7.11a and Fig.7.11b,
the interface position is deeper when the a-Si layer is thicker. The ECV measurement
is therefore capable of revealing the presence, or not, and approximate thickness of the
polysilicon layer. Approximate polysilicon thicknesses are listed in the Table.7.2. Note
that this method of estimating the polysilicon layer thickness is prone to error, compared
to more precise microscopy methods, yet it is sufficient for the relative comparisons and
experimental optimizations in this section. Surprisingly, there is practically no additional
a-Si consumed by increasing the boron diffusion temperature by 60 ◦C, since the thickness
of polysilicon after 920 ◦C is very similar to the thickness of polysilicon after 980 ◦C. This
contributes to making the contact resistivity weakly sensitive to the diffusion temperature.
The absolute value of the boron concentration within the polysilicon is less reliable for the
thinner than the thicker layers, but is in all cases ∼1–3× 1020 cm−3. This is almost one
order of magnitude higher than the boron concentration in the silicon substrate. The lat-
ter is lower, ∼0.7× 1019 cm−3–1.5× 1019 cm−3, for the samples doped at 920 ◦C than for
those doped at 980 ◦C, where the boron concentration at the SiOx/monosilicon interface is
∼1–2.5× 1019 cm−3. This drastic drop in boron concentration emphasizes the role of the
thin interfacial oxide as a diffusion barrier, even though it does not completely block the
diffusion of boron into the wafer.
Sheet resistance and contact resistivity
An additional evidence of the critical role of the interfacial layer is given by the measured
sheet resistance, shown in Fig. 7.12a. The sheet resistance Rsh corresponding to the sam-
ples with the thinnest polysilicon layer is very low, in correspondence with the deep and
highly doped boron profiles shown in Fig.7.11a and Fig.7.11b. For all the samples with an
initial a-Si thickness greater than 36 nm (>20 nm for the final polysilicon), the Rsh values
are consistently large. This indicates that the thin chemical SiOx layer is an effective bar-
rier to the diffusion of boron atoms, even though there is a small number of them (the tail
in the profiles) crossing into the silicon substrate. In agreement with the deeper profiles
in Fig.7.11a and Fig.7.11b, the Rsh value is reduced by approximately a factor of two as
the diffusion temperature is increased.
The measured contact resistivity, ρc, shown in Fig.7.12b is also consistent with the
depiction of the interface given above. When the final polysilicon layer is too thin, the
contact resistivity is very low, down to the resolution limit of the technique used to measure
it. This is consistent with the a-Si layer and the interfacial SiOx having been consumed
during the diffusion process. All other samples show contact resistivity values in the range
of 5–0.014 Ω cm2, most likely limited by quantum mechanical tunnelling through the thin
SiOx interlayer, as well as the bulk resistivity of boron doped polysilicon layers.
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(a) Sheet resistance measurements of polysili-
con/chemical SiOx/monosilicon as a function of
polysilicon thickness. They are shown for three differ-
ent boron diffusion temperatures, 920oC, 960oC and
980oC.
(b) Contact resistivity measurements of polysili-
con/chemical SiOx/monosilicon as a function of the
approximate polysilicon thickness for three differ-
ent boron diffusion temperatures, 920oC, 960oC and
980oC. The dashed line represents the lowest con-
tact resistivity that can be reliably detected with the
measurement technique used.
Figure 7.12
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Figure 7.13: Recombination current density of polysilicon/chemical SiOx/monosilicon as a function of
the approximate polysilicon thickness for three different boron diffusion temperatures, 920oC, 960oC and
980oC before FGA.
Recombination current density
Plots of the recombination current density parameter J0c corresponding to the three dif-
fusion temperatures of 920 ◦C, 960 ◦C and 980 ◦C as a function of the approximate polysil-
icon thickness are shown in Fig.7.13. The samples on which the thinnest a-Si layers were
deposited present very high J0c values for all three diffusion processes, similar to those
typically found for similar boron dopant profiles with no surface passivation. The recombi-
nation losses are drastically reduced by the presence of the polysilicon/SiOx stack in all the
other samples. The 920 ◦C and 960 ◦C boron diffusions result in the lowest recombination
currents of ∼1.8× 10−14 A/cm2 and ∼1.6× 10−14 A/cm2 respectively, which are obtained
for the samples with a relatively thin initial a-Si layer of 36 nm. J0c increases with the
thickness of the polysilicon layer, first marginally, up to an initial a-Si thickness of 46 nm,
and then more markedly, for the samples on which the thickest a-Si layers were deposited.
Increasing the diffusion temperature to 980 ◦C causes a small increase in recombination
for the samples on which the thin a-Si layers were deposited, J0c≈ 2.65× 10−14 A/cm2 for
36 nm initial a-Si layer (∼20.5 nm final polysilicon thickness), but it is beneficial for the
thickest initial a-Si layers. The higher boron diffusion temperature of 980 ◦C is preferable
for the 90 nm initial a-Si layer (∼50 nm final polysilicon thickness) in order to introduce an
appropriate amount of boron atoms throughout the thicker final polysilicon/SiOx structure
and thus reduce recombination, resulting in a J0c of ∼7× 10−14 A/cm2.
Given that the different diffusion temperatures result in significantly different boron
concentration profiles, we investigated the possible contribution of the boron “tail” present
in the silicon substrate in the total recombination. Similarly to the procedure in Ref.
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a-Si thick-
ness ( nm)
polysilicon
thickness
( nm)
BBr3
Tempera-
ture ( ◦C)
J0bulk
( A/cm2)
J0bulk ( %) Seff (be-
fore FGA)
( cm/s)
36 20 920 0.7× 10−15 3.5 1143
46 24 920 0.4× 10−15 1.7 1227
56 36 920 0.3× 10−15 0.7 2535
90 53 920 0.4× 10−15 0.2 6396
36 20.5 980 5.4× 10−15 20.5 1410
46 24.5 980 3.8× 10−15 14.2 1644
56 39 980 1.5× 10−15 4.3 2007
90 52 980 1.9× 10−15 3.0 3924
Table 7.2: Summary of data for samples with four different initial a-Si thicknesses after boron diffusion at
920 ◦C and 980 ◦C, including the approximate polysilicon thickness extracted from the ECV measurements,
the recombination current parameter in the boron doped region of the monosilicon substrate J0bulk, mod-
elled from the ECV profiles, its percentage contribution to the total recombination current J0bulk%, and
the modelled effective surface recombination velocity, Seff , before FGA at the monosilicon/SiOx interface.
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[61], we calculated the recombination current parameter J0bulk due to bulk Auger re-
combination by assuming a zero surface recombination velocity at the internal interface
SiOx/monosilicon. We used an analytic model for minority carrier transport[35] and the
empirical parameterization of band gap narrowing in Chapter 2. The results of the mod-
elling are summarized in Table.7.2, both in absolute values and as a percentage of the total
recombination current parameter J0c of the contact structure. At the lower boron diffusion
temperature, 920 ◦C, the dopant profiles in the silicon substrate are shallower and have
a lower concentration, resulting in bulk recombination currents below 0.6× 10−15 A/cm2,
that contribute small percentages to the total J0c, from ∼1 % to ∼3.4 %. In the case of
980 ◦C diffusion temperature, the higher dopant doses introduced into the wafer produce
bulk recombination contributions of up to 5.4× 10−15 A/cm2, which contribute ∼14 % and
∼20 % of the total J0c measured for the 36 nm a-Si and 46 nm a-Si samples. The thicker
a-Si layers present a greater impediment to boron diffusion and result in shallower dopant
profiles in the silicon substrate, which contribute less than 4 % to their total J0c. This anal-
ysis indicates that Auger recombination can partially explain small differences observed for
samples with the same a-Si layer doped at the two temperatures; for example, the 36 nm
a-Si sample doped at 980 ◦C has ∼5.4× 10−15 A/cm2 higher Auger recombination that the
sample doped at 920 ◦C, which nearly explains the difference between the respective J0c≈
2.65× 10−14 A/cm2 and J0c≈ 1.85× 10−14 A/cm2.
The main conclusion of this analysis is that Auger recombination within the boron
doped regions formed in the substrate cannot explain the measured J0c. Therefore, it is
necessary to invoke other recombination processes, such as possible carrier injection and
recombination in the boron doped polysilicon layer, and interface recombination. In the
modelling, all those processes can be lumped into an effective surface recombination ve-
locity (Seff ) present at the SiOx/monosilicon interface. The Seff values needed for the
model to fully account for the measured J0c are given in Table.7.2. It is beyond the scope of
this work to discriminate the physical mechanisms behind these Seff values. In a possible
scenario, we could conjecture that the probability for minority carrier tunnelling through
the interlayer is very low, in which case Seff could be attributed exclusively to defect-
mediated recombination at the SiOx/monosilicon interface. The modelling results shown
in Table.7.2 indicate that relatively high values of Seff , in the range ∼1.1× 103 cm/s to
∼6.4× 103 cm/s before a forming gas anneal, are acceptable; that is, the requirements on
interface passivation are relatively modest. Numerical simulation by other researchers[179]
show that similar surface recombination velocities (from 1× 103 cm/s to 1× 104 cm/s) at
the interface between the Si wafer absorber and the oxide layer are sufficient for guaran-
teeing high Voc values (>700 mV). This is possible thanks to the presence of the boron
dopant tail in the near-surface region of the monocrystalline Si wafer. The analysis in-
dicates that it is the combination of this dopant tail and a moderate level of interface
passivation that results in a very low J0c. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that the actual
interfacial recombination velocity may be lower than Seff and that some minority carriers
may leak into the polysilicon layer, either by tunnelling or small pinholes in the SiOx, and
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recombine there.
From these experiments, we can conclude that the performance of the p-type passi-
vating contact is mainly determined by the amount of boron introduced in the polysili-
con layer, at the SiOx/monosilicon interface and into monoslilicon. Thus, both the a-Si
thickness and the boron diffusion process are important parameters to be optimized. We
found that the ideal a-Si thickness is in the range between 36 nm and 46 nm (approximate
polysilicon thickness between ∼20 nm and ∼25 nm). At 960 ◦C, these polysilicon layers
give a J0c between 1.6× 10−14 A/cm2 and 2.3× 10−14 A/cm2, together with a contact re-
sistivity of ∼0.008 Ω cm2 to ∼0.0095 Ω cm2. At 980 ◦C, a slightly lower contact resistivity
of 0.0073 Ω cm2 and slightly higher J0c of 2.65× 10−14 A/cm2 were obtained for both the
36 nm and 46 nm initial a-Si layers.
7.3.3 Single and double interfacial layers
Given that in the previous section we only used a chemically grown SiOx, it is worth
exploring other interfacial layers to see if they may be advantageous. In this section we
investigate thermally grown interfacial oxides with a thickness of ∼1–1.3 nm. In addition,
we also explore contact structures that include a double SiOx/SiNx interfacial layer. We
have recently found that such double layers are beneficial in the case of phosphorus doped
polysilicon contacts, in Sect.7.2. The double layers used here consist of a 1.4 nm chemical
SiOx plus a 14 nmSiNx layer deposited by PECVD. For the latter we explore two different
compositions, represented by refractive indices (measured at a wavelength of 632 nm) of
n = 2.5 and n = 3.0. All these samples had the same a-Si layer deposited on top of the
SiOx or SiOx/SiNx stack by PECVD with a thickness of 36 nm (∼20 nm polysilicon), which
was found to be optimal in the previous section. The results of the experiments in terms
of Rsh, ρc and J0c as a function of boron diffusion temperature are shown in Fig.7.14a,
Fig.7.14b, and Fig.7.15.
Sheet resistance and contact resistivity
In p-type polysilicon MOS technology, SiNx/SiO2 double layers have been used to suppress
the penetration of boron atoms into the silicon substrate and thus improve the reliability
of small scale MOS devices [211]. The diffusivity of boron through SiNx films is hampered
by the strength of the Si-N bonds, particularly abundant in material compositions char-
acterised by a low refractive index. It has been documented that more energy is required
to substitute a boron atom into a Si-N site than into a nitrogen free site[55][67]. Thus, a
higher blocking ability of boron diffusion can be expected for films with a high nitrogen
concentration (low refractive index) that those with a relatively high silicon concentration
(high refractive index). Our experiments confirm that the double layer based on SiNx with
a refractive index of 2.5 is indeed a very effective barrier to the diffusion of boron up to a
temperature of 960 ◦C, as demonstrated by the very high Rsh measured for such samples.
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(a) Sheet resistance measurement of p+ polysil-
icon/interfacial layers/monosilicon structures as a
function of BBr3 diffusion temperature. Four dif-
ferent layers: n = 2.5 SiNx/chemical SiOx, n = 3
SiNx/chemical SiOx, chemical SiOx, and thermal
SiOx, were covered by 36 nm a-Si.
(b) Contact resistivity measurement of p+ polysil-
icon/interfacial layers/monosilicon structures as a
function of BBr3 diffusion temperature. There are
four different layers, n = 2.5 SiNx/chemical SiOx,
n = 3 SiNx/chemical SiOx, chemical SiOx, and ther-
mal SiOx. All these samples received a-Si with a
thickness of 36 nm. The dashed line represents the
lowest contact resistivity that can be reliably de-
tected with the measurement technique used.
Figure 7.14
The more silicon rich, n = 3.0, SiNx/chemical SiOx double layer has a reduced blocking
ability, no much better than that offered by a single ∼1–1.3 nm SiOx layer (see Fig.7.14a),
except at the highest diffusion temperature. At 980 ◦C the n = 3.0 and n = 2.5 SiNx layers
result in approximately the same Rsh, indicating significant boron penetration, but still to
a lesser degree than for the single oxide layers. The latter are quite different, the chemical
SiOx being less efficient at impeding boron diffusion than the thermal SiOx, which results
in Rsh values approximately a factor of 2 higher.
The contact resistivity measurements, shown in Fig.7.14b, indicate that the double
SiNx/SiOx interfacial layers present a high resistance to the flow of current through them,
particularly when the refractive index of the SiNx is low. The higher refractive index SiNx
(n = 3.0) gives a lower ρc, which follows a decreasing trend with diffusion temperature.
This behaviour is consistent with an increasing boron penetration into and through the
silicon rich SiNx, which results in an enhanced conductivity of the polysilicon/SiNx/SiOx
structure. Nevertheless, only the samples diffused at 960–980 ◦C achieve a sufficiently low
ρc for a full area solar cell contact. On the other hand, the samples with a single silicon
oxide layer, either chemical or thermal, achieve a low contact resistance in the range of
from ∼0.007 Ω/cm2 to 0.02 Ω/cm2. The diffusion temperature does not have a large impact
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on ρc. Such insensitivity of ρc to the diffusion temperature can be partly explained by the
limitations of the technique used to measure it, indicated by the dashed line in Fig.7.12b
and Fig.7.14b. Once the contact resistivity approaches such limit, there are large errors in
its extraction, as indicated by the large error bars in Fig.7.14b. The thermal SiOx results
in slightly higher ρc values than the chemical SiOx, possibly related to its higher density,
which in turn leads to a smaller concentration of boron at the interface between the thermal
oxide layer and the silicon substrate. As illustrated by the doping profiles in Fig.7.11a and
Fig.7.11b, there are small variations in the boron concentration in the polysilicon and at the
interface between SiOx and monosilicon when increasing the diffusion temperature from
920 ◦C to 980 ◦C. For a-Si with initial thickness 36 nm and chemical oxide, Ninterface =
1.08× 1019 cm−3 at 920 ◦C and Ninterface = 1.45× 1019 cm−3 at 980 ◦C; for a-Si with
initial thickness 36 nm and thermal oxide, Ninterface = 8.27× 1018 cm−3 at 920 ◦C and
Ninterface = 1.05× 1019 cm−3 at 980 ◦C. This indicates that a higher boron concentration
at the interface helps to reduce the global contact resistivity of the structure.
7.3.4 Recombination current
The J0c values of the above four groups of samples before and after FGA are shown sep-
arately in Fig.7.15. The samples with double SiNx/chemical SiOx layer (blue square for
n= 2.5 and green circle for n=3) have larger recombination than the samples with single
SiOx interfacial layers (red asterisks for the chemical SiOx and teal square for the thermal
SiOx). The same observation was made for the n-type phosphorus diffused contact struc-
tures presented in Sect.7.2. The more effective boron blocking layers (SiNx with n = 2.5)
result in very high J0c values, except for the 980 ◦C diffusion case, when such blocking
ceases and the sheet resistance drops (see Fig.7.14a). The more silicon rich SiNx with
n = 3.0 gives significantly lower J0c, parallel to the lower Rsh and higher doping it per-
mits. Nevertheless, such J0c is still above ∼1× 10−13 A/cm2, much higher than the values
achieved by the single SiOx interfacial layer samples. As mentioned in the previous section,
the lowest J0c value of ∼1.6× 10−14 A/cm2 is obtained for the single chemical SiOx at a
diffusion temperature of 960 ◦C. The thermal SiOx samples have slightly higher J0c values,
quite consistent between 2× 10−14 A/cm2 and 3.7× 10−14 A/cm2 for diffusion tempera-
tures from 870 ◦C to 980 ◦C. A similar behaviour was observed in the phosphorus diffused
n-type passivating contacts based on a-Si and 1.3 nm thermal SiOx layer in Sect.7.2.
After FGA at 400 ◦C, as indicated in Fig.7.15, there is a pronounced degradation in
the samples with single interfacial layers (open red asterisks for the chemical SiOx and
open teal square for the thermal SiOx). After FGA, J0c values consistently increase by a
factor of two on the single thermal SiOx samples. In the samples with single chemical SiOx
interfacial layers, the level of degradation of J0c varies with the diffusion temperature, being
a large 3.51× 10−13 A/cm2 at the lowest diffusion temperature (870 ◦C) and negligible at
the highest diffusion temperatures (960 ◦C and 980 ◦C). The fact that a FGA causes an
increase in recombination is contrary to expectations, even though it was also observed
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Figure 7.15: Recombination current density of p+ polysilicon/interfacial layers/monosilicon structures
as a function of BBr3 diffusion temperature. There are four different layers, n = 2.5 SiNx/chemical SiOx,
n = 3 SiNx/chemical SiOx, chemical SiOx, and thermal SiOx. All these samples received a-Si with a
thickness of 36 nm. The figure at the left side indicates the recombination current densities before FGA
and the figure at the righthand side show the recombination current density after FGA.
for similar structures doped with phosphorus. On the other hand, the samples with a
double SiNx/SiOx interlayer do respond to hydrogenation in the way that is normally
expected, that is, with a reduction in interface recombination. A factor of 2 improvement
has been observed on the samples with n = 3.0 SiNx/SiOx (open green circles) and n =
2.5 SiNx/SiOx double layer (open blue squares). However, this improvement is not as
significant as what was observed for phosphorus doped structures, and the J0c values of
the p+ polysilicon/SiNx/SiOx structures remains higher than for those with a single SiOx
layer.
From the above comparison between the four interfacial conditions, we can conclude
that the chemical SiOx layer is globally the best in terms of recombination, contact re-
sistivity and stability after FGA. The p+ polysilicon/SiOx structure with a thermal SiOx
layer has a similar performance to the chemical SiOx before FGA, but it degrades af-
ter FGA. The SiNx/chemical SiOx double layer samples show high recombination currents
(>1× 10−13 A/cm2) and contact resistances (>0.1 Ω cm2), even though they improve after
FGA. Therefore, the optimized p-type passivating contact should have a chemical oxide
as an interfacial layer and an initial a-Si layer approximately 36 nmthick. A J0c value
of ∼1.6× 10−14 A/cm2 with contact resistivity of 0.008 Ω cm2 can then be obtained at a
boron diffusion temperature of 960 ◦C.
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7.3.5 Conclusion
An approach to form p-type passivating contacts based on PECVD of undoped amorphous
silicon followed by thermal diffusion of boron from a BBr3 source has been demonstrated.
The detailed optimization of the process has included modifying the a-Si thickness, the
diffusion temperature and the interfacial layer. Firstly, the behaviour of these boron doped
passivating contacts as a function of a-Si thickness has indicated that, to ensure both a low
recombination current and a low contact resistivity, it is important to keep a moderate
doping level in the polysilicon/SiOx structure, aiming for a high doping concentration
in the polysilicon region and at both sides of the interfacial layer, together with a low
doping tail within the silicon substrate. Thin a-Si layers with initial thickness of 29 nm are
completely oxidised, leading to over doping, while the thicker a-Si layers require a higher
boron diffusion temperature to reach an optimized doping level. Modelling indicates that
the tail of boron doping into the monosilicon wafer is not the cause for the relatively high
recombination currents observed in some samples, particularly in those with the thicker
a-Si layers. Hence recombination in such samples is most likely dominated by processes
occurring at the interfaces or in the boron doped polysilicon.
By comparing four different interfacial layers as a function of diffusion temperature,
we confirmed that a double SiNx/chemical SiOx layer suppresses the penetration of boron
into the silicon substrate. The performance of such layers improves after FGA, but not
sufficiently to make them attractive. In particular, their contact resistance is very high,
probably due to an insufficient doping of both sides of the interfacial layers. A better
performance can be achieved with a single SiOx interfacial layer, which achieves much
lower J0c and ρc values, thanks to some boron diffusing across it and into the monosil-
icon wafer. This means that it is necessary to have boron atoms filling the complete
polysilicon/interfacial layer/monosilicon stack structure for an optimized p-type passivat-
ing contact. Some degradation of J0c after FGA was observed in the samples with either
a single thermal silicon oxide or a single chemical silicon oxide. Nevertheless, the effect
of the FGA can be eliminated by increasing the boron doping level in the structure. By
adjusting the boron diffusion temperature to 960 ◦C or 980 ◦C, low recombination current
parameters from ∼1.6× 10−14 A/cm2 to ∼2.7× 10−14 A/cm2 have been obtained for sam-
ples with initial a-Si thicknesses of 36 nm to 46 nm (approximate polysilicon thicknesses of
∼20 nm and ∼25 nm respectively). These low recombination losses are accompanied by a
low contact resistance of ρc ∼0.008 Ω cm2. Such combination places this structure among
the best options available to form self-passivating contacts for the selective transport of
holes in silicon solar cells.
Finally, a summary of contact resistivity and recombination current density values of
both n-type passivating contacts presented in Sect.7.2 and p-type passivating contacts de-
veloped in this work is shown in Fig.7.16. Both of them have been fabricated by means of a
thermal diffusion process and PECVD deposited a-Si films. The differences between p-type
polysilicon contacts and n-type polysilicon ones are pronounced, in terms of recombination
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Figure 7.16: Summary of contact resistivity and recombination current parameter pairs for n-type pas-
sivating contacts in the previous section and p-type passivating contacts in this work.
current and contact resistivity parameters. Phosphorus doped polysilicon contacts achieve
much lower J0c values, but with a large scattering of the corresponding contact resistivity
values. This is mainly due to the double SiNx/SiOx interfacial layer used for these n-type
polysilicon contacts. Boron doped polysilicon contacts have a consistently low level of
contact resistivity, with slightly higher J0c values. These results match the conclusions of
previous works, which have also found that n-type silicon-film contact structures usually
show a better passivating performance than p-type silicon-film contacts. Nevertheless, the
boron doped polysilicon contacts presented here open the way for fabricating effective
hole-selective passivating contacts for high efficiency silicon solar cells.
7.4 Summary of passivating contacts
A summary of contact resistivity and recombination current density values for n-type
passivating contacts and p-type passivating contacts developed in previous work by oth-
ers and in this work are shown in Fig.7.17 and Fig.7.18, respectively. From these re-
cent results, n-type silicon-film contact structures usually show a better passivating per-
formance than p-type silicon-film passivating contacts. The n-type passivating contacts
typically have a range of recombination current parameter values in the vicinity of
0.7− 10×10−15 A/cm2[161][216][58][221]with one report of <1× 10−15 A/cm2[152][162].
On the other hand, p-type passivating contacts typically present a higher recom-
bination current of about 4− 50×10−15 A/cm2[161][162][60][221] with one report of
∼4.5× 10−15 A/cm2[162]. This difference in performance was already observed between
p-n-p and n-p-n polysilicon emitter bipolar junction devices[111][147]. N-type polysilicon
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emitters have shown significant current gain enhancements, by a factor up to 30[147], while
p-type polysilicon emitters can only improve the current gain up to a factor of 10[111].
Several explanations were offered in previous studies: boron has a higher diffusivity than
phosphorus in polysilicon layers[111][139], fewer ionized boron atoms are segregated in
the grain boundaries of polysilicon layers, the boron atom tends to induce more interface
defects and oxide charges in the Si/SiO2 interface system, due to the penetration of boron
into the substrate[175].
In this work, both of p-type and n-type passivating contacts have been fabricated by
means of a thermal diffusion process and PECVD intrinsic silicon films. N-type passi-
vating contacts have been developed from two starting silicon films: intrinsic poly-Si and
intrinsic a-Si. After optimization, they achieve similar levels of J0c and ρc. Recombination
current parameters J0c in the range from ∼4× 10−15 A/cm2 to ∼4× 10−14 A/cm2 and
their corresponding ρc with a range of from ∼1× 10−3 Ω cm2 to ∼0.6 Ω cm2 have been
obtained.
Similarly, in the development of the p-type passivating contact, the two different start-
ing silicon films have given similar results. Recombination current parameters J0c with
a range from ∼1× 10−14 A/cm2 to ∼1× 10−13 A/cm2 and their corresponding ρc with a
range from ∼0.004 Ω cm2 to ∼0.08 Ω cm2 have been achieved. In general, n-type passivating
contacts give slightly lower recombination than p-type passivating contacts, which matches
findings by other researchers. Nevertheless, replacing the conventional metal/silicon con-
tact structure with these silicon film based passivating contacts can significantly reduce
the recombination losses, which potentially enables high voltage and efficiency in silicon
solar cells.
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Figure 7.17: Summary of contact resistivity and recombination current parameter pairs for n-type pas-
sivating contacts based on heavily doped silicon films developed in this work and in previous work.
Figure 7.18: Summary of contact resistivity and recombination current parameter pairs for p-type pas-
sivating contacts based on heavily doped silicon films developed in this work and in the previous work.

8
Conclusion and further work
This thesis has focussed on improving the performance of silicon solar cells by understand-
ing and creatively utilizing heavily doped silicon. The fundamental limitations imposed
by heavily doped silicon in conventional solar cells have been re-examined and a large
number of experiments has been performed to evaluate the energy band gap narrowing,
both in highly doped n+ and p+ silicon. The corresponding new empirical expressions for
this important parameter provide the tools needed for accurately modelling the impact of
heavily doped regions on solar cell performance. The experimental data base also serves as
a guideline for developing solar cell structures with dual, selectively doped regions on the
front surface. A simple, self-aligned etch-back process has been developed. The extensive
experience in dopant diffusion technology gained during the first stages of this research
was subsequently applied to developing carrier-selective passivating contacts based on de-
posited silicon layers and ultrathin dielectrics. Although based on heavily doped silicon,
these novel carrier-selective contacts circumvent the main limitations associated to heavy
doping in conventional solar cells. A brief description of the main contributions of this
thesis is given below, followed by suggestions for further work.
8.1 Contributions to the understanding of heavily doped
silicon
To achieve a good agreement between modelled and measured recombination current pa-
rameter J0, it is necessary to use the new empirical expressions for the energy band gap
narrowing (BGN) derived in this work for n+ silicon and p+ silicon. Two of them, one
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for the apparent BGN and another for the net BGN, have been derived. They are ap-
proximately equivalent to each other, as long as they are used with the appropriate carrier
statistics, either Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac. These equivalences cannot be stated to be gen-
eral without further testing, but they can be expected to hold for most phosphorus diffused
regions and boron diffused regions encountered in silicon solar cell technology. Neverthe-
less, it is worth to keep in mind their range of applicability: the highest dopant density
explored in this work is 1.3× 1020 cm−3 for boron diffused samples and 1.15× 1020 cm−3
for phosphorus doped samples. Since in the experimental samples used here the dopant
concentration varies with position, the ∆Eg extracted from each of them is the result
of a weighted average of BGN effects over the full thickness of the diffused region. De-
spite those limitations, the proposed empirical expressions are appropriate to model the
recombination current of a broad range of phosphorus and boron diffused regions.
A comparison between the BGN model in heavily doped n+ silicon and p+ silicon shows
that the BGN value in p+ silicon is larger than that in n+ silicon by a factor of 1.1-1.2. This
number is close to the ratio of effective mass of electrons and holes, mh/me = 1.26. Even
though there is a small difference between BGN values in n-type silicon and in p-type silicon
(<11 meV at a doping concentration of 1.15× 1020 cm−3), it can still lead to a significant
difference, more than 20 %, in the final J0 simulation results. Thus, applying a unified
BGN model for both n-type silicon and p-type silicon could cause an underestimation
of the effect, and it is important to have a separate BGN model for the analysis of the
corresponding type of heavily doped silicon.
8.2 Contributions to selectively doped silicon solar cells
In order to maintain the benefits of heavily doped regions, particularly a low contact
resistivity and a shielding of minority carriers from reaching the metal/semiconductor
interface, together with achieving a low recombination over most of the front surface of
solar cells, a new, scalable method for fabricating self-aligned selectively-doped (SD) solar
cells has been developed. The development included the use of chemical solutions with
a high asymmetry in the etching rate for the masking metal (aluminium or silver) and
silicon. The optimised etching permits accurate and uniform etching of very thin layers of
silicon, to fine-tune the sheet resistance of the moderately doped n+ region. Performing the
metallization steps before the deposition of passivation and ARC layers avoids any extra
alignment steps and reduces the area of heavily doped region usually required for alignment
tolerance in other SD solar cells processes. The PECVD SiNx layer could potentially act
as protection layer for the metal fingers. But, on the other hand, it would need to be
removed from bus bar areas to permit cell interconnection. Although the 17.5 % efficiency
result achieved here has been limited by the metal deposition techniques available in our
laboratory, it serves as a solid proof-of-concept. It indicates that such self-aligned SD
process is potentially well adapted to the prevalent industrial metallization techniques,
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such as screen printing. Combining this well-established metallization technique with this
SD process would reduce the series resistance and the shading factor, simplify device
fabrication and facilitate the fabrication of high efficiency SD silicon solar cells.
8.3 Contributions to self-passivating carrier-selective con-
tats for silicon solar cells
Novel carrier-selective passivating contacts based on heavily doped silicon films and thin
interfacial layers have been presented. Modelling of the carrier transport in the polysilicon
contact by accounting for quantum mechanical tunnelling indicates that there is funda-
mental trade-off between the transport of majority carries (contact resistivity ρc) and the
transport of minority carriers (recombination current parameter J0c). Thus, simultaneous
measurements of J0c and ρc are good indicators for optimized carrier-selective passivating
contacts. The presence of an interfacial layer (a single SiOx layer or a double SiNx/SiOx
layer) is essential to reduce interface defects, block an excessive penetration of impurities
into the underlying silicon substrate, as well as stop the epitaxial growth between doped
silicon layers and underlying silicon, but it must be critically thin to permit majority
carrier tunnelling. The possibility of pinholes in the SiOx layer cannot be completely ex-
cluded, and they would offer a parallel path for the flow of majority carriers. Nevertheless,
the requirement for a small pinhole area density in order to ensure low recombination of
minority carriers poses a limitation for this current component in optimized passivating
contacts.
An investigation of the impact of the refractive index of SiNx showed that recombi-
nation losses are not only related to the doping level in the polysilicon, but also to the
doping level in the interfacial layer itself and even in the monosilicon substrate. We can
visualize the SiNx as a dopant filter to control the amount of phosphorus that penetrates
into the SiOx and monosilicon substrate. By allowing a certain amount of phosphorus into
the SiOx and the substrate, as shown for the case of samples with n = 2.5 SiNx double
layer, it offers a good compromise for both majority and minority carriers. The presence
of impurities is further confirmed by thin film characterization techniques. Inserting an
additional doped region in these passivating contacts can alter the tradeoff between the
J0c and ρc. Pre-diffused substrates provide a high processing tolerance, which results in
consistently low level of recombination for a wide range of diffusion temperatures and
simultaneous low contact resistivity values. However, their self-passivating qualities are
limited by the additional Auger recombination in the pre-diffused regions.
In summary, based on these investigations, there are three requirements that have to
be met simultaneously for producing passivating contacts from doped silicon films: 1. the
doping level in the polysilicon layer has to be maintained as high as possible; 2. impurities
should be allowed to dope the interfacial layer with a low doping level, in order to control
the sensitivity of this interface to further hydrogenation; 3. a relatively low doping level in
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the underlying silicon substrate is necessary for optimum performance. In other words, the
doping gradient between the outer polysilicon layer and the inner monosilicon substrate has
to be maintained relatively high. These carrier-selective passivating contacts open the way
for fabricating silicon solar cells with conversion efficiencies well above 20 %. In this thesis,
focussed on the optimisation of the contacts themselves rather than on cell fabrication,
proof-of-concept devices with conversion efficiencies of 20.8 % with a single SiOx interfacial
layer and 21.1 % with a dual SiOx/SiNx interfacial layer have been fabricated.
8.4 Suggestions for further work
In further development of these novel carrier-selective passivating contacts, there are many
improvements, ongoing work and new process parameters that can be done.
• Depositing in-situ doped silicon films by sputtering, which can be realized by a co-
sputtering process.
• Modify the intrinsic polysilicon or amorphous silicon film by introducing oxygen
to form a SIPOS layer, which can potentially reduce the optical losses in the pure
silicon films. This should allow to use this type of novel carrier-selective passivating
contacts at the front side of silicon solar cells.
• Further investigations are required to understand the degradation caused by the
FGA, the enhancement caused by the double interfacial layer, as well as the transport
mechanism of majority and minority carriers across the passivating contact.
As shown above, n-type silicon solar cells with these electron-selective passivating
contacts have been demonstrated. In terms of demonstrating such novel carrier-selective
passivating contacts on other silicon solar cell designs, further work is need.
• Implementing the hole-selective passivating contacts based on both intrinsic polysili-
con and a-Si layers on silicon solar cells is necessary. Similarly to the previous n-type
silicon solar cell with electron-selective passivating contacts, p-type silicon solar cells
with a phosphorus diffusion as a front junction and a boron doped passivating con-
tact at the rear side could be fabricated.
• A further development would be to incorporate the self-aligned, selectively-etched
SD process developed in this thesis with the silicon film carrier-selective passivating
contacts.
• Fabricate silicon solar cells with both electron-selective and hole-selective passivating
contact structures. This could be regarded as equivalent to a high temperature silicon
hetero-junction solar cell in terms of performance. It can lead to high efficiency
interdigitated back contact solar cells or to high performance bifacial silicon cells,
both very attractive for further progress of Photovoltaics.
A
Appendix:Summary tables for phosphorus and
boron diffused samples
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Sample Rsh ( Ω/2) Ns ( cm−3) Depth ( µm) J0
( fA/cm2)
A (Fermi-
Dirac)
( meV)
B (Boltz-
mann)
( meV)
1 11.5±0.4 1.15±0.05×1020 1.33 411 4.54×10−2 13.3
2 12.0±0.4 9.83±0.18×1019 1.53 379 4.36×10−2 12.9
3 16.0±0.9 7.71±0.18×1019 1.46 453 4.63×10−2 13.9
4 28.7±2.6 6.32±0.04×1019 1.13 555 4.50×10−2 13.7
5 32.5±2.7 3.62±0.07×1019 1.02 625 4.34×10−2 13.5
6 34.0±2.7 3.51±0.02×1019 0.98 714 4.37×10−2 13.6
7 40.5±2.7 3.62±0.07×1019 1.02 642 4.34×10−2 13.5
8 46.7±3.8 5.33±0.06×1019 0.98 812 4.37×10−2 13.6
9 47.0±3.9 4.51±0.19×1019 0.85 729 4.42×10−2 13.8
10 49.6±4.3 1.12±0.07×1020 0.71 636 4.18×10−2 12.0
11 53.8±4.7 6.26±0.06×1019 0.70 847 4.33×10−2 13.4
12 58.8±5.1 1.79±0.01×1019 0.87 799 4.20×10−2 13.2
13 62.7±7.3 3.87±0.04×1019 0.87 853 4.24×10−2 13.1
14 90.9±7.8 9.47±0.14×1019 0.56 973 3.98×10−2 12.1
15 97.6±7.9 3.34±0.11×1019 0.62 1188 4.27×10−2 13.5
16 105.0±8.4 6.33±0.06×1019 0.40 1182 4.01×10−2 12.4
17 143.0±12 3.66±0.06×1019 0.36 1200 3.99×10−2 12.4
18 155.3±13 5.95±0.03×1018 0.73 1376 3.99×10−2 13.0
19 205.0±17 3.93±0.20×1018 0.47 2287 4.11×10−2 13.0
20 205.4±16 8.68±0.22×1018 0.65 1250 3.63×10−2 11.4
21 228.6±18 1.96±0.38×1019 0.28 1869 3.67×10−2 12.0
22 247.6±19 3.97±0.03×1018 0.43 2137 3.92×10−2 12.4
23 291.0±23 3.67±0.29×1018 0.57 2276 3.82×10−2 12.0
24 292.5±24 8.51±0.17×1018 0.26 2784 4.20×10−2 13.3
Table A.1: Summary of the phosphorus diffusions used in this work, including sheet resistance, surface
concentration and approximate diffusion depth. The J0 measurements of the aluminium coated diffusions
are shown, revaluated for ni = 9.65×109cm−3. The corresponding coefficients A calculated by using either
Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac statistics are also given.
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Sample Ns ( cm−3) Depth ( µm) Rsh ( Ω/2) J0
( fA/cm2)
A (Fermi-
Dirac +
Klaassen)
( meV)
B (Boltz-
mann +
Klaassen)
( meV)
A (Fermi-
Dirac +
Swirhun)
( meV)
B (Boltz-
mann +
Swirhun)
( meV)
1 6.14×1018 1.02 206.65 2160 0.0438 0.0427 0.0413 0.0402
2 6.91×1018 2.10 79.41 938 0.0458 0.0444 0.0432 0.0418
3 8.71×1018 3.74 38.55 512 0.0461 0.0443 0.0435 0.0418
4 9.32×1018 3.27 148.74 523 0.0465 0.0448 0.0439 0.0423
5 1.04×1019 0.95 96.34 1810 0.0456 0.0440 0.0431 0.0415
6 1.11×1019 1.24 124.10 1200 0.0453 0.0434 0.0428 0.0409
7 1.24×1019 1.05 39.04 1630 0.0465 0.0447 0.0441 0.0422
8 1.36×1019 2.53 81.11 562 0.0467 0.0445 0.0443 0.0421
9 1.50×1019 1.41 62.88 1150 0.0477 0.0457 0.0453 0.0433
10 1.67×1019 1.41 37.11 942 0.0464 0.0439 0.0442 0.0417
11 1.69×1019 2.52 37.11 574 0.0466 0.0441 0.0444 0.0419
12 1.71×1019 2.53 36.02 559 0.0466 0.044 0.044 0.0418
13 1.82×1019 2.95 33.74 529 0.0470 0.0445 0.0448 0.0423
14 2.13×1019 0.77 96.10 1440 0.0462 0.0432 0.0442 0.0411
15 2.27×1019 1.27 59.78 879 0.0455 0.0425 0.0434 0.0405
16 2.32×1019 1.59 44.31 809 0.0487 0.0459 0.0466 0.0438
17 2.46×1019 1.78 37.31 723 0.0490 0.0460 0.0470 0.0439
18 2.61×1019 1.80 38.13 632 0.0463 0.0431 0.0443 0.0411
19 3.01×1019 1.79 29.91 609 0.0473 0.0433 0.0456 0.0416
20 3.39×1019 1.23 34.87 736 0.0469 0.0423 0.0453 0.0436
21 3.44×1019 1.01 61.99 1170 0.0497 0.0452 0.0480 0.0428
22 3.55×1019 1.07 39.01 937 0.0494 0.0444 0.0479 0.0418
23 3.56×1019 1.73 31.29 623 0.0475 0.0436 0.0457 0.0413
24 3.70×1019 1.58 28.05 619 0.0474 0.0429 0.0458 0.0406
25 4.30×1019 1.24 32.31 737 0.0475 0.0422 0.0460 0.0408
26 4.82×1019 1.22 28.85 703 0.0477 0.0423 0.0463 0.0405
27 5.16×1019 0.62 63.83 1280 0.0471 0.0421 0.0456 0.0403
28 5.45×1019 0.82 40.67 963 0.0481 0.0418 0.0466 0.0402
29 6.86×1019 1.44 20.69 585 0.0481 0.0417 0.0466 0.0394
30 8.33×1019 1.49 19.68 525 0.0472 0.0408 0.0458 0.0397
31 8.94×1019 1.25 24.43 649 0.0481 0.0412 0.0466 0.0387
32 9.27×1019 1.14 19.50 589 0.0483 0.0404 0.0469 0.0389
33 9.87×1019 0.95 33.86 792 0.0475 0.0407 0.0460 0.0391
34 1.14×1020 0.35 62.50 1660 0.0488 0.0401 0.0473 0.0386
35 1.31×1020 0.96 19.32 623 0.0486 0.0386 0.0472 0.0371
Table A.2: Summary of the boron diffusions used in this work, including sheet resistance, surface
concentration. The J0 measurements of the aluminium coated diffusions are shown, and revaluated for
ni = 9.65×109cm−3. The corresponding coefficients A calculated by using either Boltzmann or Fermi-
Dirac statistics in different mobility models (Klaassen and Swirhun) are also shown.
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Sample Ns ( cm−3) Rsh ( Ω/2) J0
( fA/cm2)
A
(Richter
et al.)
( meV)
B (Kerr
and
Cuevas)
( meV)
A (Alter-
matt et
al.) ( meV)
B
(Dziewior
and
Schmid)
( meV)
1 3.8×1018 165.15 11.84 0.049 0.039 0.047 0.049
2 4.33×1018 119.94 16.06 0.050 0.043 0.049 0.050
3 6.14×1018 206.65 11.44 0.050 0.044 0.049 0.049
4 6.91×1018 79.41 17.18 0.045 0.038 0.044 0.044
5 7.86×1018 143.07 16.56 0.048 0.043 0.047 0.047
6 9.93×1018 111.29 17.49 0.045 0.040 0.044 0.044
7 1.04×1019 148.74 9.06 0.044 0.037 0.042 0.043
8 1.11×1019 96.34 21.23 0.045 0.040 0.044 0.044
9 1.24×1019 124.10 15.01 0.045 0.040 0.043 0.044
10 1.5×1019 81.11 25.50 0.045 0.040 0.043 0.043
11 1.69×1019 37.11 49.56 0.042 0.039 0.041 0.041
12 2.32×1019 44.31 79.84 0.045 0.043 0.044 0.044
13 2.46×1019 37.13 95.63 0.044 0.043 0.043 0.043
14 3.39×1019 34.87 70.66 0.041 0.041 0.040 0.040
15 8.94×1019 24.43 106.86 0.041 0.042 0.040 0.040
16 9.87×1019 33.86 83.29 0.041 0.042 0.040 0.040
17 1.09×1020 84.25 61.47 0.043 0.045 0.042 0.042
18 1.14×1020 62.50 220.42 0.045 0.046 0.045 0.045
19 1.19×1020 55.23 91.87 0.043 0.045 0.042 0.042
20 1.31×1020 19.32 150.22 0.041 0.043 0.041 0.041
Table A.3: Summary of the boron diffusions used in this work, including sheet resistance, and surface
concentration. The J0 measurements of the Al2O3 coated diffusions with negative corona charges are
shown, revaluated for ni = 9.65×109cm−3. The corresponding coefficients A calculated by using four
Auger recombination models are also given.
B
Appendix:Systematic analytical model for
minority carrier transport in doped silicon
In the n-type doped silicon with nonuniform doping profiles, the minority carrier transport
J0n with third-order approximated solution is
J3rd0n = q
Sppo(W )[1 +B2W ] +
∫W
0
pox
τp(x) [1 +B2(x)]dx
1 +
∫W
0
po(x)
τp(x)A1(x)dx+ Sppo(W )[A1(W ) +A3(W )]
(B.1)
where Sp is the effective surface recombination velocity, p0(W ) is the concentration of hole
(minority carrier) at the surface at the thermal equilibrium condition, A1(W ) is
A1(W ) =
∫ W
0
1
Dp(x1)po(x1)
dx1 (B.2)
A3(W ) is
A3(W ) =
∫ W
0
1
Dp(x1)po(x1)
dx1
∫ x1
0
po(x2)
τp(x2)
dx2
∫ x2
0
1
Dp(x3)p0(x3)
dx3 (B.3)
B2(W ) is
B2(W ) =
∫ W
0
1
Dp(x1)p0(x1)
dx1
∫ x1
0
po(x2)
τp(x2)
dx2 (B.4)
and Dp(x) is kTq µp(x).
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Phosphorus-diffused polysilicon contacts
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure C.1: Phosphorus doping profiles of polysilicon contact structures with four interfacial conditions
after being subjected into phosphorus diffusion processes with three diffusion temperatures (800oC, 830oC
and 880oC ). Fig.C.1a shows their doping profiles at diffusion temperature of 800oC . Fig.C.1b shows
their doping profiles at diffusion temperature of 830oC. Fig.C.1c shows their doping profiles at diffusion
temperature of 880oC.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure C.2: Phosphorus doping profiles of polysilicon contact structures with three different polysilicon
thicknesses for three different deposition time at 800oC. Fig.C.2a shows their doping profiles with a depo-
sition time of 10 mins . Fig.C.2b shows their doping profiles with a deposition time of 20 mins. Fig.C.2c
shows their doping profiles with a deposition time of 30 mins.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure C.3: Phosphorus doping profiles of polysilicon contact structures with three different polysilicon
thicknesses for three different drive-in time. The pre-deposition time was 10 mins at a diffusion temperature
of at 800oC. Fig.C.3a shows their doping profiles with a drive-in time of 20 mins . Fig.C.3b shows their
doping profiles with a drive-in time of 35 mins. Fig.C.3c shows their doping profiles with a drive-in time of
55 mins.
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